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Chairperson note

Asalaam alequm.
After a hiatus of two years, and cancelling 
three events, we have finally decided to 
take the plunge to hold our 16th exhibi-
tion with the collaboration of Lahore 
Chamber of Commerce and Industries 
[LCCI].
          The year 2020, has been a tumultu-
ous year. After a very successful event in 
Karachi  in February, we were all geared 
to have our next exhibition in April. 
Suddenly the world came to a halt due to 
the pandemic. Our craftsmen suffered the 
most as they had pooled all their resourc-
es to prepare for the upcoming event and 
were left stranded. During this crisis, 
Alhamdullilah, Daachi was able to reach 
about 500 artisans and their coworkers 
and helped them tide over this difficult 
time.
          Our last exhibition was in Karachi in 
the year 2020. It was a wonderful experi-
ence and we were very warmly welcomed 
by the Karachiites.  We are also grateful to 
our friends and families, for their support, 
to facilitate us in this enormous undertak-
ing. It also encouraged us to open the 
Karachi Chapter, and we are planning to 
make this a regular annual event.  
          ttUnfortunately for us we lost two of 
our founding members Fazal Rahmaan 
and Waheeda Rahmaan in the tragic plane 
crash on the 22nd of May, on their way to 
celebrate Eid with their family in Karachi.

           Another tragedy struck us when 
soon after our, ‘Friends of Daachi’ event, 
Ustad Gohar e Kalam, Khursheed Alam 
sahib passed to his eternal abode. A true 
Sufi by nature, humble and God gifted, 
always ready to write an article for Daachi 
Nama. May Allah grant them all Jannat ul 
Firdous.
          During the period when we were not 
having our exhibitions, we were utilizing 
our time to launch our Daachi Sabz Daira 
lecture series. It focuses on different 
aspects of Islam, and how to dwell in the 
footsteps of our Prophet [PBUH]. We 
would welcome your comments and 
suggestions after watching our humble 
efforts.
          We are very appreciative of all those 
who contribute their time and talent 
towards making each Daachi event a 
success. May Allah bless them all who 
attend, the stall holders, the artists who 
put up their stalls, the writers whose 
articles regularly feature in our magazine 
and our Daachi team members who 
contribute in numerous ways to make it 
all happen.

DAACHI IN KARACHI

Mr. Fazal Rehmaan & 
Mrs. Waheeda Rehmaan (Late)

Ustad Khurshid Gohar Kalam (Late)
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 
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It gives me great pleasure to be able to 
welcome you to another Daachi event 
after a lapse of two years. All 
arrangements for the Daachi Fair to be 
held in April 2020 had been finalized 
when Covid-19 with serious 
life-threatening consequences intervened 
and we had to postpone and ultimately 
cancel the event much to the dismay and 
disappointment of all participants.
    The Daachi Nama, which is part of 
every Daachi event and is available for 
free distribution twice a year, was also 
ready for printing. Its articles had been 
selected as usual covering a wide range of 
subjects, but its publication was shelved 
when the event was canceled. The Daachi 
Nama that is now in your hands is the one 
we had hoped to present to you two years 
earlier. We had (have) selected calligraphy 
as its theme. In our earlier issues, we 
printed enlightening articles on this 
subject by Ustad Gohar Qalam whose 
death in 2020 deeply saddened us. It left a 
great void as he was a man of stature and 
few can rival him in this field. 
         In this issue, we have reprinted an 
article by the well-known architect 
Professor Kamil Khan which highlights 
the importance and beauty of calligraphy 
that has been used in the fresco paintings 
on the walls of Lahore Fort.
        The current issue of Daachi Nama 
includes other articles on history, 
environment, .music and gardening. We 
hope you find much to interest you and 
add to your knowledge. 
        Daachi Nama which is distributed 

free to all who come to the fair as well as 
to the libraries and offices of local 
educational institutions, is financed totally 
by Ads. The cost of an Ad in the magazine 
is very moderate but it is what helps us to 
continue to print this magazine and 
maintain its good quality. We request our 
friends and well-wishers to help us by 
contributing and procuring Ads for us to 
continue publishing a new issue of Daachi 
Nama at each of our events. All articles are 
contributed free by the writers but the 
high quality of paper and printing that we 
insist on is costly and this cost keeps 
rising. Your support in procuring Ads for 
us will be greatly appreciated.
                       Happy reading! 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 
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the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:

Vine _ Cyprus
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:

_Hair__ Tree Fresco

Side Dome w Duruds on Prophet (SAW)

Fruit in Platters
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:

O Lord Open for us the Doors of your Mercy

Pair of Cypruses

Side Dome with Duruds
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:

Vine _ Cyprus Tree
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:

Like most of our cultural heritage.  the 
general information about the person or a 
place is derived from oral sources.  Very 
little really has been documented in script 
or pictorial forms as most has traveled 
down generations to generation ‘seena ba 
seena” in an oral transmission of informa-
tion which can be treated as the only 
source of knowledge.   As one of the 
biggest festivals in Pakistan gets underway 
at Sehwan on the urs of Shah Baaz Qalan-
dar one wonders what was the contribu-
tion of Shah Baaz Qalander that warrants 
such a big gathering of musicians who pay 
homage to him. Whether his contribution 
to music was of a patron or that he was 
more actively involved in music making 
like the other sufi from Sindh who 
followed him many centuries later-Shah 
Abdul Lateef Bhitai is open to speculation. 
As in almost all cases concerning music 
the evidence that can be backed with 
documentation is scant and if the reality 
of continuous practice of musical rendi-
tion and performances at his shrine for 
centuries is considered solid evidence, the 
proof of a living tradition points to him 
having strong links with the art form.
Naubat is played on the shrine, either solo 
or collectively but it is a little difficult to 
trace its history as to when it started being 

“Mohammad of Arabi, who is 
the honour of both worlds, 
Dust upon the head which is 
not the dust of his thresh-
old.”

played at the shrine. It is an accepted 
belief that it had been played since the 
days of Shahbaaz Qalander himself. 
Played twice in twenty-four hours –at 
dusk and dawn and on both occasions, it is 
accompanied by dhammal. To many, 
dhammal too started with Shahbaaz 
Qalander and the tradition has continued 
till the present. It is a dance performed to 
the rhythmic variations of the naubat and 
is probably the most artistic manner of 
losing one’s identity and merging with the 
collective and bigger identity of invoking 
a state of trance that helps in obliterating 
the distinction between the self and other.
In the last five decades or so  

propelled numerous artists from the 
subcontinent to international fame. 
According to Hussain he composed this 
dhamaal in just a few minutes on the 
request of Saghar Siddiqui, an eminent 
poet   who wrote it. Once a recognized 
music director in Pakistan, Hussain lived 
in a slum inside Bhatti Gate in old Lahore. 
Hussain’s contribution to Pakistan’s silver 
screen was eclipsed as he gained very little 
appreciation in contrast to his contempo-
raries, like Nisar Bazmi, Rasheed Atray or 
Robin Ghosh.  Echoed gloriously across 
the world in the voices of Noor Jehan, 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Runa Laila, Jagjit 
Singh, Abida Parveen 

                “ dama dam mast Qalandar”  
could be Hussain’s most popular number  
as he also composed  evergreen music for 
movies like, Jabroo, Aakhri Dao, Billo Jee, 
Azmat-e-Islam, Shaam Savera, Aadmi, 
Kaale Log, Jeib Katra and Waris Shah.
However, there have been many other 
claimants to this composition. It is said 
that Reshman on the urs of Shah Baaz 
Qalandar in the nineteen sixties was heard 
singing alongwith other compositions “lal 
meri pat” and this is what attracted the 
attention of Salim Gilani who was 
considered a connoisseur of music and at 
that time worked as one of the bosses of 
Radio Pakistan.  In the nineteen sixties 
Rubina who later came to be known as 
Rubina Qureshi because of her marriage 
to Mustafa Qureshi also used to sing this 
composition from Radio Pakistan 
Hyderabad. Various roving minstrels like 
Faqir Abdul Ghaffor and Soong Fakirs 

have also sung the same composition with 
variations on the urs of many Sufis in 
Sindh. 
The credible documented sources are 
three. First of Richard Burton who called 
him a Jelali Fakir These Fakirs were 
generally poor who lived from hand to 
mouth. The Jemali Soofis in Sindh were a 
more respectable class than their Jelali 
brethren. The latter openly dispensed with 
the formalities of religious worship.  
Second of Athar Abbas Rizvi for whom the 
establishment of the Sufi khanqah 
synchronized with the penetration of the 
Qalandria movement that was divided into 
several branches as the Hydaris and the 
Jawalqis. Their reputation to perform 
miraculous deeds filled both the 
Suharwardia and the Chistiyya khanqah 
with consternation. They were deeply 
devoted to music and loved to sing the 
songs eulogizing Ali and Ahle Bait. It was, 
however, the khanqah of Shahbaz 
Qalandar in Sehwan which until this day 
has been radiating the love of Ali and Ahle 
Bait through Persian and Sindhi songs. 
The third of   H.T. Sorley for whom the 
existence of a number of cultured and 
thinking men imbued with the highest 
tenets of Sufi philosophy was beyond 
doubt but very little was known about 
them and the best known of the early ones 
was Sayid Usman Shah Marwandi who 
became famous as Lal Shahbaz with a 
popular shrine at Sehwan. He was a 
Qalandar and attained a great reputation 
for sanctity in his lifetime and after his 
death. During the annual fair thousands of 
Hindus and Mohammedans camped 
round the tomb, mixing freely and singing 
the sufi songs that ever melt the heart. He 
also left behind a number of works which 
formed part of the academic courses like 
Mizan e Sarf, Ajnas or Munshaib, rules for 
the formation of the increased derivatives, 
and the Kisim i Doyyum for the irregular 
verbs. These works by Lal Shahbaz were 
written in Persian while Akds another of 
his work written in mixed Arabic and 
Persian deals with the permutation of 
letters.

has introduced Shah Baaz Qalandar to the 
urban audiences, and all kinds of versions 
have been in currency since. It is very 
difficult to say whether this composition is 
by Shahbaaz Qalandar himself or by one 
of his devotees. It is equally difficult to 
vouch as to how old it is. Master Ashiq 
Hussain, who composed a myriad of 
unforgettable melodies for the Pakistani 
cinema for almost five decades claimed 
that he composed what could safely be 
called the world’s most famous dhamaal 
for Pakistan cinema. This composition has Kamil Khan Mumtaz
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        ne aspect which seems to have                                       
 escaped the notice of our schol  
 ars—re     garding the historical   
 Wazir Khan Mosque-is the function 
of the surface decoration—the inscriptions 
and decorative motifs—as a vehicle for 
communication. But more importantly, in 
using the example of this particular 
mosque I hope to demonstrate how such 
buildings should be “read” so that we can 
gain some understanding of the intention 
of their designers.
 Critical analysis, such as it is, of our 
buildings has, as a rule, been limited to 
meticulous descriptions of the form. But 
seldom do we find systematic analyses of 
the inspiration of the design beyond the 
material and functional purpose.
Indeed, it is only recently that scholars 
have begun to recognise the significance 
of the inscriptions, decorative motifs and 

the symbolic function of geometry 
employed in Islamic architecture. Hossain 
Naser, Nader Ardelan, Laleh Bakhtiar, and 
Kieth Critchlow have contributed much to 
our understanding of the cosmological 
and metaphysical concepts expressed 
through abstract forms, mathematical 
relationships, and decorative motifs. But 
as has been amply demonstrated by 
Wayne Bagley in the paper on the Taj 
Mahal,  it is the “writing on the wall”, more 
than anything else that helps us “read” the 
meanings hidden in the more esoteric 
expression. Let us therefore examine the 
texts of the inscriptions on our mosque.
Above the central arch of the main 
entrance, in bold nastaliq letters is the 
formula “the best of remembrances” 
followed by the Kalima Tayyiba: “There is 
no god but Allah”, and the date 1045, that 
is, 1635 AC., the date the completion of 

the mosque.
The panel on the right is a panegyric 
stating that it was executed in the reign of 
Shahjahan, while the panel of the left gives 
the date, 1044 and the chronogram.
The two lowest panels, on either side of 
the central arch, contain Persian quatrains 
which explain the concept of this whole 
elaborate gateway. The panel on the right 
declares that “This structure, like the 
heavens, is a manifestation of bounty, and 
contains, like the temple of Ka’ba, great 
benefit for all mankind. “To all who turn 
towards the Qibla in prayer, may this door 
remain wide open with prosperity till the 
day of resurrection.”
The panel on the left address us as “tillers, 

“and reminds us that “everything we sow in 
this world we will reap in the next. Lay a 
good foundation in this life, for everyone 
must pass through this gate to Paradise.” 
In other words, this elaborate entrance is 
intended to symbolise the transition from 
this life to the next: the wide open gate of 
God’s munificence. Indeed, as we climb 
the steps into the generous portico we find 
ourselves in a classic “Chahar Taq”, that is, 
the ancient Persian form of domed 
chamber with four entrances, which was 
assimilated into Islamic architecture, with 
its symbolism of the earthly material 
aspect of life represented by the cube base, 
and the spiritual, heavenly or 
metaphysical aspect represented by the 
hemispherical dome above. The transition 
from the square base to the hemispherical 
dome is necessarily an intriguing aspect of 
this form. The symbolism of the dome is 
emphasised by the frescoes round its base. 
These display “fruit of every kind on silver 
platters” and pitchers of wine” and “trees 
in pairs”, an unmistakable reference to the 
Koranic paradise.
Moving into the courtyard of the mosque 
proper we are confronted by a facade of 
five arches, reflecting the five domed bays 
of the prayer hall beyond. Inscriptions, 
this time in Arabic, include Koranic texts, 
Hadith, (Sayings of the Prophet (PBUH)) 
and some Tughras or calligraphic 
ensignias.
The three horizontal panels above the 
arches in the north wing include texts 

from the sura Baqra (Verses 125, 127 and 
144) while the similar panels on the south 
wing carry extracts from the sura Aal 
Imran, 96; Tauba, 18 and Tauba, 108. The 
calligraphist is Haji Yousaf Kashmiri, who 
has signed the last of these panels on the 
south wing with the invocation of God’s 
forgiveness upon himself and the date 
1044. But on the last panel on the north 
wing he has added a prayer of forgiveness 
and peace for the viewers and the 
calligraphist. Apart from this the only 
point of interest in these texts, as indeed 
the Hadith’s on this facade, is that they 
almost all refer mosques, the 
establishment of places of worship, the 
direction of the Qibla, and the importance 
of regular prayers.
The inscriptions on the central bay are not 
so easily explained, particularly, the long 
text which frames the tall central arch. 
Running vertically up the right hand side, 
across the top and down the left side is a 
complete sura, Al-Fatha or “Victory”. Four 
of the verses in this sura refer to a 
“victory”; ten verses refer to the Prophet. 
Other themes and subjects refered to are 

“tranquillity”; the desert Arabs who lagged 
behind; restraining “their hands from you 
and yours hand from them”; and Fealty 
under the tree. But the only references to a 
mosque are that God shall admit to His 
Mercy those who were hindered from the 
Sacred Mosque, and the Prophet’s vision 
that “ye shall enter the Sacred 
Mosque…heads shaved, hair cut short.”
Why does it occupy the most prominent 
position on this facade? To understand the 
significance of this sura we must move to a 
small frescoe panel on the south face of 
the pillar between the two arches on the 
north wing of the ewan. At first the picture 
is as mystifying as the text, for it illustrates 
a tree with curious black strands hanging 
from its branches, and some stylised 
clouds above. It is only when we recall the 
context and events relating to the 
revelation of the Sura al-Fatha that the 
significance of this painting becomes 
evident.
One night, at Madina, the Prophet dreamt 
that with his head shaved he entered 
Ka’ba, and its key was in his hand. The 
next day he told his companions of this 
and invited them to perform the lesser 
pilgrimage with him.
The Quraysh, after much deliberation 
decided to bar their entry into Makkah. 
Taking a detour the Prophet and his party 
camped at Hudaybiyah, at the edge of the 

sacred territory.
While envoys were being exchanged, 
there come over the Prophet a state 
comparable to that of receiving a 
revelation, during which he sat beneath an 
acacia tree and the companions pledged 
their allegiance to him.
Finally, a treaty was concluded between 
the Prophet and the envoy of the 
Quraysh. Several of the terms appeared 
humiliating to the Muslims, but they 
agreed to a period of truce. The Muslim 
were to depart from Makka but were to be 
allowed to perform the pilgrimage the 
following year.
The companions were greatly 
disappointed. And when the Prophet 
asked them to “Rise and sacrifice your 
animals, and shave your heads”, not a man 
moved, and though he repeated it three 
times they simply looked at him in dazed 
and bewildered silence.
As Martin Lings relates in his excellent 
biography:-
“It was not a rebellion on their part, but 
having had their expectations shattered by 
the turn of events they were now genuine-
ly perplexed by the command to do 
something which they knew to be ritually 
incorrect; for according to the tradition of 
Abraham the sacrifices had to be 
performed within the sacred territory, and 
the same applied to the rite of shaving the 

head. None the less, their apparent disobe-
dience dismayed the Prophet, who with-
drew to his tent and told Umm Salamah 
what had happened. “Go forth”; she said, 

“and say no word to any man until thou hast 
performed thy sacrifice.” So the Prophet 
went to the camel which he himself had 
consecrated and sacrificed it, saying in a 
loud voice, so that the men could hear: 
Bismi-Llah, Allahu Akbar. At these words 
the men leaped to their feet and raced to 
make their sacrifices, falling over each 
other in their eagerness to obey; and when 
the Prophet called for Khirash - the man 
of Khuza’ah he had sent to Mecca before 
‘Uthman - to shave his head, many of the 
Companions set about shaving each 
other’s heads so vigorously that Umm 
Salamah was afraid, as she afterwards 
remarked, that mortal wounds might be 
inflicted. But some of them merely cut 
locks of their hair, knowing that this was 
traditionally acceptable as a substitute. 
Meantime the Prophet had retired to his 
tent with Khirash; and when the rite had 
been accomplished he stood at the 
entrance with shaven scalp and said:

“God have Mercy on the shavers of their 
heads!” Whereupon those who had cut their 
hair protested: “And on the cutters of their 
hair, O Messenger of God!” But the Prophet 
repeated what he had said at first, and the 
voices were raised in protest still louder. 
Then after another repetition and a third 
thunderous protest he added: “And upon 
the cutters of their hair!” When asked 
afterwards why he had first of all prayed 
only for the shavers of their heads, he 
answered: “Because they doubted not.”
Returning to his tent, the Prophet 
gathered up his luxuriant black hair from 
the ground and threw it over a nearby 
mimosa tree, whereupon the men 
crowded round, each bent on taking what 
he could for its blessing. Nor was 
Nusaybah to be outdone by the men, and 
she also made her way to the tree, and was 
able to snatch some locks, which she 
treasured until her dying day.
The earth of the camp was strewn with the 
hair of the pilgrims. But suddenly there 
came a powerful gust of wind which lifted 
the hair from the ground and blew it 

towards Mecca, into the sacred territory; 
and everyone rejoiced, taking it as a sign 
that their pilgrimate had been accepted by 
God in virtue of their intentions, and they 
now understood why the Prophet had told 
them to perform their sacrifices. After 
they had set off on the return journey to 
Medina, ‘Umar’s conscience began to 
trouble him, (for he had questioned the 
decision to abandon the pilgrimage,) and 
his anxiety was greatly increased when he 
rode up to the Prophet, seeking to enter 
into conversation with him, and the 
Prophet, so it seemed to him, was arkedly 
distant and reserved. ‘Umar rode on 
ahead, saying to himself: “O ‘Umar, let thy 
mother now mourn her son!” He said 
afterwards that he was so troubled for 
having questioned the wisdom of the 
Prophet that he feared there would be a 
special revelation condemning him. His 
fears reached their height when he heard 
behind him the hooves of a galloping 
horse, and the rider summoned him back 
to the Prophet. But his troubles vanished 
in an instant when he saw the Prophet’s 
face radiant with joy. “There hath 
descended upon me a surah, “he said, 
which is dearer to me than aught else 
beneath the sun.”
“The new revelation left no doubt that the 
expedition from which they were now 
returning must be considered as a 
victorious one, for it opened with the 
words: “Verily we have given thee a clear 
victory”. It also spoke of the recent pact of 
allegiance: “God was well pleased with the 
believers when they pledged allegiance 
unto thee beneath the tree….He knows 
what was in their hearts, and sent down 
the Spirit of Peace upon them., and hath 
given them the news of a near victory”.
The Divine Good Pleasure referred to is 
no less than the promise of Ridwan for 
him who fulfilled his pledge, and so this 
beatific allegiance is known as the Pact of 
Ridwan. The descent of the Sakinah, the 
Spirit of Peace, is mentioned also in 
another verse: “He it is who sent down the 
Spirit of Peace into the hearts of the 
believers that they might increase in faith 
upon their faith… that he may bring the 
believing men and the believing women 
into gardens that are watered by flowing 
rivers, gardens wherein they shall dwell 

unmortal, and that He may take from 
them all guilt of evil. Triumph immense 
for them is that in the sight of God”.
“The Prophet’s vision, which had 
prompted the expedition, is referred to as 
follows: God hath truly fulfilled for His 
Messenger the vision; God willing, ye shall 
enter the hair of your heads shaven or cut. 
But He knoweth what ye know not and 
before that hath He given you a near 
victory.” 
The painting can thus be seen as a direct 
reference to the Prophet, the locks of 
black hair on the tree recalling the precise 
events, at Hudaibiya. The allusion is 
reinforced by the clouds above - 
harbingers of rain, Allah’s Mercy. In fact in 
recognising the Prophet as the symbol of 
God’s Mercy we have the key to the 
meanings of the surface decorations on 
the mosque. We read the cypress, with its 
symmetric form as the “insaan i kamil” 
the perfect man. With its top bent, it is the 
symbol of submission of the perfect 
Muslim. Entwined with the branches of 
the fruit tree or vine it gives us the “lover 
and beloved.” Two cypresses in a garden 
are the “lovers in Paradise”, the allusions to 
Paradise also abound in the flowers and 
“fruits of every kind on platters” (albeit of 
Chinese porcelain!), alternating with the 
ancient symbol of the cosmic tree, the 
Tuba or Sidra. This last is most 
dramatically represented in the two 
domes flanking the central bay. Its roots 
encircle the base of the dome and its 
branches spread upwards covering the 
entire surface. It is a tree, neither of the 
east nor of the west; it marks the outer 
boundaries of the cosmos and it stretches 
from the earth to the heavens. On the 
frescoed interior walls and on the 
encaustic tiles of the minarets and exterior 
surfaces the flowering peach tree 
symbolise the cycle of life, the evergreen 
cypress represents eternity.
But returning to the central theme of the 
mosque, and the tughras, we find pairs of 
medallions in the spandrels above the 
arched mihrabs on the qibla wall. The 
Mihrabs of the two northern and two 
southern bays carry tughras glorifying 
Allah in the formulas of “Praise be to God 
most High/Exalted” and “Praise be to God 
most Gracious”. But the central, that is the 

principal mihrab carries the simple 
invocation: “ya Fattah!”. Fattah is one of the 
names Allah, from the root “Fatha” which 
means victory. But it also means opening. 
Thus “Fattah” is One who opens (the way). 
We will recall that the “victory” of the sura 
al Fattha was not a victory in the 
conventional sense but a pact of peace 
which opened the way for the spread of 
Islam. This reference to “opening” 
becomes explicit when we read the tughras 
above the two niches at the northern and 
southern end of the prayer hall. They are 
identical and read: “Open our Lord the 
gates of Thy Mercy”. It is significant that 
these end niches are often reserved as 
“retreats” which one enters in a state of 
extreme piety and devotion or for periods 
of intense meditation, particularly during 
the sacred month of Ramadhan. So that as 
he passes under these arches the 
contemplative enters the final stage of his 
journey. This is the goal he sought when he 
turned away from the world of men (The 
bazaar), and made his transition through 
the wide open gate of God’s bounty. He 
was cleansed as he performed the ablution 
at the tank in his passage across the 
spacious courtyard. In the ewan he 
submitted to the discipline of formal 
prayers, and now, prepared, he prays to his 
Lord to open the gates of His Mercy. And 
Mohammad, peace be apon him, is the 
personification of Allah’s Mercy. And if, 
after having walked through its gates, 
traversed its court and feasted upon the 
delights of its ewan, if still you do not 
recognise the import of its message, then 
read, as you must when you leave the 
mosque, the bold Persian inscription above 
the exit:

Like most of our cultural heritage.  the 
general information about the person or a 
place is derived from oral sources.  Very 
little really has been documented in script 
or pictorial forms as most has traveled 
down generations to generation ‘seena ba 
seena” in an oral transmission of informa-
tion which can be treated as the only 
source of knowledge.   As one of the 
biggest festivals in Pakistan gets underway 
at Sehwan on the urs of Shah Baaz Qalan-
dar one wonders what was the contribu-
tion of Shah Baaz Qalander that warrants 
such a big gathering of musicians who pay 
homage to him. Whether his contribution 
to music was of a patron or that he was 
more actively involved in music making 
like the other sufi from Sindh who 
followed him many centuries later-Shah 
Abdul Lateef Bhitai is open to speculation. 
As in almost all cases concerning music 
the evidence that can be backed with 
documentation is scant and if the reality 
of continuous practice of musical rendi-
tion and performances at his shrine for 
centuries is considered solid evidence, the 
proof of a living tradition points to him 
having strong links with the art form.
Naubat is played on the shrine, either solo 
or collectively but it is a little difficult to 
trace its history as to when it started being 
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played at the shrine. It is an accepted 
belief that it had been played since the 
days of Shahbaaz Qalander himself. 
Played twice in twenty-four hours –at 
dusk and dawn and on both occasions, it is 
accompanied by dhammal. To many, 
dhammal too started with Shahbaaz 
Qalander and the tradition has continued 
till the present. It is a dance performed to 
the rhythmic variations of the naubat and 
is probably the most artistic manner of 
losing one’s identity and merging with the 
collective and bigger identity of invoking 
a state of trance that helps in obliterating 
the distinction between the self and other.
In the last five decades or so  

propelled numerous artists from the 
subcontinent to international fame. 
According to Hussain he composed this 
dhamaal in just a few minutes on the 
request of Saghar Siddiqui, an eminent 
poet   who wrote it. Once a recognized 
music director in Pakistan, Hussain lived 
in a slum inside Bhatti Gate in old Lahore. 
Hussain’s contribution to Pakistan’s silver 
screen was eclipsed as he gained very little 
appreciation in contrast to his contempo-
raries, like Nisar Bazmi, Rasheed Atray or 
Robin Ghosh.  Echoed gloriously across 
the world in the voices of Noor Jehan, 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Runa Laila, Jagjit 
Singh, Abida Parveen 

                “ dama dam mast Qalandar”  
could be Hussain’s most popular number  
as he also composed  evergreen music for 
movies like, Jabroo, Aakhri Dao, Billo Jee, 
Azmat-e-Islam, Shaam Savera, Aadmi, 
Kaale Log, Jeib Katra and Waris Shah.
However, there have been many other 
claimants to this composition. It is said 
that Reshman on the urs of Shah Baaz 
Qalandar in the nineteen sixties was heard 
singing alongwith other compositions “lal 
meri pat” and this is what attracted the 
attention of Salim Gilani who was 
considered a connoisseur of music and at 
that time worked as one of the bosses of 
Radio Pakistan.  In the nineteen sixties 
Rubina who later came to be known as 
Rubina Qureshi because of her marriage 
to Mustafa Qureshi also used to sing this 
composition from Radio Pakistan 
Hyderabad. Various roving minstrels like 
Faqir Abdul Ghaffor and Soong Fakirs 

have also sung the same composition with 
variations on the urs of many Sufis in 
Sindh. 
The credible documented sources are 
three. First of Richard Burton who called 
him a Jelali Fakir These Fakirs were 
generally poor who lived from hand to 
mouth. The Jemali Soofis in Sindh were a 
more respectable class than their Jelali 
brethren. The latter openly dispensed with 
the formalities of religious worship.  
Second of Athar Abbas Rizvi for whom the 
establishment of the Sufi khanqah 
synchronized with the penetration of the 
Qalandria movement that was divided into 
several branches as the Hydaris and the 
Jawalqis. Their reputation to perform 
miraculous deeds filled both the 
Suharwardia and the Chistiyya khanqah 
with consternation. They were deeply 
devoted to music and loved to sing the 
songs eulogizing Ali and Ahle Bait. It was, 
however, the khanqah of Shahbaz 
Qalandar in Sehwan which until this day 
has been radiating the love of Ali and Ahle 
Bait through Persian and Sindhi songs. 
The third of   H.T. Sorley for whom the 
existence of a number of cultured and 
thinking men imbued with the highest 
tenets of Sufi philosophy was beyond 
doubt but very little was known about 
them and the best known of the early ones 
was Sayid Usman Shah Marwandi who 
became famous as Lal Shahbaz with a 
popular shrine at Sehwan. He was a 
Qalandar and attained a great reputation 
for sanctity in his lifetime and after his 
death. During the annual fair thousands of 
Hindus and Mohammedans camped 
round the tomb, mixing freely and singing 
the sufi songs that ever melt the heart. He 
also left behind a number of works which 
formed part of the academic courses like 
Mizan e Sarf, Ajnas or Munshaib, rules for 
the formation of the increased derivatives, 
and the Kisim i Doyyum for the irregular 
verbs. These works by Lal Shahbaz were 
written in Persian while Akds another of 
his work written in mixed Arabic and 
Persian deals with the permutation of 
letters.

“lal meri paat rakhio bhala jhule laalan”
has introduced Shah Baaz Qalandar to the 
urban audiences, and all kinds of versions 
have been in currency since. It is very 
difficult to say whether this composition is 
by Shahbaaz Qalandar himself or by one 
of his devotees. It is equally difficult to 
vouch as to how old it is. Master Ashiq 
Hussain, who composed a myriad of 
unforgettable melodies for the Pakistani 
cinema for almost five decades claimed 
that he composed what could safely be 
called the world’s most famous dhamaal 
for Pakistan cinema. This composition has 
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 he Crusades represent the longest   
 war in the history of  mankind, in   
 which the storm of savage    
 fanaticism of the Christian West 
burst in all its fury over Western Asia. 
Christianity hurled itself against Muslims 
in expedition after expedition for nearly 3 
centuries. Millions perished in hunger or 
disease and every atrocity imagination can 
conceive disgraced the warriors of the 
Cross. The Christian West was excited to 
mad religious frenzy by ‘Peter the Hermit’ 
and his followers, to liberate the Holy land 
from the Muslims. Every means was used 
to excite an epidemical frenzy. When a 
Crusader bore the Cross, he was under the 
protection of the Church, exempted from 
all taxes as well as free to commit all sins.
At the time when religious frenzy was at 
its peak in Europe and Western Asia, a 
great soldier of Islam rose to prominence 
as a person of phenomenal attributes. 
Salahudin ranks among those warriors 
who set an example of being fierce and 
fearless in war, and fair and compassionate 
to his enemies. His unmatchable battle 
tactics and gallantry as a soldier, heroic 
statesmanship, and his strength of 
character, won him the respect of even his 
foes. Born in the year 532AH/1137CE in 
Tekrit on the West bank of Tigris between 
Mosul and Iraq, his family was of Kurdish 
background. His father Najamuddin 
Ayyubi and his uncle Asadudin (Shirkuh) 
moved to Mosul to join the services of 
Zangi ruler, where they commanded 
many fortresses under the patronage of 
his uncle Shirkuh (Lion of the mountains). 
Salahudin showed his skill in warfare and 
succeeded his uncle as ‘Wazir’ in 1170. At 
the death of Nuruddin Zangi, he fought 

his son for the leadership of his empire. 
His charisma, kindliness and evident piety 
won him the support of Muslims and 
within ten years he was the acknowledged 
leader of the main cities in the region. A 
hero of hundreds of battles, his two major 
achievements were war against Crusaders 
and capture of Jerusalem. 
Salahudin is remembered even today not 
only as a brilliant and fearless soldier, but 
also as a just and fair Sultan. He sat to 
listen to his people’s petitions in a general 

assembly which was attended by 
jurisprudents, judges and scholars. 
Salahudin built many hospitals, schools 
and institutions in his quest for 
intellectual and civic achievements. 
Salahudin tried to follow the teachings of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in letter and 

spirit. A very tolerant person Salahudin 
was not ready to forgive any insult or 
derogatory remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH). A notorious hawk in the 
Crusader’s camp Raynauld of Chatillon 
used such remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH) which infuriated him. Raynauld 
also broke the truce between Salahuddin 
and Crusaders, attempted to attack Mecca 
and Medina- unsuccessfully and was guilty 
of harassing the Muslims caravans going 
for Hajj. Salahudin moved to kill him with 
his own hands which he did after the 
battle of Hittin. At the time when 
Salahudin entered Jerusalem he heard one 
of his generals utter the word ‘this is the 
day of revenge’. Today we will avenge the 
massacre of Muslims. He was referring to 
the bloodbath carried out by the 
Crusaders in which according to Western 
chronicle, the massacre was so extensive, 
that the Crusaders rode in blood up to 
their knees and bridle reins. Salahuddin at 
once restrained him to say today is the day 

Like most of our cultural heritage.  the 
general information about the person or a 
place is derived from oral sources.  Very 
little really has been documented in script 
or pictorial forms as most has traveled 
down generations to generation ‘seena ba 
seena” in an oral transmission of informa-
tion which can be treated as the only 
source of knowledge.   As one of the 
biggest festivals in Pakistan gets underway 
at Sehwan on the urs of Shah Baaz Qalan-
dar one wonders what was the contribu-
tion of Shah Baaz Qalander that warrants 
such a big gathering of musicians who pay 
homage to him. Whether his contribution 
to music was of a patron or that he was 
more actively involved in music making 
like the other sufi from Sindh who 
followed him many centuries later-Shah 
Abdul Lateef Bhitai is open to speculation. 
As in almost all cases concerning music 
the evidence that can be backed with 
documentation is scant and if the reality 
of continuous practice of musical rendi-
tion and performances at his shrine for 
centuries is considered solid evidence, the 
proof of a living tradition points to him 
having strong links with the art form.
Naubat is played on the shrine, either solo 
or collectively but it is a little difficult to 
trace its history as to when it started being 

played at the shrine. It is an accepted 
belief that it had been played since the 
days of Shahbaaz Qalander himself. 
Played twice in twenty-four hours –at 
dusk and dawn and on both occasions, it is 
accompanied by dhammal. To many, 
dhammal too started with Shahbaaz 
Qalander and the tradition has continued 
till the present. It is a dance performed to 
the rhythmic variations of the naubat and 
is probably the most artistic manner of 
losing one’s identity and merging with the 
collective and bigger identity of invoking 
a state of trance that helps in obliterating 
the distinction between the self and other.
In the last five decades or so  

propelled numerous artists from the 
subcontinent to international fame. 
According to Hussain he composed this 
dhamaal in just a few minutes on the 
request of Saghar Siddiqui, an eminent 
poet   who wrote it. Once a recognized 
music director in Pakistan, Hussain lived 
in a slum inside Bhatti Gate in old Lahore. 
Hussain’s contribution to Pakistan’s silver 
screen was eclipsed as he gained very little 
appreciation in contrast to his contempo-
raries, like Nisar Bazmi, Rasheed Atray or 
Robin Ghosh.  Echoed gloriously across 
the world in the voices of Noor Jehan, 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Runa Laila, Jagjit 
Singh, Abida Parveen 

                “ dama dam mast Qalandar”  
could be Hussain’s most popular number  
as he also composed  evergreen music for 
movies like, Jabroo, Aakhri Dao, Billo Jee, 
Azmat-e-Islam, Shaam Savera, Aadmi, 
Kaale Log, Jeib Katra and Waris Shah.
However, there have been many other 
claimants to this composition. It is said 
that Reshman on the urs of Shah Baaz 
Qalandar in the nineteen sixties was heard 
singing alongwith other compositions “lal 
meri pat” and this is what attracted the 
attention of Salim Gilani who was 
considered a connoisseur of music and at 
that time worked as one of the bosses of 
Radio Pakistan.  In the nineteen sixties 
Rubina who later came to be known as 
Rubina Qureshi because of her marriage 
to Mustafa Qureshi also used to sing this 
composition from Radio Pakistan 
Hyderabad. Various roving minstrels like 
Faqir Abdul Ghaffor and Soong Fakirs 

have also sung the same composition with 
variations on the urs of many Sufis in 
Sindh. 
The credible documented sources are 
three. First of Richard Burton who called 
him a Jelali Fakir These Fakirs were 
generally poor who lived from hand to 
mouth. The Jemali Soofis in Sindh were a 
more respectable class than their Jelali 
brethren. The latter openly dispensed with 
the formalities of religious worship.  
Second of Athar Abbas Rizvi for whom the 
establishment of the Sufi khanqah 
synchronized with the penetration of the 
Qalandria movement that was divided into 
several branches as the Hydaris and the 
Jawalqis. Their reputation to perform 
miraculous deeds filled both the 
Suharwardia and the Chistiyya khanqah 
with consternation. They were deeply 
devoted to music and loved to sing the 
songs eulogizing Ali and Ahle Bait. It was, 
however, the khanqah of Shahbaz 
Qalandar in Sehwan which until this day 
has been radiating the love of Ali and Ahle 
Bait through Persian and Sindhi songs. 
The third of   H.T. Sorley for whom the 
existence of a number of cultured and 
thinking men imbued with the highest 
tenets of Sufi philosophy was beyond 
doubt but very little was known about 
them and the best known of the early ones 
was Sayid Usman Shah Marwandi who 
became famous as Lal Shahbaz with a 
popular shrine at Sehwan. He was a 
Qalandar and attained a great reputation 
for sanctity in his lifetime and after his 
death. During the annual fair thousands of 
Hindus and Mohammedans camped 
round the tomb, mixing freely and singing 
the sufi songs that ever melt the heart. He 
also left behind a number of works which 
formed part of the academic courses like 
Mizan e Sarf, Ajnas or Munshaib, rules for 
the formation of the increased derivatives, 
and the Kisim i Doyyum for the irregular 
verbs. These works by Lal Shahbaz were 
written in Persian while Akds another of 
his work written in mixed Arabic and 
Persian deals with the permutation of 
letters.

has introduced Shah Baaz Qalandar to the 
urban audiences, and all kinds of versions 
have been in currency since. It is very 
difficult to say whether this composition is 
by Shahbaaz Qalandar himself or by one 
of his devotees. It is equally difficult to 
vouch as to how old it is. Master Ashiq 
Hussain, who composed a myriad of 
unforgettable melodies for the Pakistani 
cinema for almost five decades claimed 
that he composed what could safely be 
called the world’s most famous dhamaal 
for Pakistan cinema. This composition has 

of forgiveness. Falling in the footsteps of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who at entering 
Mecca as a victor, declared mercy to all 
those who had for years persecuted, 
tortured and killed many Muslims. The 
Christians awaited the same treatment 
which they had meted out to the Muslims. 
They were shocked to hear the general 
amnesty granted to them. Salahuddin 
treated them honorably allowing those 
who wished to leave to go in peace and 
those who wanted to stay to live in 
harmony. By showing restraint he was 
upholding the central tenants of Islam 
such as freedom of religion, and 
protection of non-Muslims. This was the 
second time in the history of Jerusalem 
that Jews and Christians tasted the 
greatness of the Muslim faith. First at the 
hands of Hazrat Umar Farooq the second 
caliph of Islam, and second by Salahuddin. 
One fact that hurt him very deeply was the 
disunity of the Muslim Ummah. When he 
prepared to liberate Jerusalem and even 

after he was victorious, he wrote letters to 
all rulers of Western Asia to come to his 
help and unite to put up a joint front 
against the mammoth armies  of Europe. 
In one letter he wrote” there are more 
Christians in this area than waves at sea”. 
No one came. It has always been the 
tragedy of the ‘Ummah’ that  they have 
never been united in their cause. The 
situation continues even today. In his last 
days Salahudin regretted that he had spent 
more time fighting his own people then 
fighting the infidels. The response of the 
Muslim rulers disappointed him but could 
not discourage him. In the battle of Hittin 
near Tiberais the overwhelming victory of 
Muslims almost decided the fate of the 
kingdom of the Jerusalem.
Many stories of Salahuddin generosity and 
unparallel compassion have been 
recorded by both Western and Eastern 
scholars. Amongst these are his treatment 
of ‘Richard the Lionheart’ the leader of the 
Crusaders. When Richard fell ill during a 
battle Salahudin sent him his physician, 
and fruits, and ice to bring him comfort 
from high fever. Once when during a 
battle Richard’s horse fell Salahuddin 
stopped the battle and sent him a horse. 
Here again, he was following the 
command of his Prophet (PBUH) ‘never to 
strike a fallen enemy’. 
The fall of Jerusalem was a shock for the 
West who again invaded the area in their 
full might. They managed to win back 
some coastal towns, but were unsuccessful 
in taking Jerusalem. One of the knights in 

the crusader’s army said ‘no one can take 
Jerusalem from the Muslims as long as 
Salahuddin lives. 
Salahuddin died at the age of 57, leaving 
an estate of 47 dirhams 1 dinar, not even 
enough for his burial. One of his great 
regrets was not to have performed Hajj. 
He prayed 5 times a day always in a 
congregation. He never had enough 
wealth on which he could pay Zakat. He 
spent his income generously on widows, 
orphans and the needy, no matter what 
religion they followed. One of his main 
scribes was a Jew. In the religious 
fanaticism of that time Salahuddin was a 
rare example of a chivalrous and humane 
conqueror, epitome of a true hero and a 
devoted Muslim. 
The Ummah needs a ‘Salahuddin’ today.

Prof. Sarwat Ali
Prof. at Musicolog� Depar��ent NCA, LHR
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Salahudin Ayyubi  
 he Crusades represent the longest   
 war in the history of  mankind, in   
 which the storm of savage    
 fanaticism of the Christian West 
burst in all its fury over Western Asia. 
Christianity hurled itself against Muslims 
in expedition after expedition for nearly 3 
centuries. Millions perished in hunger or 
disease and every atrocity imagination can 
conceive disgraced the warriors of the 
Cross. The Christian West was excited to 
mad religious frenzy by ‘Peter the Hermit’ 
and his followers, to liberate the Holy land 
from the Muslims. Every means was used 
to excite an epidemical frenzy. When a 
Crusader bore the Cross, he was under the 
protection of the Church, exempted from 
all taxes as well as free to commit all sins.
At the time when religious frenzy was at 
its peak in Europe and Western Asia, a 
great soldier of Islam rose to prominence 
as a person of phenomenal attributes. 
Salahudin ranks among those warriors 
who set an example of being fierce and 
fearless in war, and fair and compassionate 
to his enemies. His unmatchable battle 
tactics and gallantry as a soldier, heroic 
statesmanship, and his strength of 
character, won him the respect of even his 
foes. Born in the year 532AH/1137CE in 
Tekrit on the West bank of Tigris between 
Mosul and Iraq, his family was of Kurdish 
background. His father Najamuddin 
Ayyubi and his uncle Asadudin (Shirkuh) 
moved to Mosul to join the services of 
Zangi ruler, where they commanded 
many fortresses under the patronage of 
his uncle Shirkuh (Lion of the mountains). 
Salahudin showed his skill in warfare and 
succeeded his uncle as ‘Wazir’ in 1170. At 
the death of Nuruddin Zangi, he fought 

his son for the leadership of his empire. 
His charisma, kindliness and evident piety 
won him the support of Muslims and 
within ten years he was the acknowledged 
leader of the main cities in the region. A 
hero of hundreds of battles, his two major 
achievements were war against Crusaders 
and capture of Jerusalem. 
Salahudin is remembered even today not 
only as a brilliant and fearless soldier, but 
also as a just and fair Sultan. He sat to 
listen to his people’s petitions in a general 

assembly which was attended by 
jurisprudents, judges and scholars. 
Salahudin built many hospitals, schools 
and institutions in his quest for 
intellectual and civic achievements. 
Salahudin tried to follow the teachings of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in letter and 

spirit. A very tolerant person Salahudin 
was not ready to forgive any insult or 
derogatory remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH). A notorious hawk in the 
Crusader’s camp Raynauld of Chatillon 
used such remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH) which infuriated him. Raynauld 
also broke the truce between Salahuddin 
and Crusaders, attempted to attack Mecca 
and Medina- unsuccessfully and was guilty 
of harassing the Muslims caravans going 
for Hajj. Salahudin moved to kill him with 
his own hands which he did after the 
battle of Hittin. At the time when 
Salahudin entered Jerusalem he heard one 
of his generals utter the word ‘this is the 
day of revenge’. Today we will avenge the 
massacre of Muslims. He was referring to 
the bloodbath carried out by the 
Crusaders in which according to Western 
chronicle, the massacre was so extensive, 
that the Crusaders rode in blood up to 
their knees and bridle reins. Salahuddin at 
once restrained him to say today is the day 

Like most of our cultural heritage.  the 
general information about the person or a 
place is derived from oral sources.  Very 
little really has been documented in script 
or pictorial forms as most has traveled 
down generations to generation ‘seena ba 
seena” in an oral transmission of informa-
tion which can be treated as the only 
source of knowledge.   As one of the 
biggest festivals in Pakistan gets underway 
at Sehwan on the urs of Shah Baaz Qalan-
dar one wonders what was the contribu-
tion of Shah Baaz Qalander that warrants 
such a big gathering of musicians who pay 
homage to him. Whether his contribution 
to music was of a patron or that he was 
more actively involved in music making 
like the other sufi from Sindh who 
followed him many centuries later-Shah 
Abdul Lateef Bhitai is open to speculation. 
As in almost all cases concerning music 
the evidence that can be backed with 
documentation is scant and if the reality 
of continuous practice of musical rendi-
tion and performances at his shrine for 
centuries is considered solid evidence, the 
proof of a living tradition points to him 
having strong links with the art form.
Naubat is played on the shrine, either solo 
or collectively but it is a little difficult to 
trace its history as to when it started being 

played at the shrine. It is an accepted 
belief that it had been played since the 
days of Shahbaaz Qalander himself. 
Played twice in twenty-four hours –at 
dusk and dawn and on both occasions, it is 
accompanied by dhammal. To many, 
dhammal too started with Shahbaaz 
Qalander and the tradition has continued 
till the present. It is a dance performed to 
the rhythmic variations of the naubat and 
is probably the most artistic manner of 
losing one’s identity and merging with the 
collective and bigger identity of invoking 
a state of trance that helps in obliterating 
the distinction between the self and other.
In the last five decades or so  

propelled numerous artists from the 
subcontinent to international fame. 
According to Hussain he composed this 
dhamaal in just a few minutes on the 
request of Saghar Siddiqui, an eminent 
poet   who wrote it. Once a recognized 
music director in Pakistan, Hussain lived 
in a slum inside Bhatti Gate in old Lahore. 
Hussain’s contribution to Pakistan’s silver 
screen was eclipsed as he gained very little 
appreciation in contrast to his contempo-
raries, like Nisar Bazmi, Rasheed Atray or 
Robin Ghosh.  Echoed gloriously across 
the world in the voices of Noor Jehan, 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Runa Laila, Jagjit 
Singh, Abida Parveen 

                “ dama dam mast Qalandar”  
could be Hussain’s most popular number  
as he also composed  evergreen music for 
movies like, Jabroo, Aakhri Dao, Billo Jee, 
Azmat-e-Islam, Shaam Savera, Aadmi, 
Kaale Log, Jeib Katra and Waris Shah.
However, there have been many other 
claimants to this composition. It is said 
that Reshman on the urs of Shah Baaz 
Qalandar in the nineteen sixties was heard 
singing alongwith other compositions “lal 
meri pat” and this is what attracted the 
attention of Salim Gilani who was 
considered a connoisseur of music and at 
that time worked as one of the bosses of 
Radio Pakistan.  In the nineteen sixties 
Rubina who later came to be known as 
Rubina Qureshi because of her marriage 
to Mustafa Qureshi also used to sing this 
composition from Radio Pakistan 
Hyderabad. Various roving minstrels like 
Faqir Abdul Ghaffor and Soong Fakirs 

have also sung the same composition with 
variations on the urs of many Sufis in 
Sindh. 
The credible documented sources are 
three. First of Richard Burton who called 
him a Jelali Fakir These Fakirs were 
generally poor who lived from hand to 
mouth. The Jemali Soofis in Sindh were a 
more respectable class than their Jelali 
brethren. The latter openly dispensed with 
the formalities of religious worship.  
Second of Athar Abbas Rizvi for whom the 
establishment of the Sufi khanqah 
synchronized with the penetration of the 
Qalandria movement that was divided into 
several branches as the Hydaris and the 
Jawalqis. Their reputation to perform 
miraculous deeds filled both the 
Suharwardia and the Chistiyya khanqah 
with consternation. They were deeply 
devoted to music and loved to sing the 
songs eulogizing Ali and Ahle Bait. It was, 
however, the khanqah of Shahbaz 
Qalandar in Sehwan which until this day 
has been radiating the love of Ali and Ahle 
Bait through Persian and Sindhi songs. 
The third of   H.T. Sorley for whom the 
existence of a number of cultured and 
thinking men imbued with the highest 
tenets of Sufi philosophy was beyond 
doubt but very little was known about 
them and the best known of the early ones 
was Sayid Usman Shah Marwandi who 
became famous as Lal Shahbaz with a 
popular shrine at Sehwan. He was a 
Qalandar and attained a great reputation 
for sanctity in his lifetime and after his 
death. During the annual fair thousands of 
Hindus and Mohammedans camped 
round the tomb, mixing freely and singing 
the sufi songs that ever melt the heart. He 
also left behind a number of works which 
formed part of the academic courses like 
Mizan e Sarf, Ajnas or Munshaib, rules for 
the formation of the increased derivatives, 
and the Kisim i Doyyum for the irregular 
verbs. These works by Lal Shahbaz were 
written in Persian while Akds another of 
his work written in mixed Arabic and 
Persian deals with the permutation of 
letters.

in the footsteps of our Prophet (PBUH)

t

has introduced Shah Baaz Qalandar to the 
urban audiences, and all kinds of versions 
have been in currency since. It is very 
difficult to say whether this composition is 
by Shahbaaz Qalandar himself or by one 
of his devotees. It is equally difficult to 
vouch as to how old it is. Master Ashiq 
Hussain, who composed a myriad of 
unforgettable melodies for the Pakistani 
cinema for almost five decades claimed 
that he composed what could safely be 
called the world’s most famous dhamaal 
for Pakistan cinema. This composition has 

of forgiveness. Falling in the footsteps of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who at entering 
Mecca as a victor, declared mercy to all 
those who had for years persecuted, 
tortured and killed many Muslims. The 
Christians awaited the same treatment 
which they had meted out to the Muslims. 
They were shocked to hear the general 
amnesty granted to them. Salahuddin 
treated them honorably allowing those 
who wished to leave to go in peace and 
those who wanted to stay to live in 
harmony. By showing restraint he was 
upholding the central tenants of Islam 
such as freedom of religion, and 
protection of non-Muslims. This was the 
second time in the history of Jerusalem 
that Jews and Christians tasted the 
greatness of the Muslim faith. First at the 
hands of Hazrat Umar Farooq the second 
caliph of Islam, and second by Salahuddin. 
One fact that hurt him very deeply was the 
disunity of the Muslim Ummah. When he 
prepared to liberate Jerusalem and even 

after he was victorious, he wrote letters to 
all rulers of Western Asia to come to his 
help and unite to put up a joint front 
against the mammoth armies  of Europe. 
In one letter he wrote” there are more 
Christians in this area than waves at sea”. 
No one came. It has always been the 
tragedy of the ‘Ummah’ that  they have 
never been united in their cause. The 
situation continues even today. In his last 
days Salahudin regretted that he had spent 
more time fighting his own people then 
fighting the infidels. The response of the 
Muslim rulers disappointed him but could 
not discourage him. In the battle of Hittin 
near Tiberais the overwhelming victory of 
Muslims almost decided the fate of the 
kingdom of the Jerusalem.
Many stories of Salahuddin generosity and 
unparallel compassion have been 
recorded by both Western and Eastern 
scholars. Amongst these are his treatment 
of ‘Richard the Lionheart’ the leader of the 
Crusaders. When Richard fell ill during a 
battle Salahudin sent him his physician, 
and fruits, and ice to bring him comfort 
from high fever. Once when during a 
battle Richard’s horse fell Salahuddin 
stopped the battle and sent him a horse. 
Here again, he was following the 
command of his Prophet (PBUH) ‘never to 
strike a fallen enemy’. 
The fall of Jerusalem was a shock for the 
West who again invaded the area in their 
full might. They managed to win back 
some coastal towns, but were unsuccessful 
in taking Jerusalem. One of the knights in 

the crusader’s army said ‘no one can take 
Jerusalem from the Muslims as long as 
Salahuddin lives. 
Salahuddin died at the age of 57, leaving 
an estate of 47 dirhams 1 dinar, not even 
enough for his burial. One of his great 
regrets was not to have performed Hajj. 
He prayed 5 times a day always in a 
congregation. He never had enough 
wealth on which he could pay Zakat. He 
spent his income generously on widows, 
orphans and the needy, no matter what 
religion they followed. One of his main 
scribes was a Jew. In the religious 
fanaticism of that time Salahuddin was a 
rare example of a chivalrous and humane 
conqueror, epitome of a true hero and a 
devoted Muslim. 
The Ummah needs a ‘Salahuddin’ today.
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 he Crusades represent the longest   
 war in the history of  mankind, in   
 which the storm of savage    
 fanaticism of the Christian West 
burst in all its fury over Western Asia. 
Christianity hurled itself against Muslims 
in expedition after expedition for nearly 3 
centuries. Millions perished in hunger or 
disease and every atrocity imagination can 
conceive disgraced the warriors of the 
Cross. The Christian West was excited to 
mad religious frenzy by ‘Peter the Hermit’ 
and his followers, to liberate the Holy land 
from the Muslims. Every means was used 
to excite an epidemical frenzy. When a 
Crusader bore the Cross, he was under the 
protection of the Church, exempted from 
all taxes as well as free to commit all sins.
At the time when religious frenzy was at 
its peak in Europe and Western Asia, a 
great soldier of Islam rose to prominence 
as a person of phenomenal attributes. 
Salahudin ranks among those warriors 
who set an example of being fierce and 
fearless in war, and fair and compassionate 
to his enemies. His unmatchable battle 
tactics and gallantry as a soldier, heroic 
statesmanship, and his strength of 
character, won him the respect of even his 
foes. Born in the year 532AH/1137CE in 
Tekrit on the West bank of Tigris between 
Mosul and Iraq, his family was of Kurdish 
background. His father Najamuddin 
Ayyubi and his uncle Asadudin (Shirkuh) 
moved to Mosul to join the services of 
Zangi ruler, where they commanded 
many fortresses under the patronage of 
his uncle Shirkuh (Lion of the mountains). 
Salahudin showed his skill in warfare and 
succeeded his uncle as ‘Wazir’ in 1170. At 
the death of Nuruddin Zangi, he fought 

his son for the leadership of his empire. 
His charisma, kindliness and evident piety 
won him the support of Muslims and 
within ten years he was the acknowledged 
leader of the main cities in the region. A 
hero of hundreds of battles, his two major 
achievements were war against Crusaders 
and capture of Jerusalem. 
Salahudin is remembered even today not 
only as a brilliant and fearless soldier, but 
also as a just and fair Sultan. He sat to 
listen to his people’s petitions in a general 

assembly which was attended by 
jurisprudents, judges and scholars. 
Salahudin built many hospitals, schools 
and institutions in his quest for 
intellectual and civic achievements. 
Salahudin tried to follow the teachings of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in letter and 

spirit. A very tolerant person Salahudin 
was not ready to forgive any insult or 
derogatory remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH). A notorious hawk in the 
Crusader’s camp Raynauld of Chatillon 
used such remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH) which infuriated him. Raynauld 
also broke the truce between Salahuddin 
and Crusaders, attempted to attack Mecca 
and Medina- unsuccessfully and was guilty 
of harassing the Muslims caravans going 
for Hajj. Salahudin moved to kill him with 
his own hands which he did after the 
battle of Hittin. At the time when 
Salahudin entered Jerusalem he heard one 
of his generals utter the word ‘this is the 
day of revenge’. Today we will avenge the 
massacre of Muslims. He was referring to 
the bloodbath carried out by the 
Crusaders in which according to Western 
chronicle, the massacre was so extensive, 
that the Crusaders rode in blood up to 
their knees and bridle reins. Salahuddin at 
once restrained him to say today is the day 

of forgiveness. Falling in the footsteps of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who at entering 
Mecca as a victor, declared mercy to all 
those who had for years persecuted, 
tortured and killed many Muslims. The 
Christians awaited the same treatment 
which they had meted out to the Muslims. 
They were shocked to hear the general 
amnesty granted to them. Salahuddin 
treated them honorably allowing those 
who wished to leave to go in peace and 
those who wanted to stay to live in 
harmony. By showing restraint he was 
upholding the central tenants of Islam 
such as freedom of religion, and 
protection of non-Muslims. This was the 
second time in the history of Jerusalem 
that Jews and Christians tasted the 
greatness of the Muslim faith. First at the 
hands of Hazrat Umar Farooq the second 
caliph of Islam, and second by Salahuddin. 
One fact that hurt him very deeply was the 
disunity of the Muslim Ummah. When he 
prepared to liberate Jerusalem and even 

after he was victorious, he wrote letters to 
all rulers of Western Asia to come to his 
help and unite to put up a joint front 
against the mammoth armies  of Europe. 
In one letter he wrote” there are more 
Christians in this area than waves at sea”. 
No one came. It has always been the 
tragedy of the ‘Ummah’ that  they have 
never been united in their cause. The 
situation continues even today. In his last 
days Salahudin regretted that he had spent 
more time fighting his own people then 
fighting the infidels. The response of the 
Muslim rulers disappointed him but could 
not discourage him. In the battle of Hittin 
near Tiberais the overwhelming victory of 
Muslims almost decided the fate of the 
kingdom of the Jerusalem.
Many stories of Salahuddin generosity and 
unparallel compassion have been 
recorded by both Western and Eastern 
scholars. Amongst these are his treatment 
of ‘Richard the Lionheart’ the leader of the 
Crusaders. When Richard fell ill during a 
battle Salahudin sent him his physician, 
and fruits, and ice to bring him comfort 
from high fever. Once when during a 
battle Richard’s horse fell Salahuddin 
stopped the battle and sent him a horse. 
Here again, he was following the 
command of his Prophet (PBUH) ‘never to 
strike a fallen enemy’. 
The fall of Jerusalem was a shock for the 
West who again invaded the area in their 
full might. They managed to win back 
some coastal towns, but were unsuccessful 
in taking Jerusalem. One of the knights in 

the crusader’s army said ‘no one can take 
Jerusalem from the Muslims as long as 
Salahuddin lives. 
Salahuddin died at the age of 57, leaving 
an estate of 47 dirhams 1 dinar, not even 
enough for his burial. One of his great 
regrets was not to have performed Hajj. 
He prayed 5 times a day always in a 
congregation. He never had enough 
wealth on which he could pay Zakat. He 
spent his income generously on widows, 
orphans and the needy, no matter what 
religion they followed. One of his main 
scribes was a Jew. In the religious 
fanaticism of that time Salahuddin was a 
rare example of a chivalrous and humane 
conqueror, epitome of a true hero and a 
devoted Muslim. 
The Ummah needs a ‘Salahuddin’ today.



 he Crusades represent the longest   
 war in the history of  mankind, in   
 which the storm of savage    
 fanaticism of the Christian West 
burst in all its fury over Western Asia. 
Christianity hurled itself against Muslims 
in expedition after expedition for nearly 3 
centuries. Millions perished in hunger or 
disease and every atrocity imagination can 
conceive disgraced the warriors of the 
Cross. The Christian West was excited to 
mad religious frenzy by ‘Peter the Hermit’ 
and his followers, to liberate the Holy land 
from the Muslims. Every means was used 
to excite an epidemical frenzy. When a 
Crusader bore the Cross, he was under the 
protection of the Church, exempted from 
all taxes as well as free to commit all sins.
At the time when religious frenzy was at 
its peak in Europe and Western Asia, a 
great soldier of Islam rose to prominence 
as a person of phenomenal attributes. 
Salahudin ranks among those warriors 
who set an example of being fierce and 
fearless in war, and fair and compassionate 
to his enemies. His unmatchable battle 
tactics and gallantry as a soldier, heroic 
statesmanship, and his strength of 
character, won him the respect of even his 
foes. Born in the year 532AH/1137CE in 
Tekrit on the West bank of Tigris between 
Mosul and Iraq, his family was of Kurdish 
background. His father Najamuddin 
Ayyubi and his uncle Asadudin (Shirkuh) 
moved to Mosul to join the services of 
Zangi ruler, where they commanded 
many fortresses under the patronage of 
his uncle Shirkuh (Lion of the mountains). 
Salahudin showed his skill in warfare and 
succeeded his uncle as ‘Wazir’ in 1170. At 
the death of Nuruddin Zangi, he fought 

his son for the leadership of his empire. 
His charisma, kindliness and evident piety 
won him the support of Muslims and 
within ten years he was the acknowledged 
leader of the main cities in the region. A 
hero of hundreds of battles, his two major 
achievements were war against Crusaders 
and capture of Jerusalem. 
Salahudin is remembered even today not 
only as a brilliant and fearless soldier, but 
also as a just and fair Sultan. He sat to 
listen to his people’s petitions in a general 

assembly which was attended by 
jurisprudents, judges and scholars. 
Salahudin built many hospitals, schools 
and institutions in his quest for 
intellectual and civic achievements. 
Salahudin tried to follow the teachings of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in letter and 

spirit. A very tolerant person Salahudin 
was not ready to forgive any insult or 
derogatory remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH). A notorious hawk in the 
Crusader’s camp Raynauld of Chatillon 
used such remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH) which infuriated him. Raynauld 
also broke the truce between Salahuddin 
and Crusaders, attempted to attack Mecca 
and Medina- unsuccessfully and was guilty 
of harassing the Muslims caravans going 
for Hajj. Salahudin moved to kill him with 
his own hands which he did after the 
battle of Hittin. At the time when 
Salahudin entered Jerusalem he heard one 
of his generals utter the word ‘this is the 
day of revenge’. Today we will avenge the 
massacre of Muslims. He was referring to 
the bloodbath carried out by the 
Crusaders in which according to Western 
chronicle, the massacre was so extensive, 
that the Crusaders rode in blood up to 
their knees and bridle reins. Salahuddin at 
once restrained him to say today is the day 

The Ummah needs a 
‘Salahuddin’ today.

of forgiveness. Falling in the footsteps of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who at entering 
Mecca as a victor, declared mercy to all 
those who had for years persecuted, 
tortured and killed many Muslims. The 
Christians awaited the same treatment 
which they had meted out to the Muslims. 
They were shocked to hear the general 
amnesty granted to them. Salahuddin 
treated them honorably allowing those 
who wished to leave to go in peace and 
those who wanted to stay to live in 
harmony. By showing restraint he was 
upholding the central tenants of Islam 
such as freedom of religion, and 
protection of non-Muslims. This was the 
second time in the history of Jerusalem 
that Jews and Christians tasted the 
greatness of the Muslim faith. First at the 
hands of Hazrat Umar Farooq the second 
caliph of Islam, and second by Salahuddin. 
One fact that hurt him very deeply was the 
disunity of the Muslim Ummah. When he 
prepared to liberate Jerusalem and even 

after he was victorious, he wrote letters to 
all rulers of Western Asia to come to his 
help and unite to put up a joint front 
against the mammoth armies  of Europe. 
In one letter he wrote” there are more 
Christians in this area than waves at sea”. 
No one came. It has always been the 
tragedy of the ‘Ummah’ that  they have 
never been united in their cause. The 
situation continues even today. In his last 
days Salahudin regretted that he had spent 
more time fighting his own people then 
fighting the infidels. The response of the 
Muslim rulers disappointed him but could 
not discourage him. In the battle of Hittin 
near Tiberais the overwhelming victory of 
Muslims almost decided the fate of the 
kingdom of the Jerusalem.
Many stories of Salahuddin generosity and 
unparallel compassion have been 
recorded by both Western and Eastern 
scholars. Amongst these are his treatment 
of ‘Richard the Lionheart’ the leader of the 
Crusaders. When Richard fell ill during a 
battle Salahudin sent him his physician, 
and fruits, and ice to bring him comfort 
from high fever. Once when during a 
battle Richard’s horse fell Salahuddin 
stopped the battle and sent him a horse. 
Here again, he was following the 
command of his Prophet (PBUH) ‘never to 
strike a fallen enemy’. 
The fall of Jerusalem was a shock for the 
West who again invaded the area in their 
full might. They managed to win back 
some coastal towns, but were unsuccessful 
in taking Jerusalem. One of the knights in 

the crusader’s army said ‘no one can take 
Jerusalem from the Muslims as long as 
Salahuddin lives. 
Salahuddin died at the age of 57, leaving 
an estate of 47 dirhams 1 dinar, not even 
enough for his burial. One of his great 
regrets was not to have performed Hajj. 
He prayed 5 times a day always in a 
congregation. He never had enough 
wealth on which he could pay Zakat. He 
spent his income generously on widows, 
orphans and the needy, no matter what 
religion they followed. One of his main 
scribes was a Jew. In the religious 
fanaticism of that time Salahuddin was a 
rare example of a chivalrous and humane 
conqueror, epitome of a true hero and a 
devoted Muslim. 
The Ummah needs a ‘Salahuddin’ today.
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 he Crusades represent the longest   
 war in the history of  mankind, in   
 which the storm of savage    
 fanaticism of the Christian West 
burst in all its fury over Western Asia. 
Christianity hurled itself against Muslims 
in expedition after expedition for nearly 3 
centuries. Millions perished in hunger or 
disease and every atrocity imagination can 
conceive disgraced the warriors of the 
Cross. The Christian West was excited to 
mad religious frenzy by ‘Peter the Hermit’ 
and his followers, to liberate the Holy land 
from the Muslims. Every means was used 
to excite an epidemical frenzy. When a 
Crusader bore the Cross, he was under the 
protection of the Church, exempted from 
all taxes as well as free to commit all sins.
At the time when religious frenzy was at 
its peak in Europe and Western Asia, a 
great soldier of Islam rose to prominence 
as a person of phenomenal attributes. 
Salahudin ranks among those warriors 
who set an example of being fierce and 
fearless in war, and fair and compassionate 
to his enemies. His unmatchable battle 
tactics and gallantry as a soldier, heroic 
statesmanship, and his strength of 
character, won him the respect of even his 
foes. Born in the year 532AH/1137CE in 
Tekrit on the West bank of Tigris between 
Mosul and Iraq, his family was of Kurdish 
background. His father Najamuddin 
Ayyubi and his uncle Asadudin (Shirkuh) 
moved to Mosul to join the services of 
Zangi ruler, where they commanded 
many fortresses under the patronage of 
his uncle Shirkuh (Lion of the mountains). 
Salahudin showed his skill in warfare and 
succeeded his uncle as ‘Wazir’ in 1170. At 
the death of Nuruddin Zangi, he fought 

his son for the leadership of his empire. 
His charisma, kindliness and evident piety 
won him the support of Muslims and 
within ten years he was the acknowledged 
leader of the main cities in the region. A 
hero of hundreds of battles, his two major 
achievements were war against Crusaders 
and capture of Jerusalem. 
Salahudin is remembered even today not 
only as a brilliant and fearless soldier, but 
also as a just and fair Sultan. He sat to 
listen to his people’s petitions in a general 

assembly which was attended by 
jurisprudents, judges and scholars. 
Salahudin built many hospitals, schools 
and institutions in his quest for 
intellectual and civic achievements. 
Salahudin tried to follow the teachings of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in letter and 

spirit. A very tolerant person Salahudin 
was not ready to forgive any insult or 
derogatory remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH). A notorious hawk in the 
Crusader’s camp Raynauld of Chatillon 
used such remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH) which infuriated him. Raynauld 
also broke the truce between Salahuddin 
and Crusaders, attempted to attack Mecca 
and Medina- unsuccessfully and was guilty 
of harassing the Muslims caravans going 
for Hajj. Salahudin moved to kill him with 
his own hands which he did after the 
battle of Hittin. At the time when 
Salahudin entered Jerusalem he heard one 
of his generals utter the word ‘this is the 
day of revenge’. Today we will avenge the 
massacre of Muslims. He was referring to 
the bloodbath carried out by the 
Crusaders in which according to Western 
chronicle, the massacre was so extensive, 
that the Crusaders rode in blood up to 
their knees and bridle reins. Salahuddin at 
once restrained him to say today is the day 

In her October 2014 review of government 
plans to develope the Ravi Riverfront 
titled ‘Urban Development on the Dying 
Ravi’, architect and educator, Hala Bashir 
Malik lamented that the Ravi, historically 
known to be the lifeline of the city of 
Lahore, is now its “dumping ground”. 
Malik added that the river, being cut off 
from the perimeter of the city due to the 
construction of the Lahore Ring Road, is 
condemned now to the city’s periphery; 
thus, to a visitor entering Lahore from 
Shahdara on the old Ravi Bridge, it is a 
“moat” filled with toxic water along a 
massive wall. 
Once, the Ravi was a recreational resource 
for the residents of Lahore, today a large 
number of livestock farms and informal 
settlements form part of the river 
landscape and the sight of livestock in and 
around the wastewater, and of livestock 
waste in man-made channels collecting in 
pockets of unmonitored excavations, is no 
inducement to recreate in or by the river.
As for the much-celebrated Kamran 
Baradari, built in 16th-century Mughal 

Lahore as a summer palace of prince 
Kamran, and once the venue for day-long 
picnics for Lahorites, the untreated 
sewage directly discharged in the river 
and the mismanaged restorations of the 
Baradari, are strong deterrents to boating 
to the baradari for its continued 
enjoyment as a recreational resort.

Undoubtedly, the Ravi has suffered greatly 
from the near total diversion of the 
headwaters of the river as part of the 
Indus Water Treaty, and the resultant 
havoc on ecosystem functions linked to 
the extreme low flows in the river for most 
of the year. Between 1922-1960, the water 
flow in the river was estimated to be 7.0 
MAF (million acre-feet), while between 
2001- 2011 the water flow became 1.2 MAF 
Added to the reduction in river water flow 
is the almost complete lack of functional 
municipal wastewater treatment plants in 
any city in the Ravi Basin. This has 
resulted in the discharge of raw sewage 
and industrial effluents directly into the 
Ravi and its nalas. As Malik maintained, 
what has choked the Ravi is the untreated 
wastewater (including industrial waste) 
drained directly into it as well as the waste 
drained by dozens of smaller nalas along 

the river’s length. Collectively, these drain 
over 1800 cusecs of untreated wastewater 
into the river. As might be thought, this 
situation is compounded by weak 
environmental and water management 
frameworks, policies and standards, 
institutions constrained by lack of capacity 
and resources, poor implementation of 
existing laws and policies, and an almost 
complete lack of collaborative 
management. 
In 2014, Malik’s architecture students at 
the Beaconhouse National University 
worked on a design studio project which 
was positioned in response to the Ravi 
Riverfront Urban Development Project 
then being pursued by the Lahore 
Development Authority. According to 
Malik, the design studio at Beaconhouse 
University focused on highlighting the 
pressing issues facing the river and 
proposing various models for riverfront 
development as public space. In effect, the 
design studio approach was motivated by 
the intention to “heal” rather than to 
“design” (taking “design” to signify a major 
intervention in the landscape).
But clearly “design” rather than “healing” 
the river was what the Punjab government 
had in mind when they chose the 
Sabarmati Riverfront in Ahmedabad, 
India.as a precedent for the Ravi 
Riverfront Development Project. Thus, 
even though officials in India rejected the 
Sabarmati model for its “unsustainable 
and superficial restoration” of the river, 
this model remained a compelling 

precedent for the Ravi Riverfront 
Development Project, visualised as a mega 
project claiming the riverfront for “real 
estate tycoons…at the expense of the urban 
poor”.
As envisaged, the project entailed building 
“a 36-kilometer-long concrete channel for 
the Ravi River. The one-kilometer wide 
and five-meter deep channel, it was 
anticipated, would run from the siphon on 
BRB canal up to Mohlanwal, at the 
confluence of the Hudiara Nala with the 
Ravi, enabling about 25,000 acres of 
riverfront to be sold to investors for 
“business, cultural and lifestyle activities”. 
However, the Ravi Riverfront 
Development project of 2013 was shelved 
due to unavailability of finances (the 
project requiring $7.2 billion in 2013) and 
also due to the failure of the PML-N 
government to attract potential investors.
Following the directives of Prime Minister 
Imran Khan, however, the Punjab 
Government has decided to revive this 
project with its intention to acquire 
100,000 acres of land and its intention to 
develop 33 kilometres along both banks of 
the Ravi towards the south and west of the 
city. As per details shared with the media 
in December 2019, the Punjab government 
would set up twelve new cities housing six 
million people, including an education 
city, a medical city, a sports city, a financial 
city, and an eco-city. A semi-government 
organization, NESPAK, would build a 
wastewater treatment plant at the Ravi 
river and proximity to an international 

airport and the presence of a medical city 
would give the project an international 
focus. 
Fortunately, there are other options and 
visions that have more to do the river as a 
public space and resource, more to do 
with ‘healing’ than with ‘development’. 
One such vision for a “tapestry of diverse 
healthy environments that nurture and 
support human well-being” is currently 
being elaborated in the technical 
assistance provided by the Asian 
Development Bank (via Hagler Bailly, an 
international consulting firm) to the 
Government of Punjab. This vision is 
called the ‘River Ravi Eco-Revitalization 
Study’, ‘eco-revitalization’ being 
understood as “the process of returning 
rivers, wetlands and drains from a 
contaminated state to a healthier state that 
supports functioning and sustainable 
ecosystems in balance with the prevailing 
catchment and river processes”. 
The technical assistance will study baseline 
conditions (ecology, public health, 
recreational potential, cultural value) at 
identified basin settings, consider the 
degrees of improvement needed at these 
settings to meet the vision, and design a 
phased approach for wastewater 
treatment, water management and river 
restoration. 
A multi-stakeholder visioning process was 
considered central to the development of 
a long-term, multisector plan for the 
revitalization of the River Ravi, visioning 
being viewed as a tool to bring 
stakeholders together to develop a shared 
vision of the future in response to a 
question: “What do we want our river to 
look like, and what services do we want it 
to provide, in 10-15 years from now?” 
The Visioning Workshop that took place 
in Lahore in December 2018 agreed on the 
following objectives: 
- To develop the Multi-Stakeholder Forum 
into an informed and active group that 
would discuss key issues and provide 
inputs and advice to the government in 
preparation of revitalization plan and 
design of projects. 
- To agree on a shared vision for 
revitalization of the River Ravi Basin. 
To identify locations where pilot studies 
would be initiated to test approaches to 

revitalization.For the purpose of designing 
interventions for revitalization and 
management, the Ravi basin was divided 
into segments, or settings, based on the 
sizes of watercourses (river, large drains, 
small drains), water quality (relatively 
clean to heavily polluted), and state of 
ecosystem (functioning to completely 
dysfunctional). 

Ring Road as a barrier to the Ravi

Livestock and waste water in the Ravi

of forgiveness. Falling in the footsteps of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who at entering 
Mecca as a victor, declared mercy to all 
those who had for years persecuted, 
tortured and killed many Muslims. The 
Christians awaited the same treatment 
which they had meted out to the Muslims. 
They were shocked to hear the general 
amnesty granted to them. Salahuddin 
treated them honorably allowing those 
who wished to leave to go in peace and 
those who wanted to stay to live in 
harmony. By showing restraint he was 
upholding the central tenants of Islam 
such as freedom of religion, and 
protection of non-Muslims. This was the 
second time in the history of Jerusalem 
that Jews and Christians tasted the 
greatness of the Muslim faith. First at the 
hands of Hazrat Umar Farooq the second 
caliph of Islam, and second by Salahuddin. 
One fact that hurt him very deeply was the 
disunity of the Muslim Ummah. When he 
prepared to liberate Jerusalem and even 

after he was victorious, he wrote letters to 
all rulers of Western Asia to come to his 
help and unite to put up a joint front 
against the mammoth armies  of Europe. 
In one letter he wrote” there are more 
Christians in this area than waves at sea”. 
No one came. It has always been the 
tragedy of the ‘Ummah’ that  they have 
never been united in their cause. The 
situation continues even today. In his last 
days Salahudin regretted that he had spent 
more time fighting his own people then 
fighting the infidels. The response of the 
Muslim rulers disappointed him but could 
not discourage him. In the battle of Hittin 
near Tiberais the overwhelming victory of 
Muslims almost decided the fate of the 
kingdom of the Jerusalem.
Many stories of Salahuddin generosity and 
unparallel compassion have been 
recorded by both Western and Eastern 
scholars. Amongst these are his treatment 
of ‘Richard the Lionheart’ the leader of the 
Crusaders. When Richard fell ill during a 
battle Salahudin sent him his physician, 
and fruits, and ice to bring him comfort 
from high fever. Once when during a 
battle Richard’s horse fell Salahuddin 
stopped the battle and sent him a horse. 
Here again, he was following the 
command of his Prophet (PBUH) ‘never to 
strike a fallen enemy’. 
The fall of Jerusalem was a shock for the 
West who again invaded the area in their 
full might. They managed to win back 
some coastal towns, but were unsuccessful 
in taking Jerusalem. One of the knights in 

the crusader’s army said ‘no one can take 
Jerusalem from the Muslims as long as 
Salahuddin lives. 
Salahuddin died at the age of 57, leaving 
an estate of 47 dirhams 1 dinar, not even 
enough for his burial. One of his great 
regrets was not to have performed Hajj. 
He prayed 5 times a day always in a 
congregation. He never had enough 
wealth on which he could pay Zakat. He 
spent his income generously on widows, 
orphans and the needy, no matter what 
religion they followed. One of his main 
scribes was a Jew. In the religious 
fanaticism of that time Salahuddin was a 
rare example of a chivalrous and humane 
conqueror, epitome of a true hero and a 
devoted Muslim. 
The Ummah needs a ‘Salahuddin’ today.
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 he Crusades represent the longest   
 war in the history of  mankind, in   
 which the storm of savage    
 fanaticism of the Christian West 
burst in all its fury over Western Asia. 
Christianity hurled itself against Muslims 
in expedition after expedition for nearly 3 
centuries. Millions perished in hunger or 
disease and every atrocity imagination can 
conceive disgraced the warriors of the 
Cross. The Christian West was excited to 
mad religious frenzy by ‘Peter the Hermit’ 
and his followers, to liberate the Holy land 
from the Muslims. Every means was used 
to excite an epidemical frenzy. When a 
Crusader bore the Cross, he was under the 
protection of the Church, exempted from 
all taxes as well as free to commit all sins.
At the time when religious frenzy was at 
its peak in Europe and Western Asia, a 
great soldier of Islam rose to prominence 
as a person of phenomenal attributes. 
Salahudin ranks among those warriors 
who set an example of being fierce and 
fearless in war, and fair and compassionate 
to his enemies. His unmatchable battle 
tactics and gallantry as a soldier, heroic 
statesmanship, and his strength of 
character, won him the respect of even his 
foes. Born in the year 532AH/1137CE in 
Tekrit on the West bank of Tigris between 
Mosul and Iraq, his family was of Kurdish 
background. His father Najamuddin 
Ayyubi and his uncle Asadudin (Shirkuh) 
moved to Mosul to join the services of 
Zangi ruler, where they commanded 
many fortresses under the patronage of 
his uncle Shirkuh (Lion of the mountains). 
Salahudin showed his skill in warfare and 
succeeded his uncle as ‘Wazir’ in 1170. At 
the death of Nuruddin Zangi, he fought 

his son for the leadership of his empire. 
His charisma, kindliness and evident piety 
won him the support of Muslims and 
within ten years he was the acknowledged 
leader of the main cities in the region. A 
hero of hundreds of battles, his two major 
achievements were war against Crusaders 
and capture of Jerusalem. 
Salahudin is remembered even today not 
only as a brilliant and fearless soldier, but 
also as a just and fair Sultan. He sat to 
listen to his people’s petitions in a general 

assembly which was attended by 
jurisprudents, judges and scholars. 
Salahudin built many hospitals, schools 
and institutions in his quest for 
intellectual and civic achievements. 
Salahudin tried to follow the teachings of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in letter and 

spirit. A very tolerant person Salahudin 
was not ready to forgive any insult or 
derogatory remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH). A notorious hawk in the 
Crusader’s camp Raynauld of Chatillon 
used such remarks against the Prophet 
(PBUH) which infuriated him. Raynauld 
also broke the truce between Salahuddin 
and Crusaders, attempted to attack Mecca 
and Medina- unsuccessfully and was guilty 
of harassing the Muslims caravans going 
for Hajj. Salahudin moved to kill him with 
his own hands which he did after the 
battle of Hittin. At the time when 
Salahudin entered Jerusalem he heard one 
of his generals utter the word ‘this is the 
day of revenge’. Today we will avenge the 
massacre of Muslims. He was referring to 
the bloodbath carried out by the 
Crusaders in which according to Western 
chronicle, the massacre was so extensive, 
that the Crusaders rode in blood up to 
their knees and bridle reins. Salahuddin at 
once restrained him to say today is the day 

In her October 2014 review of government 
plans to develope the Ravi Riverfront 
titled ‘Urban Development on the Dying 
Ravi’, architect and educator, Hala Bashir 
Malik lamented that the Ravi, historically 
known to be the lifeline of the city of 
Lahore, is now its “dumping ground”. 
Malik added that the river, being cut off 
from the perimeter of the city due to the 
construction of the Lahore Ring Road, is 
condemned now to the city’s periphery; 
thus, to a visitor entering Lahore from 
Shahdara on the old Ravi Bridge, it is a 
“moat” filled with toxic water along a 
massive wall. 
Once, the Ravi was a recreational resource 
for the residents of Lahore, today a large 
number of livestock farms and informal 
settlements form part of the river 
landscape and the sight of livestock in and 
around the wastewater, and of livestock 
waste in man-made channels collecting in 
pockets of unmonitored excavations, is no 
inducement to recreate in or by the river.
As for the much-celebrated Kamran 
Baradari, built in 16th-century Mughal 

Lahore as a summer palace of prince 
Kamran, and once the venue for day-long 
picnics for Lahorites, the untreated 
sewage directly discharged in the river 
and the mismanaged restorations of the 
Baradari, are strong deterrents to boating 
to the baradari for its continued 
enjoyment as a recreational resort.

Undoubtedly, the Ravi has suffered greatly 
from the near total diversion of the 
headwaters of the river as part of the 
Indus Water Treaty, and the resultant 
havoc on ecosystem functions linked to 
the extreme low flows in the river for most 
of the year. Between 1922-1960, the water 
flow in the river was estimated to be 7.0 
MAF (million acre-feet), while between 
2001- 2011 the water flow became 1.2 MAF 
Added to the reduction in river water flow 
is the almost complete lack of functional 
municipal wastewater treatment plants in 
any city in the Ravi Basin. This has 
resulted in the discharge of raw sewage 
and industrial effluents directly into the 
Ravi and its nalas. As Malik maintained, 
what has choked the Ravi is the untreated 
wastewater (including industrial waste) 
drained directly into it as well as the waste 
drained by dozens of smaller nalas along 

the river’s length. Collectively, these drain 
over 1800 cusecs of untreated wastewater 
into the river. As might be thought, this 
situation is compounded by weak 
environmental and water management 
frameworks, policies and standards, 
institutions constrained by lack of capacity 
and resources, poor implementation of 
existing laws and policies, and an almost 
complete lack of collaborative 
management. 
In 2014, Malik’s architecture students at 
the Beaconhouse National University 
worked on a design studio project which 
was positioned in response to the Ravi 
Riverfront Urban Development Project 
then being pursued by the Lahore 
Development Authority. According to 
Malik, the design studio at Beaconhouse 
University focused on highlighting the 
pressing issues facing the river and 
proposing various models for riverfront 
development as public space. In effect, the 
design studio approach was motivated by 
the intention to “heal” rather than to 
“design” (taking “design” to signify a major 
intervention in the landscape).
But clearly “design” rather than “healing” 
the river was what the Punjab government 
had in mind when they chose the 
Sabarmati Riverfront in Ahmedabad, 
India.as a precedent for the Ravi 
Riverfront Development Project. Thus, 
even though officials in India rejected the 
Sabarmati model for its “unsustainable 
and superficial restoration” of the river, 
this model remained a compelling 

precedent for the Ravi Riverfront 
Development Project, visualised as a mega 
project claiming the riverfront for “real 
estate tycoons…at the expense of the urban 
poor”.
As envisaged, the project entailed building 
“a 36-kilometer-long concrete channel for 
the Ravi River. The one-kilometer wide 
and five-meter deep channel, it was 
anticipated, would run from the siphon on 
BRB canal up to Mohlanwal, at the 
confluence of the Hudiara Nala with the 
Ravi, enabling about 25,000 acres of 
riverfront to be sold to investors for 
“business, cultural and lifestyle activities”. 
However, the Ravi Riverfront 
Development project of 2013 was shelved 
due to unavailability of finances (the 
project requiring $7.2 billion in 2013) and 
also due to the failure of the PML-N 
government to attract potential investors.
Following the directives of Prime Minister 
Imran Khan, however, the Punjab 
Government has decided to revive this 
project with its intention to acquire 
100,000 acres of land and its intention to 
develop 33 kilometres along both banks of 
the Ravi towards the south and west of the 
city. As per details shared with the media 
in December 2019, the Punjab government 
would set up twelve new cities housing six 
million people, including an education 
city, a medical city, a sports city, a financial 
city, and an eco-city. A semi-government 
organization, NESPAK, would build a 
wastewater treatment plant at the Ravi 
river and proximity to an international 

airport and the presence of a medical city 
would give the project an international 
focus. 
Fortunately, there are other options and 
visions that have more to do the river as a 
public space and resource, more to do 
with ‘healing’ than with ‘development’. 
One such vision for a “tapestry of diverse 
healthy environments that nurture and 
support human well-being” is currently 
being elaborated in the technical 
assistance provided by the Asian 
Development Bank (via Hagler Bailly, an 
international consulting firm) to the 
Government of Punjab. This vision is 
called the ‘River Ravi Eco-Revitalization 
Study’, ‘eco-revitalization’ being 
understood as “the process of returning 
rivers, wetlands and drains from a 
contaminated state to a healthier state that 
supports functioning and sustainable 
ecosystems in balance with the prevailing 
catchment and river processes”. 
The technical assistance will study baseline 
conditions (ecology, public health, 
recreational potential, cultural value) at 
identified basin settings, consider the 
degrees of improvement needed at these 
settings to meet the vision, and design a 
phased approach for wastewater 
treatment, water management and river 
restoration. 
A multi-stakeholder visioning process was 
considered central to the development of 
a long-term, multisector plan for the 
revitalization of the River Ravi, visioning 
being viewed as a tool to bring 
stakeholders together to develop a shared 
vision of the future in response to a 
question: “What do we want our river to 
look like, and what services do we want it 
to provide, in 10-15 years from now?” 
The Visioning Workshop that took place 
in Lahore in December 2018 agreed on the 
following objectives: 
- To develop the Multi-Stakeholder Forum 
into an informed and active group that 
would discuss key issues and provide 
inputs and advice to the government in 
preparation of revitalization plan and 
design of projects. 
- To agree on a shared vision for 
revitalization of the River Ravi Basin. 
To identify locations where pilot studies 
would be initiated to test approaches to 

revitalization.For the purpose of designing 
interventions for revitalization and 
management, the Ravi basin was divided 
into segments, or settings, based on the 
sizes of watercourses (river, large drains, 
small drains), water quality (relatively 
clean to heavily polluted), and state of 
ecosystem (functioning to completely 
dysfunctional). 

Kamran Baradari

of forgiveness. Falling in the footsteps of 
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who at entering 
Mecca as a victor, declared mercy to all 
those who had for years persecuted, 
tortured and killed many Muslims. The 
Christians awaited the same treatment 
which they had meted out to the Muslims. 
They were shocked to hear the general 
amnesty granted to them. Salahuddin 
treated them honorably allowing those 
who wished to leave to go in peace and 
those who wanted to stay to live in 
harmony. By showing restraint he was 
upholding the central tenants of Islam 
such as freedom of religion, and 
protection of non-Muslims. This was the 
second time in the history of Jerusalem 
that Jews and Christians tasted the 
greatness of the Muslim faith. First at the 
hands of Hazrat Umar Farooq the second 
caliph of Islam, and second by Salahuddin. 
One fact that hurt him very deeply was the 
disunity of the Muslim Ummah. When he 
prepared to liberate Jerusalem and even 

after he was victorious, he wrote letters to 
all rulers of Western Asia to come to his 
help and unite to put up a joint front 
against the mammoth armies  of Europe. 
In one letter he wrote” there are more 
Christians in this area than waves at sea”. 
No one came. It has always been the 
tragedy of the ‘Ummah’ that  they have 
never been united in their cause. The 
situation continues even today. In his last 
days Salahudin regretted that he had spent 
more time fighting his own people then 
fighting the infidels. The response of the 
Muslim rulers disappointed him but could 
not discourage him. In the battle of Hittin 
near Tiberais the overwhelming victory of 
Muslims almost decided the fate of the 
kingdom of the Jerusalem.
Many stories of Salahuddin generosity and 
unparallel compassion have been 
recorded by both Western and Eastern 
scholars. Amongst these are his treatment 
of ‘Richard the Lionheart’ the leader of the 
Crusaders. When Richard fell ill during a 
battle Salahudin sent him his physician, 
and fruits, and ice to bring him comfort 
from high fever. Once when during a 
battle Richard’s horse fell Salahuddin 
stopped the battle and sent him a horse. 
Here again, he was following the 
command of his Prophet (PBUH) ‘never to 
strike a fallen enemy’. 
The fall of Jerusalem was a shock for the 
West who again invaded the area in their 
full might. They managed to win back 
some coastal towns, but were unsuccessful 
in taking Jerusalem. One of the knights in 

the crusader’s army said ‘no one can take 
Jerusalem from the Muslims as long as 
Salahuddin lives. 
Salahuddin died at the age of 57, leaving 
an estate of 47 dirhams 1 dinar, not even 
enough for his burial. One of his great 
regrets was not to have performed Hajj. 
He prayed 5 times a day always in a 
congregation. He never had enough 
wealth on which he could pay Zakat. He 
spent his income generously on widows, 
orphans and the needy, no matter what 
religion they followed. One of his main 
scribes was a Jew. In the religious 
fanaticism of that time Salahuddin was a 
rare example of a chivalrous and humane 
conqueror, epitome of a true hero and a 
devoted Muslim. 
The Ummah needs a ‘Salahuddin’ today.
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In her October 2014 review of government 
plans to develope the Ravi Riverfront 
titled ‘Urban Development on the Dying 
Ravi’, architect and educator, Hala Bashir 
Malik lamented that the Ravi, historically 
known to be the lifeline of the city of 
Lahore, is now its “dumping ground”. 
Malik added that the river, being cut off 
from the perimeter of the city due to the 
construction of the Lahore Ring Road, is 
condemned now to the city’s periphery; 
thus, to a visitor entering Lahore from 
Shahdara on the old Ravi Bridge, it is a 
“moat” filled with toxic water along a 
massive wall. 
Once, the Ravi was a recreational resource 
for the residents of Lahore, today a large 
number of livestock farms and informal 
settlements form part of the river 
landscape and the sight of livestock in and 
around the wastewater, and of livestock 
waste in man-made channels collecting in 
pockets of unmonitored excavations, is no 
inducement to recreate in or by the river.
As for the much-celebrated Kamran 
Baradari, built in 16th-century Mughal 

Lahore as a summer palace of prince 
Kamran, and once the venue for day-long 
picnics for Lahorites, the untreated 
sewage directly discharged in the river 
and the mismanaged restorations of the 
Baradari, are strong deterrents to boating 
to the baradari for its continued 
enjoyment as a recreational resort.

Undoubtedly, the Ravi has suffered greatly 
from the near total diversion of the 
headwaters of the river as part of the 
Indus Water Treaty, and the resultant 
havoc on ecosystem functions linked to 
the extreme low flows in the river for most 
of the year. Between 1922-1960, the water 
flow in the river was estimated to be 7.0 
MAF (million acre-feet), while between 
2001- 2011 the water flow became 1.2 MAF 
Added to the reduction in river water flow 
is the almost complete lack of functional 
municipal wastewater treatment plants in 
any city in the Ravi Basin. This has 
resulted in the discharge of raw sewage 
and industrial effluents directly into the 
Ravi and its nalas. As Malik maintained, 
what has choked the Ravi is the untreated 
wastewater (including industrial waste) 
drained directly into it as well as the waste 
drained by dozens of smaller nalas along 

the river’s length. Collectively, these drain 
over 1800 cusecs of untreated wastewater 
into the river. As might be thought, this 
situation is compounded by weak 
environmental and water management 
frameworks, policies and standards, 
institutions constrained by lack of capacity 
and resources, poor implementation of 
existing laws and policies, and an almost 
complete lack of collaborative 
management. 
In 2014, Malik’s architecture students at 
the Beaconhouse National University 
worked on a design studio project which 
was positioned in response to the Ravi 
Riverfront Urban Development Project 
then being pursued by the Lahore 
Development Authority. According to 
Malik, the design studio at Beaconhouse 
University focused on highlighting the 
pressing issues facing the river and 
proposing various models for riverfront 
development as public space. In effect, the 
design studio approach was motivated by 
the intention to “heal” rather than to 
“design” (taking “design” to signify a major 
intervention in the landscape).
But clearly “design” rather than “healing” 
the river was what the Punjab government 
had in mind when they chose the 
Sabarmati Riverfront in Ahmedabad, 
India.as a precedent for the Ravi 
Riverfront Development Project. Thus, 
even though officials in India rejected the 
Sabarmati model for its “unsustainable 
and superficial restoration” of the river, 
this model remained a compelling 

precedent for the Ravi Riverfront 
Development Project, visualised as a mega 
project claiming the riverfront for “real 
estate tycoons…at the expense of the urban 
poor”.
As envisaged, the project entailed building 
“a 36-kilometer-long concrete channel for 
the Ravi River. The one-kilometer wide 
and five-meter deep channel, it was 
anticipated, would run from the siphon on 
BRB canal up to Mohlanwal, at the 
confluence of the Hudiara Nala with the 
Ravi, enabling about 25,000 acres of 
riverfront to be sold to investors for 
“business, cultural and lifestyle activities”. 
However, the Ravi Riverfront 
Development project of 2013 was shelved 
due to unavailability of finances (the 
project requiring $7.2 billion in 2013) and 
also due to the failure of the PML-N 
government to attract potential investors.
Following the directives of Prime Minister 
Imran Khan, however, the Punjab 
Government has decided to revive this 
project with its intention to acquire 
100,000 acres of land and its intention to 
develop 33 kilometres along both banks of 
the Ravi towards the south and west of the 
city. As per details shared with the media 
in December 2019, the Punjab government 
would set up twelve new cities housing six 
million people, including an education 
city, a medical city, a sports city, a financial 
city, and an eco-city. A semi-government 
organization, NESPAK, would build a 
wastewater treatment plant at the Ravi 
river and proximity to an international 

airport and the presence of a medical city 
would give the project an international 
focus. 
Fortunately, there are other options and 
visions that have more to do the river as a 
public space and resource, more to do 
with ‘healing’ than with ‘development’. 
One such vision for a “tapestry of diverse 
healthy environments that nurture and 
support human well-being” is currently 
being elaborated in the technical 
assistance provided by the Asian 
Development Bank (via Hagler Bailly, an 
international consulting firm) to the 
Government of Punjab. This vision is 
called the ‘River Ravi Eco-Revitalization 
Study’, ‘eco-revitalization’ being 
understood as “the process of returning 
rivers, wetlands and drains from a 
contaminated state to a healthier state that 
supports functioning and sustainable 
ecosystems in balance with the prevailing 
catchment and river processes”. 
The technical assistance will study baseline 
conditions (ecology, public health, 
recreational potential, cultural value) at 
identified basin settings, consider the 
degrees of improvement needed at these 
settings to meet the vision, and design a 
phased approach for wastewater 
treatment, water management and river 
restoration. 
A multi-stakeholder visioning process was 
considered central to the development of 
a long-term, multisector plan for the 
revitalization of the River Ravi, visioning 
being viewed as a tool to bring 
stakeholders together to develop a shared 
vision of the future in response to a 
question: “What do we want our river to 
look like, and what services do we want it 
to provide, in 10-15 years from now?” 
The Visioning Workshop that took place 
in Lahore in December 2018 agreed on the 
following objectives: 
- To develop the Multi-Stakeholder Forum 
into an informed and active group that 
would discuss key issues and provide 
inputs and advice to the government in 
preparation of revitalization plan and 
design of projects. 
- To agree on a shared vision for 
revitalization of the River Ravi Basin. 
To identify locations where pilot studies 
would be initiated to test approaches to 

revitalization.For the purpose of designing 
interventions for revitalization and 
management, the Ravi basin was divided 
into segments, or settings, based on the 
sizes of watercourses (river, large drains, 
small drains), water quality (relatively 
clean to heavily polluted), and state of 
ecosystem (functioning to completely 
dysfunctional). 

 Informal settlements near the Old Ravi bridge 
 (Shahdara bridge in background)

Effluents discharging in Ravi

Dr Ali Akbar Hussain
Architect, Landscape Architect,  
HOD Architect�re at Imperial Universit
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In her October 2014 review of government 
plans to develope the Ravi Riverfront 
titled ‘Urban Development on the Dying 
Ravi’, architect and educator, Hala Bashir 
Malik lamented that the Ravi, historically 
known to be the lifeline of the city of 
Lahore, is now its “dumping ground”. 
Malik added that the river, being cut off 
from the perimeter of the city due to the 
construction of the Lahore Ring Road, is 
condemned now to the city’s periphery; 
thus, to a visitor entering Lahore from 
Shahdara on the old Ravi Bridge, it is a 
“moat” filled with toxic water along a 
massive wall. 
Once, the Ravi was a recreational resource 
for the residents of Lahore, today a large 
number of livestock farms and informal 
settlements form part of the river 
landscape and the sight of livestock in and 
around the wastewater, and of livestock 
waste in man-made channels collecting in 
pockets of unmonitored excavations, is no 
inducement to recreate in or by the river.
As for the much-celebrated Kamran 
Baradari, built in 16th-century Mughal 

Lahore as a summer palace of prince 
Kamran, and once the venue for day-long 
picnics for Lahorites, the untreated 
sewage directly discharged in the river 
and the mismanaged restorations of the 
Baradari, are strong deterrents to boating 
to the baradari for its continued 
enjoyment as a recreational resort.

Undoubtedly, the Ravi has suffered greatly 
from the near total diversion of the 
headwaters of the river as part of the 
Indus Water Treaty, and the resultant 
havoc on ecosystem functions linked to 
the extreme low flows in the river for most 
of the year. Between 1922-1960, the water 
flow in the river was estimated to be 7.0 
MAF (million acre-feet), while between 
2001- 2011 the water flow became 1.2 MAF 
Added to the reduction in river water flow 
is the almost complete lack of functional 
municipal wastewater treatment plants in 
any city in the Ravi Basin. This has 
resulted in the discharge of raw sewage 
and industrial effluents directly into the 
Ravi and its nalas. As Malik maintained, 
what has choked the Ravi is the untreated 
wastewater (including industrial waste) 
drained directly into it as well as the waste 
drained by dozens of smaller nalas along 

the river’s length. Collectively, these drain 
over 1800 cusecs of untreated wastewater 
into the river. As might be thought, this 
situation is compounded by weak 
environmental and water management 
frameworks, policies and standards, 
institutions constrained by lack of capacity 
and resources, poor implementation of 
existing laws and policies, and an almost 
complete lack of collaborative 
management. 
In 2014, Malik’s architecture students at 
the Beaconhouse National University 
worked on a design studio project which 
was positioned in response to the Ravi 
Riverfront Urban Development Project 
then being pursued by the Lahore 
Development Authority. According to 
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Time and again we are reminded of how 
badly we fare (in Lahore) with respect to 
conserving and replenishing our meager 
fresh water resources. How our sewers 
continually discharge their toxic contents 
into storm water drains that are few and 
far between to begin with, how precious
rainwater is callously let to run off roofs 
and roads further burgeoning the sewers, 
or evaporate back into thin air instead of 
being channeled and repurposed.
While the topic seems vague and far too 
incomprehensible for a layman to grasp, 
the solutions are surprisingly simple, and 
based on nothing more than a lot of 
common sense….given a collective
desire exists to actually understand and 
make positive headway in something that 
has dodged us forever. First we must 
understand that all our drinking water/po-
table needs are met by the aquifers that lie 
100s of feet underground. Surface water 
like canals meet a small percentage of 
agricultural requirements only.
Adding a little perspective before going 
into detail, let’s quickly go through a few 
statistics to underline the gravity of the 
problem at hand, and how neglect should 
not be an option any longer.

The above statistics tell an alarming 
story….one of uncontrolled, rampant 
growth and callous wastage that has 
increased our water requirements by 20 
times in the past few decades! This is
surely not a sustainable trend even for the 
most optimistic amongst us, and points to 
not just a few but a host of things that have 
gone wrong.
There is the issue of people pouring into 
Lahore in search of work and of exponen-
tial increase in population…not something 
that has an easy solution. Unplanned low 
density growth,…also not an easy fix. But 
the concept of water being a free unlimit-
ed resource is a mindset that is not that 
hard to change provided we are willing to 
understand.

How hard is it to fix leaky faucets and 
pipes, turn off faucets while brushing and
showering and to realize that pressure 
pumps, rain showers and Jacuzzis are 
indeed wasteful to say the least.
A prudent investment in efficient fixtures 
(such as WCs) and faucets (aerators) would 
ensure that drinkable water doesn't 
unnecessarily go down the drain. Water 
meters could of course go a long
way but that’s been in the pipeline (literal-
ly!) for years. Apart for proactively reduc-
ing wastage with efficient use, many 
options exist for recycling grey
water for non-potable uses such as wash-
ing of cars and gardening both of which 
are major areas of wastage. The above is a 
sorry state indeed, but with the average 
3’-0” of rainfall per year we shouldn’t
have to worry and be water stressed. All of 
our bad practices in terms of excessive 

Who’s responsible for our
falling water table

nubmer of tube wells that operate in city 
(metropolitan lahore): 4000 approx 
nubmer of tube wells that operate in city : 
200 approx
drope in water table according to the studies 
carreid out by lda/wasa and nespak: average 
a liter over 1’-0”/year
annual rain fallcumulative average : 3’-0”/-
year

FOCUS ON WASTE

N A M A
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subsoil water pumping and wasteful habits 
could easily be offset if we were to use 
even half of the blessed annual rainfall to 
replenish what we extract. But no, very 
basic mathematics shows that we are 
depleting the underground reservoir at 
more than a foot a year. Inspite of 3’-0”/-
year of rainfall How do we even do that 
Well, unfortunately by losing all of our 
rainwater to evaporation and letting it run 
into sewers. So let’s resolve to take the first 
important step; that of harnessing what is 
given to us for free…our rain. The bottom 
line for all homeowners and those respon-

sible for the maintenance of commercial
buildings, parking lots and parks etc. 
should be that no rainwater leaves the 
premises. This sensitivity towards the 
gross wastage that occurs around us will 
ensure that we emerge out of being
water stressed.
The tables below list the BMPs (Best 
Management Practices) from around the 
world, that we can
take inspiration from and follow at least 
some that are feasible in the context of 
Lahore

CLASSIFICATION OF BMPS AND THEIR DEFINITION
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The above is of course a wish list, not all 
are applicable in our environment and 
some maybe excessively costly, but it’s 
nevertheless good to know of best practic-
es around the world and for us to take the 
first steps, however small. Now let’s exam-
ine some major areas which, with very 
little improvement and without excessive 
use of resources could go a long way in 
improving our water insecurity.

The paved/impervious surfaces of 
buildings, including roofs, driveways , side 
lanes etc. are all major sources of runoff 
(more than 80% of rainwater) and hence 
have an immense potential for harnessing 
fresh water with very basic steps. If these 
surfaces are designed as catchment rather
than run off areas, we would have taken 
the first important step in saving/ 
repurposing our rainwater and 
replenishing our aquifers. Open areas 
within and around buildings with grass 
cover is again a wasteful practice as grass 
acts pretty much like an impervious 
surface. Growing one's own vegetables and 
fruit trees is far more beneficial both to 
mitigate loss of water and providing 
healthy produce.

All house builders and owners of larger 
buildings and plazas spend a considerable 
amount of time and funds on construc-
tion. A fraction of this cost can go towards 
making the roofs not totally impervious, 
as they mostly are in the context of Lahore 
but green (even grow seasonal vegetables
and trees) New construction like Architect 
Rashid Rasheed’s project above should all 
have green roofs but for the rest, retrofit-
ting as shown in Zahra Zaidy’s roof 
gardening is entirely possible even in a 
medium sized urban dwelling.
Partially porous side lanes and driveways, 
retention ponds, rain barrels and cisterns, 
soak pits and
grass swales are just a few intelligent 
solutions for those who are committed to 
go the extra mile.

building

green roofs
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Very basic steps may be taken in the 
context of parking lots, green medians, 
road shoulders and and parks etc. By even 
slightly lowering the green areas (as in the 
green median on main boulevard, 
Gulberg) we can achieve amazing results 
by way of replenishing the aquifers and 
keeping the road edges dry and free of 
erosion. Conversely, the raised median on 
the Mall is counter- productive and wastes 
our precious resource.

All the above steps to, proactively curtail 
waste and in addition harvest rainwater, 
are very small basic measures that can be 
easily employed by us all to play our role 
in completing the water cycle as nature 
intended…..with the added bonus of keep-
ing our sewers free of excessive load, our
pavements and roads dry and erosion free, 
our parks and medians lush and happy 
and our roofs cool and green.

medians and parks

Nabeela Nazir
Architect
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‘A Mirror unto Ourselves’: Reflections from a 
Recent Visit to Jabal-al-Noor and Ghar-e-Hira 
The amalgam of lands stretching from 
Hejaz, Yemen and Misr to as far north as 
Persia and Byzantine, has been a potent 
receptacle of tides, tales, and territories 
through time. It is here that Prophets have 
walked, carrying the weight of the world in 
their hearts, living out their promise to 
their Lord. It is here that Saints and Saha-
bah have tread, and tyrants have ruled, 
and mankind’s fight between what is just 
and true, and what is tyrannical and base 
has enacted.  Marked by numerous cities 
as centres of this struggle, and well as the 
enigmatic landscape surrounding them, 
this region continues to be a major pivot 
in shaping the destiny of the world.
Makkah, like all sacred places, has been a 
contested city throughout its history. In its 
most primitive form it is where the mira-
cles surrounding Hazrat Ibrahim a.s., his 
wife, progeny, and the sacred Kaaba 
unfolded. If it were to be described in its 
essence, Makkah has reflected the fight 

between the sacred and the profane. It has 
been the melting pot of the soul’s quintes-
sential struggle: the tug of war between the 
spiritual and the material.
The valley of Makkah, where the Prophet 
Muhammad (s.a.w.) was born and first 
received the Message, is deeply layered 
with a language of its own. The city is a 
qaseeda (ode) to the Messenger: Makkah 
who’s air he breathed, who’s sun he met, 
who’s streets and stone mountains he 
walked in angst and awe alike. 
In a well-known Hadis, the Prophet (s.a.w.) 
was deeply saddened upon leaving 

Makkah at the time of Hijra: “By Allah, you 
are the best and most beloved land to Allah. 
Had I not been driven away from you, I would 
not have left you” (Sunan Al-Tirmidhi 3925)
The Kaaba is faith’s magnet. And today, 
although Makkah is free of pagan idols, it 
is plagued with the idols of materialism. 
By the majesty and grace of Allah, while 
the pilgrim’s spiritual experience is inde-
pendent of these distractions, much of the 
built environment outside of the holy 
mosque obstructs our connection with the 
city itself- where a rich tapestry of events, 
experiences and memories from the life 
of the Prophet (s.a.w) and his closest aides, 
lie hidden. 
The mountains of Makkah speak of love 
and valour, and the gentle footsteps of 
Allah’s most precious servant. In this 
silhouette of stone mountains where the 
suns plays in hues and shadows, 
Jabal-al-Noor or the ‘Mount of Illumina-
tion’ stands jubilantly along the sky line. 
And quietly cradled atop, lies the Cave of 
Hira. Driven by his ishq for the Creator, 
here the noble Prophet (s.a.w.) ventured 
for solitary worship, and received his first 
Quranic revelation. 
The mountain is a steep climb. And it is 
the ‘departure’ from the world’s chaos and 
profanity to a place almost entirely uncon-
nected, that establishes the spirit of this 
journey. With every breath, one is 
endowed with a three-fold sensory experi-
ence: the panorama of the valley of 
Makkah, the omni-present sun beating 
down, and the intoxicating sound of 
mountain wind arriving in waves. Once at 
the pinnacle, one finds Ghar-e-Hira 

perfectly nested between world and eter-
nity- only, one has left the world far 
behind. Here the Prophet (s.a.w) traversed 
a narrow passage through a series of 
boulders, into an opening of intimate 
scale, and stepped down into the illumi-
nated cave. Yet another miracle of this 
divinely sheltered place is the slit-like 
crevice allowing a clearly aligned sight of 
the holy Kaaba.  
In the Salafi doctrine, the historically 
significant sacred site is said to have no 
value, and is seen as a potential for ‘shirk’. 
The richness of the Muslim world is 
created by a diversity of paths taken by 
nations across the globe, each shaped by 
unique forms of culture, history, and 
philosophical nuance.  And in parallel 
schools of thought such as the Sufi or 
Barelvi, ‘sacred place’ is seen as a living 
entity, gifted with barakah and Allah’s 
special mercy, by virtue of having been 
inhabited by His most pure and praise-
worthy beings, and spiritually-endowed 
events tied to them.  
In spiritual terms, the notion of the ‘cave’ 
is laden with meaning. In the Quranic text, 

the Almighty assures us: “When ye turn 
away from them and the things they worship 
other than Allah, betake yourselves to the 
Cave: your Lord will shower His mercies on 
you and dispose of your affair towards 
comfort and ease” (Surah Kahf ayat 16). The 
‘cave’ may thus be the tangible ‘sanctuary’, 

or the allegorical sanctuary created by 
faith and Light, where one is protected 
from the trials and idols of the time. 
Climbing Jabal-Noor is no less than an act 
of devotion to the beloved Prophet (s.a.w.). 
To touch the stone boulders he touched; 
to get a moment’s glimpse of the place 
where the miracle of wahi ensued, to lay 
one’s eyes on the illuminated enclosure 
where he prostrated to his Rabb. These 
feel like a lapse of realms, where one is 
transported from the physical to the 
utterly divine. 
On this day in December, the large major-
ity of ziareen (pilgrims) climbing the 
mount are Pakistanis- from as far north 
and south as Quetta and Kashmir, several 
of them in their seventies. A lady from 
Abbotabad accompanying her father for 

the climb, recounts:  “we told our elderly 
father that it’s a very steep climb, but he 
wouldn’t stop crying. He just kept repeating ‘I 
must to go to the place where my Prophet 
read the Quran…’”.
While ascending the mountain, there is 
the jarring difficulty of the trek, and 
immediately alongside this, the thought of 
reaching the unimaginable. It is the joy 
written bright on the faces of those 
descending Jabal-Noor after having laid 
their eyes and selves in the blessed sanctu-
ary, that carries the upward-bound 
pilgrim every step forward. 
On the flip side of the coin, while the 
majority of devotes were Pakistani, the 

element of sharr (mischief) was also 
carried out by a community of Pakistanis: 
a gang of beggars posing as cleaners and 
caretakers of the holy mountain; in fact 
doing none of these, and engaged solely in 
the act of emotional blackmail to the 
pilgrim. How was this group different 
from the regular beggar in Pakistan?  
There was a tragic lack of adab (reverence) 
for the blessed place they had territorial-
ized, visible in the forceful tactics of 
coercing pilgrims for money, to the offen-
sive bodily positions taken while posing as 
crippled. The reminders of foul smelling 
waste and the unkempt route added to this 
travesty. 
There can be no doubt that of all the 
places on earth deserving our devotional 
care, Jabal-al-Noor is among the noblest. 
The status quo unfortunately signifies the 
proverbial ‘being stuck between a rock and 
a hard place’: If the Saudi government 
intervenes, the access of pilgrims to 
Ghar-e-Hira will most probably be pro-
hibited. If things are left as they are, the 
adab this sacred mountain deserves, will 
remain a distant dream. 
If the current state of Jabal-al-Noor was 
interpreted in metaphor, it is a mirror 
unto ourselves- perfectly fitting the pres-
ent state of the world’s believers. Strug-
gling within the paradox of devotional 
faith and crippling munafiqat (hypocrisy); 
driven by the spiritual calling, and concur-
rently distracted by the glitter of the ego; 
heedless of the ‘footsteps’ of the Messen-
ger (s.a.w.), despite being bestowed with an 
inescapable love for him.  
As proclaimed in the glorious Message, 
both the horizons and ourselves echo to us 

our reality: “We will show them Our signs in 
the horizons and within themselves until it 
becomes clear to them that it is the truth. 
But is it not sufficient concerning your Lord 
that He is, over all things, a Witness?” (Surah 
Fussilat, ayat 53)
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the pilgrim’s spiritual experience is inde-
pendent of these distractions, much of the 
built environment outside of the holy 
mosque obstructs our connection with the 
city itself- where a rich tapestry of events, 
experiences and memories from the life 
of the Prophet (s.a.w) and his closest aides, 
lie hidden. 
The mountains of Makkah speak of love 
and valour, and the gentle footsteps of 
Allah’s most precious servant. In this 
silhouette of stone mountains where the 
suns plays in hues and shadows, 
Jabal-al-Noor or the ‘Mount of Illumina-
tion’ stands jubilantly along the sky line. 
And quietly cradled atop, lies the Cave of 
Hira. Driven by his ishq for the Creator, 
here the noble Prophet (s.a.w.) ventured 
for solitary worship, and received his first 
Quranic revelation. 
The mountain is a steep climb. And it is 
the ‘departure’ from the world’s chaos and 
profanity to a place almost entirely uncon-
nected, that establishes the spirit of this 
journey. With every breath, one is 
endowed with a three-fold sensory experi-
ence: the panorama of the valley of 
Makkah, the omni-present sun beating 
down, and the intoxicating sound of 
mountain wind arriving in waves. Once at 
the pinnacle, one finds Ghar-e-Hira 

perfectly nested between world and eter-
nity- only, one has left the world far 
behind. Here the Prophet (s.a.w) traversed 
a narrow passage through a series of 
boulders, into an opening of intimate 
scale, and stepped down into the illumi-
nated cave. Yet another miracle of this 
divinely sheltered place is the slit-like 
crevice allowing a clearly aligned sight of 
the holy Kaaba.  
In the Salafi doctrine, the historically 
significant sacred site is said to have no 
value, and is seen as a potential for ‘shirk’. 
The richness of the Muslim world is 
created by a diversity of paths taken by 
nations across the globe, each shaped by 
unique forms of culture, history, and 
philosophical nuance.  And in parallel 
schools of thought such as the Sufi or 
Barelvi, ‘sacred place’ is seen as a living 
entity, gifted with barakah and Allah’s 
special mercy, by virtue of having been 
inhabited by His most pure and praise-
worthy beings, and spiritually-endowed 
events tied to them.  
In spiritual terms, the notion of the ‘cave’ 
is laden with meaning. In the Quranic text, 

the Almighty assures us: “When ye turn 
away from them and the things they worship 
other than Allah, betake yourselves to the 
Cave: your Lord will shower His mercies on 
you and dispose of your affair towards 
comfort and ease” (Surah Kahf ayat 16). The 
‘cave’ may thus be the tangible ‘sanctuary’, 

or the allegorical sanctuary created by 
faith and Light, where one is protected 
from the trials and idols of the time. 
Climbing Jabal-Noor is no less than an act 
of devotion to the beloved Prophet (s.a.w.). 
To touch the stone boulders he touched; 
to get a moment’s glimpse of the place 
where the miracle of wahi ensued, to lay 
one’s eyes on the illuminated enclosure 
where he prostrated to his Rabb. These 
feel like a lapse of realms, where one is 
transported from the physical to the 
utterly divine. 
On this day in December, the large major-
ity of ziareen (pilgrims) climbing the 
mount are Pakistanis- from as far north 
and south as Quetta and Kashmir, several 
of them in their seventies. A lady from 
Abbotabad accompanying her father for 

the climb, recounts:  “we told our elderly 
father that it’s a very steep climb, but he 
wouldn’t stop crying. He just kept repeating ‘I 
must to go to the place where my Prophet 
read the Quran…’”.
While ascending the mountain, there is 
the jarring difficulty of the trek, and 
immediately alongside this, the thought of 
reaching the unimaginable. It is the joy 
written bright on the faces of those 
descending Jabal-Noor after having laid 
their eyes and selves in the blessed sanctu-
ary, that carries the upward-bound 
pilgrim every step forward. 
On the flip side of the coin, while the 
majority of devotes were Pakistani, the 

element of sharr (mischief) was also 
carried out by a community of Pakistanis: 
a gang of beggars posing as cleaners and 
caretakers of the holy mountain; in fact 
doing none of these, and engaged solely in 
the act of emotional blackmail to the 
pilgrim. How was this group different 
from the regular beggar in Pakistan?  
There was a tragic lack of adab (reverence) 
for the blessed place they had territorial-
ized, visible in the forceful tactics of 
coercing pilgrims for money, to the offen-
sive bodily positions taken while posing as 
crippled. The reminders of foul smelling 
waste and the unkempt route added to this 
travesty. 
There can be no doubt that of all the 
places on earth deserving our devotional 
care, Jabal-al-Noor is among the noblest. 
The status quo unfortunately signifies the 
proverbial ‘being stuck between a rock and 
a hard place’: If the Saudi government 
intervenes, the access of pilgrims to 
Ghar-e-Hira will most probably be pro-
hibited. If things are left as they are, the 
adab this sacred mountain deserves, will 
remain a distant dream. 
If the current state of Jabal-al-Noor was 
interpreted in metaphor, it is a mirror 
unto ourselves- perfectly fitting the pres-
ent state of the world’s believers. Strug-
gling within the paradox of devotional 
faith and crippling munafiqat (hypocrisy); 
driven by the spiritual calling, and concur-
rently distracted by the glitter of the ego; 
heedless of the ‘footsteps’ of the Messen-
ger (s.a.w.), despite being bestowed with an 
inescapable love for him.  
As proclaimed in the glorious Message, 
both the horizons and ourselves echo to us 

our reality: “We will show them Our signs in 
the horizons and within themselves until it 
becomes clear to them that it is the truth. 
But is it not sufficient concerning your Lord 
that He is, over all things, a Witness?” (Surah 
Fussilat, ayat 53)
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‘A Mirror unto Ourselves’: Reflections from a 
Recent Visit to Jabal-al-Noor and Ghar-e-Hira 
The amalgam of lands stretching from 
Hejaz, Yemen and Misr to as far north as 
Persia and Byzantine, has been a potent 
receptacle of tides, tales, and territories 
through time. It is here that Prophets have 
walked, carrying the weight of the world in 
their hearts, living out their promise to 
their Lord. It is here that Saints and Saha-
bah have tread, and tyrants have ruled, 
and mankind’s fight between what is just 
and true, and what is tyrannical and base 
has enacted.  Marked by numerous cities 
as centres of this struggle, and well as the 
enigmatic landscape surrounding them, 
this region continues to be a major pivot 
in shaping the destiny of the world.
Makkah, like all sacred places, has been a 
contested city throughout its history. In its 
most primitive form it is where the mira-
cles surrounding Hazrat Ibrahim a.s., his 
wife, progeny, and the sacred Kaaba 
unfolded. If it were to be described in its 
essence, Makkah has reflected the fight 

between the sacred and the profane. It has 
been the melting pot of the soul’s quintes-
sential struggle: the tug of war between the 
spiritual and the material.
The valley of Makkah, where the Prophet 
Muhammad (s.a.w.) was born and first 
received the Message, is deeply layered 
with a language of its own. The city is a 
qaseeda (ode) to the Messenger: Makkah 
who’s air he breathed, who’s sun he met, 
who’s streets and stone mountains he 
walked in angst and awe alike. 
In a well-known Hadis, the Prophet (s.a.w.) 
was deeply saddened upon leaving 

Makkah at the time of Hijra: “By Allah, you 
are the best and most beloved land to Allah. 
Had I not been driven away from you, I would 
not have left you” (Sunan Al-Tirmidhi 3925)
The Kaaba is faith’s magnet. And today, 
although Makkah is free of pagan idols, it 
is plagued with the idols of materialism. 
By the majesty and grace of Allah, while 
the pilgrim’s spiritual experience is inde-
pendent of these distractions, much of the 
built environment outside of the holy 
mosque obstructs our connection with the 
city itself- where a rich tapestry of events, 
experiences and memories from the life 
of the Prophet (s.a.w) and his closest aides, 
lie hidden. 
The mountains of Makkah speak of love 
and valour, and the gentle footsteps of 
Allah’s most precious servant. In this 
silhouette of stone mountains where the 
suns plays in hues and shadows, 
Jabal-al-Noor or the ‘Mount of Illumina-
tion’ stands jubilantly along the sky line. 
And quietly cradled atop, lies the Cave of 
Hira. Driven by his ishq for the Creator, 
here the noble Prophet (s.a.w.) ventured 
for solitary worship, and received his first 
Quranic revelation. 
The mountain is a steep climb. And it is 
the ‘departure’ from the world’s chaos and 
profanity to a place almost entirely uncon-
nected, that establishes the spirit of this 
journey. With every breath, one is 
endowed with a three-fold sensory experi-
ence: the panorama of the valley of 
Makkah, the omni-present sun beating 
down, and the intoxicating sound of 
mountain wind arriving in waves. Once at 
the pinnacle, one finds Ghar-e-Hira 

perfectly nested between world and eter-
nity- only, one has left the world far 
behind. Here the Prophet (s.a.w) traversed 
a narrow passage through a series of 
boulders, into an opening of intimate 
scale, and stepped down into the illumi-
nated cave. Yet another miracle of this 
divinely sheltered place is the slit-like 
crevice allowing a clearly aligned sight of 
the holy Kaaba.  
In the Salafi doctrine, the historically 
significant sacred site is said to have no 
value, and is seen as a potential for ‘shirk’. 
The richness of the Muslim world is 
created by a diversity of paths taken by 
nations across the globe, each shaped by 
unique forms of culture, history, and 
philosophical nuance.  And in parallel 
schools of thought such as the Sufi or 
Barelvi, ‘sacred place’ is seen as a living 
entity, gifted with barakah and Allah’s 
special mercy, by virtue of having been 
inhabited by His most pure and praise-
worthy beings, and spiritually-endowed 
events tied to them.  
In spiritual terms, the notion of the ‘cave’ 
is laden with meaning. In the Quranic text, 

the Almighty assures us: “When ye turn 
away from them and the things they worship 
other than Allah, betake yourselves to the 
Cave: your Lord will shower His mercies on 
you and dispose of your affair towards 
comfort and ease” (Surah Kahf ayat 16). The 
‘cave’ may thus be the tangible ‘sanctuary’, 

or the allegorical sanctuary created by 
faith and Light, where one is protected 
from the trials and idols of the time. 
Climbing Jabal-Noor is no less than an act 
of devotion to the beloved Prophet (s.a.w.). 
To touch the stone boulders he touched; 
to get a moment’s glimpse of the place 
where the miracle of wahi ensued, to lay 
one’s eyes on the illuminated enclosure 
where he prostrated to his Rabb. These 
feel like a lapse of realms, where one is 
transported from the physical to the 
utterly divine. 
On this day in December, the large major-
ity of ziareen (pilgrims) climbing the 
mount are Pakistanis- from as far north 
and south as Quetta and Kashmir, several 
of them in their seventies. A lady from 
Abbotabad accompanying her father for 

the climb, recounts:  “we told our elderly 
father that it’s a very steep climb, but he 
wouldn’t stop crying. He just kept repeating ‘I 
must to go to the place where my Prophet 
read the Quran…’”.
While ascending the mountain, there is 
the jarring difficulty of the trek, and 
immediately alongside this, the thought of 
reaching the unimaginable. It is the joy 
written bright on the faces of those 
descending Jabal-Noor after having laid 
their eyes and selves in the blessed sanctu-
ary, that carries the upward-bound 
pilgrim every step forward. 
On the flip side of the coin, while the 
majority of devotes were Pakistani, the 

element of sharr (mischief) was also 
carried out by a community of Pakistanis: 
a gang of beggars posing as cleaners and 
caretakers of the holy mountain; in fact 
doing none of these, and engaged solely in 
the act of emotional blackmail to the 
pilgrim. How was this group different 
from the regular beggar in Pakistan?  
There was a tragic lack of adab (reverence) 
for the blessed place they had territorial-
ized, visible in the forceful tactics of 
coercing pilgrims for money, to the offen-
sive bodily positions taken while posing as 
crippled. The reminders of foul smelling 
waste and the unkempt route added to this 
travesty. 
There can be no doubt that of all the 
places on earth deserving our devotional 
care, Jabal-al-Noor is among the noblest. 
The status quo unfortunately signifies the 
proverbial ‘being stuck between a rock and 
a hard place’: If the Saudi government 
intervenes, the access of pilgrims to 
Ghar-e-Hira will most probably be pro-
hibited. If things are left as they are, the 
adab this sacred mountain deserves, will 
remain a distant dream. 
If the current state of Jabal-al-Noor was 
interpreted in metaphor, it is a mirror 
unto ourselves- perfectly fitting the pres-
ent state of the world’s believers. Strug-
gling within the paradox of devotional 
faith and crippling munafiqat (hypocrisy); 
driven by the spiritual calling, and concur-
rently distracted by the glitter of the ego; 
heedless of the ‘footsteps’ of the Messen-
ger (s.a.w.), despite being bestowed with an 
inescapable love for him.  
As proclaimed in the glorious Message, 
both the horizons and ourselves echo to us 

our reality: “We will show them Our signs in 
the horizons and within themselves until it 
becomes clear to them that it is the truth. 
But is it not sufficient concerning your Lord 
that He is, over all things, a Witness?” (Surah 
Fussilat, ayat 53)
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‘A Mirror unto Ourselves’: Reflections from a 
Recent Visit to Jabal-al-Noor and Ghar-e-Hira 
The amalgam of lands stretching from 
Hejaz, Yemen and Misr to as far north as 
Persia and Byzantine, has been a potent 
receptacle of tides, tales, and territories 
through time. It is here that Prophets have 
walked, carrying the weight of the world in 
their hearts, living out their promise to 
their Lord. It is here that Saints and Saha-
bah have tread, and tyrants have ruled, 
and mankind’s fight between what is just 
and true, and what is tyrannical and base 
has enacted.  Marked by numerous cities 
as centres of this struggle, and well as the 
enigmatic landscape surrounding them, 
this region continues to be a major pivot 
in shaping the destiny of the world.
Makkah, like all sacred places, has been a 
contested city throughout its history. In its 
most primitive form it is where the mira-
cles surrounding Hazrat Ibrahim a.s., his 
wife, progeny, and the sacred Kaaba 
unfolded. If it were to be described in its 
essence, Makkah has reflected the fight 

between the sacred and the profane. It has 
been the melting pot of the soul’s quintes-
sential struggle: the tug of war between the 
spiritual and the material.
The valley of Makkah, where the Prophet 
Muhammad (s.a.w.) was born and first 
received the Message, is deeply layered 
with a language of its own. The city is a 
qaseeda (ode) to the Messenger: Makkah 
who’s air he breathed, who’s sun he met, 
who’s streets and stone mountains he 
walked in angst and awe alike. 
In a well-known Hadis, the Prophet (s.a.w.) 
was deeply saddened upon leaving 

Makkah at the time of Hijra: “By Allah, you 
are the best and most beloved land to Allah. 
Had I not been driven away from you, I would 
not have left you” (Sunan Al-Tirmidhi 3925)
The Kaaba is faith’s magnet. And today, 
although Makkah is free of pagan idols, it 
is plagued with the idols of materialism. 
By the majesty and grace of Allah, while 
the pilgrim’s spiritual experience is inde-
pendent of these distractions, much of the 
built environment outside of the holy 
mosque obstructs our connection with the 
city itself- where a rich tapestry of events, 
experiences and memories from the life 
of the Prophet (s.a.w) and his closest aides, 
lie hidden. 
The mountains of Makkah speak of love 
and valour, and the gentle footsteps of 
Allah’s most precious servant. In this 
silhouette of stone mountains where the 
suns plays in hues and shadows, 
Jabal-al-Noor or the ‘Mount of Illumina-
tion’ stands jubilantly along the sky line. 
And quietly cradled atop, lies the Cave of 
Hira. Driven by his ishq for the Creator, 
here the noble Prophet (s.a.w.) ventured 
for solitary worship, and received his first 
Quranic revelation. 
The mountain is a steep climb. And it is 
the ‘departure’ from the world’s chaos and 
profanity to a place almost entirely uncon-
nected, that establishes the spirit of this 
journey. With every breath, one is 
endowed with a three-fold sensory experi-
ence: the panorama of the valley of 
Makkah, the omni-present sun beating 
down, and the intoxicating sound of 
mountain wind arriving in waves. Once at 
the pinnacle, one finds Ghar-e-Hira 

perfectly nested between world and eter-
nity- only, one has left the world far 
behind. Here the Prophet (s.a.w) traversed 
a narrow passage through a series of 
boulders, into an opening of intimate 
scale, and stepped down into the illumi-
nated cave. Yet another miracle of this 
divinely sheltered place is the slit-like 
crevice allowing a clearly aligned sight of 
the holy Kaaba.  
In the Salafi doctrine, the historically 
significant sacred site is said to have no 
value, and is seen as a potential for ‘shirk’. 
The richness of the Muslim world is 
created by a diversity of paths taken by 
nations across the globe, each shaped by 
unique forms of culture, history, and 
philosophical nuance.  And in parallel 
schools of thought such as the Sufi or 
Barelvi, ‘sacred place’ is seen as a living 
entity, gifted with barakah and Allah’s 
special mercy, by virtue of having been 
inhabited by His most pure and praise-
worthy beings, and spiritually-endowed 
events tied to them.  
In spiritual terms, the notion of the ‘cave’ 
is laden with meaning. In the Quranic text, 

the Almighty assures us: “When ye turn 
away from them and the things they worship 
other than Allah, betake yourselves to the 
Cave: your Lord will shower His mercies on 
you and dispose of your affair towards 
comfort and ease” (Surah Kahf ayat 16). The 
‘cave’ may thus be the tangible ‘sanctuary’, 

or the allegorical sanctuary created by 
faith and Light, where one is protected 
from the trials and idols of the time. 
Climbing Jabal-Noor is no less than an act 
of devotion to the beloved Prophet (s.a.w.). 
To touch the stone boulders he touched; 
to get a moment’s glimpse of the place 
where the miracle of wahi ensued, to lay 
one’s eyes on the illuminated enclosure 
where he prostrated to his Rabb. These 
feel like a lapse of realms, where one is 
transported from the physical to the 
utterly divine. 
On this day in December, the large major-
ity of ziareen (pilgrims) climbing the 
mount are Pakistanis- from as far north 
and south as Quetta and Kashmir, several 
of them in their seventies. A lady from 
Abbotabad accompanying her father for 

the climb, recounts:  “we told our elderly 
father that it’s a very steep climb, but he 
wouldn’t stop crying. He just kept repeating ‘I 
must to go to the place where my Prophet 
read the Quran…’”.
While ascending the mountain, there is 
the jarring difficulty of the trek, and 
immediately alongside this, the thought of 
reaching the unimaginable. It is the joy 
written bright on the faces of those 
descending Jabal-Noor after having laid 
their eyes and selves in the blessed sanctu-
ary, that carries the upward-bound 
pilgrim every step forward. 
On the flip side of the coin, while the 
majority of devotes were Pakistani, the 

element of sharr (mischief) was also 
carried out by a community of Pakistanis: 
a gang of beggars posing as cleaners and 
caretakers of the holy mountain; in fact 
doing none of these, and engaged solely in 
the act of emotional blackmail to the 
pilgrim. How was this group different 
from the regular beggar in Pakistan?  
There was a tragic lack of adab (reverence) 
for the blessed place they had territorial-
ized, visible in the forceful tactics of 
coercing pilgrims for money, to the offen-
sive bodily positions taken while posing as 
crippled. The reminders of foul smelling 
waste and the unkempt route added to this 
travesty. 
There can be no doubt that of all the 
places on earth deserving our devotional 
care, Jabal-al-Noor is among the noblest. 
The status quo unfortunately signifies the 
proverbial ‘being stuck between a rock and 
a hard place’: If the Saudi government 
intervenes, the access of pilgrims to 
Ghar-e-Hira will most probably be pro-
hibited. If things are left as they are, the 
adab this sacred mountain deserves, will 
remain a distant dream. 
If the current state of Jabal-al-Noor was 
interpreted in metaphor, it is a mirror 
unto ourselves- perfectly fitting the pres-
ent state of the world’s believers. Strug-
gling within the paradox of devotional 
faith and crippling munafiqat (hypocrisy); 
driven by the spiritual calling, and concur-
rently distracted by the glitter of the ego; 
heedless of the ‘footsteps’ of the Messen-
ger (s.a.w.), despite being bestowed with an 
inescapable love for him.  
As proclaimed in the glorious Message, 
both the horizons and ourselves echo to us 

our reality: “We will show them Our signs in 
the horizons and within themselves until it 
becomes clear to them that it is the truth. 
But is it not sufficient concerning your Lord 
that He is, over all things, a Witness?” (Surah 
Fussilat, ayat 53)

Rabia Ezdi
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generosity
a Pakistani Core Value
A study conducted by the Pakistan Center 
for Philanthropy in 2014 showed that we 
Pakistanis contribute about 240 billion 
dollars in indigenous charity. Yes, we are 
mashaAllah a very generous people. Our 
faith forms one of the core motivating 
factors for our contributions. Time and 
again, Islam has reiterated the importance 
of giving. We believe that our rizq actually 
increases by giving sadaqah and zakaat. 
Indeed, our beloved Prophet (SAW) never 
gave zakaat. Why? He never had the 
nisaab, the minimum amount of money 
on which zakaat is due, for he always gave 
away everything he had, in sadaqah. Such 
is our role model we aspire to follow. 

“Jabir (RA) narrates that Rasulullah (SAW) 
said: A believer loves and is loved, There is no 
good in the one who neither loves nor is 
loved. The best amongst people is the one who 
benefits people the most. (Dar Qutni, 
Jami-us-Saghir)”

Deneb Sumbal in her Newsline article 
( July 2014) appropriately clarifies that 
philanthropy and giving donations should 
not be confused with volunteerism, which 
is giving your time and skills to a 
particular cause. This spirit has been 
particularly notable when we have been 
hit with calamities as a nation. However, 
experts say that as soon as the calamities 
subside, the volunteers amongst us also 
decrease. There is a good reason behind 
this, which is a lack of infrastructure for 
harnessing our time and skills for various 
causes. 
At a dinner party I recently attended, I 
heard a discussion I’ve heard time and 
again. What starts off as an exchange of 
ideas on current events leads inevitably to 
a lament on government failure, with 
everyone giving an opinion or an 
anecdote that suggests various solutions to 
the problems we face as a collective. 
I thought I would put together a list of 
volunteer opportunities for us to consider 
on a consistent basis. By devoting some of 
our time and attempting to touch some 

lives beyond our own perhaps we can 
change the narrative of our conversations 
and walk the talk about our desire for 
progressive change. As the saying goes, 

“For of those to whom much is given, much is 
required.”
One can volunteer just once a month but 
ideally at least once a week. You make your 
own schedule based on how much time 
you can spare and what are your specific 
interests and/or skills. If you have a family, 
take them with you, especially the young 
ones. This will inculcate in them a sense of 
responsibility, empathy, and force them to 
be less self-absorbed. It will have the 
added benefit of exchanging their 
electronic devices with human interaction 
of a critical nature. There is also the 
element of creating special familial bonds, 
which is a beautiful outcome of a family 
volunteering their time together and 
creates a culture of sacrifice for a greater 
good.
Here is a short list of possibilities: Hope 
you are able to find your niche and get 
some inspiration.

1. Public Hospitals
Ka’b ibne Malik (RA) narrates that 
Rasulullah (SAW) said: He who visits a sick 
person enters into the mercy of Allah, if 
he sits by his side, he is immersed in His 
Mercy. (Musnad Ahmad)
Our government hospitals provide a 
unique volunteering opportunity. A case in 

point is Zai Paul, an amazing woman of 
Singaporean descent who made Lahore 
her home many years ago. Among her 
many nonprofit enterprises, she runs a 
children's activity center at the pediatric 
cancer ward at the Children's Hospital 
Lahore. 
You can go to Jinnah, Gulab Devi or 
Lahore General Hospital and get in touch 
with their Administration to find out how 
you can contribute. Keep in mind that 
these are extremely busy places and the 
staff here are usually overworked handling 
an unbelievable number of patients on a 
daily basis. The best way to proceed would 
be to have a good idea about what you 
want to do. You may want to help people 
understand directions, help out at their 
pharmacies, read or play with children - 
the possibilities are endless.

2. Public Schools
Visit a local government or 
low-fee-private school near where you live 
or one that you have heard about, and 
meet the School Principal. Ask her/him 
about their school’s needs. The teachers at 
the school are usually underpaid and 
overworked. They need teaching assistants 
and have little support. You and your 
family may help in giving the children 
after school or weekend help. A family I 
know helps the children from such a 
school with art appreciation classes on 
Saturdays.

3. Soup Kitchens
Many families and local organizations are 
already involved in this. This does not 
mean however, that the needs of the 
hungry have been adequately met. With 
the ever increasing gap between the rich 
and the poor, there are many families who 
are mal- or under-nourished around us. 
You may also make food for visitors at 
local hospitals. Find out about charities in 
your area that may need volunteers. You 
can provide cooked food, help out in their 
kitchens or in serving the hungry. Nothing 
can beat the feeling of feeding others.

4. Public Service Messaging
This is something that will require your 
creative side to come out. You can write 
articles for online blogs (maybe start one 
yourself), newspapers, start a Facebook or 
twitter campaign or go the old fashioned 
way, that is, stand in the center of the 
Liberty market and hand out flyers. 
Choose the messaging for yourself. It may 
have to do with recognizing civic 
responsibilities, health awareness, 
following traffic rules or a campaign 
against littering. Gather a group of people 
and do this together. Go meet the 
administrators of private schools and 
arrange talks for the student body. 
Encourage the students to carry out their 
own campaigns.

5. Activism 
I personally love this type of volunteerism. 
You may want to launch a campaign for 
something close to your heart. An example 
is the recent awareness drive about 
climate change. A campaign was 
successfully launched by the civil society 
of Lahore against the Lahore smog. 
Ayesha Raja who owns a local bookstore, 
and her husband Rafay Alam, who 
happens to be the only environmental 
lawyer in the country, have been 

galvanizing people around this cause for 
the past few years.
Musical concerts, panel discussions, and 
social media campaigns are all avenues 
that can help jump start the issue which 
drives you and others around you. 
Warning: this particular activity requires a 
sustainable momentum and there is a high 
possibility of burn out. 

6. Preservation of Historical 
Landmarks
Day after day we see or hear about the 
worsening condition of our historical 
landmarks. There seems to be a rising 
need for public-private partnerships to 
help save our heritage. Granted this may 
require a mega project but preservation 
may involve other ways which can help 
save the beautiful history of our country. 
The relevant authorities will certainly 
welcome any help they can get to 
overcome their chronic shortage of staff. 
You may help with cleanup or help answer 
tourist questions. 
The feeling of gratification that comes out 
of helping others or being proactive about 
our civic and social responsibilities is 
beyond description. We need to formalize 
community service in our curricula in 
schools and colleges. For its therapeutic 
value I regularly recommend volunteering 
to my patients, especially those suffering 
from depression or anxiety. Volunteerism 
gives one a sense of purpose and meaning 
in this otherwise material and fleeting 
world. Of course, it also gives you a new 
way of shaping our narrative and taking it 
in a more purposeful and positive way.
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A study conducted by the Pakistan Center 
for Philanthropy in 2014 showed that we 
Pakistanis contribute about 240 billion 
dollars in indigenous charity. Yes, we are 
mashaAllah a very generous people. Our 
faith forms one of the core motivating 
factors for our contributions. Time and 
again, Islam has reiterated the importance 
of giving. We believe that our rizq actually 
increases by giving sadaqah and zakaat. 
Indeed, our beloved Prophet (SAW) never 
gave zakaat. Why? He never had the 
nisaab, the minimum amount of money 
on which zakaat is due, for he always gave 
away everything he had, in sadaqah. Such 
is our role model we aspire to follow. 

“Jabir (RA) narrates that Rasulullah (SAW) 
said: A believer loves and is loved, There is no 
good in the one who neither loves nor is 
loved. The best amongst people is the one who 
benefits people the most. (Dar Qutni, 
Jami-us-Saghir)”

Deneb Sumbal in her Newsline article 
( July 2014) appropriately clarifies that 
philanthropy and giving donations should 
not be confused with volunteerism, which 
is giving your time and skills to a 
particular cause. This spirit has been 
particularly notable when we have been 
hit with calamities as a nation. However, 
experts say that as soon as the calamities 
subside, the volunteers amongst us also 
decrease. There is a good reason behind 
this, which is a lack of infrastructure for 
harnessing our time and skills for various 
causes. 
At a dinner party I recently attended, I 
heard a discussion I’ve heard time and 
again. What starts off as an exchange of 
ideas on current events leads inevitably to 
a lament on government failure, with 
everyone giving an opinion or an 
anecdote that suggests various solutions to 
the problems we face as a collective. 
I thought I would put together a list of 
volunteer opportunities for us to consider 
on a consistent basis. By devoting some of 
our time and attempting to touch some 

lives beyond our own perhaps we can 
change the narrative of our conversations 
and walk the talk about our desire for 
progressive change. As the saying goes, 

“For of those to whom much is given, much is 
required.”
One can volunteer just once a month but 
ideally at least once a week. You make your 
own schedule based on how much time 
you can spare and what are your specific 
interests and/or skills. If you have a family, 
take them with you, especially the young 
ones. This will inculcate in them a sense of 
responsibility, empathy, and force them to 
be less self-absorbed. It will have the 
added benefit of exchanging their 
electronic devices with human interaction 
of a critical nature. There is also the 
element of creating special familial bonds, 
which is a beautiful outcome of a family 
volunteering their time together and 
creates a culture of sacrifice for a greater 
good.
Here is a short list of possibilities: Hope 
you are able to find your niche and get 
some inspiration.

1. Public Hospitals
Ka’b ibne Malik (RA) narrates that 
Rasulullah (SAW) said: He who visits a sick 
person enters into the mercy of Allah, if 
he sits by his side, he is immersed in His 
Mercy. (Musnad Ahmad)
Our government hospitals provide a 
unique volunteering opportunity. A case in 

point is Zai Paul, an amazing woman of 
Singaporean descent who made Lahore 
her home many years ago. Among her 
many nonprofit enterprises, she runs a 
children's activity center at the pediatric 
cancer ward at the Children's Hospital 
Lahore. 
You can go to Jinnah, Gulab Devi or 
Lahore General Hospital and get in touch 
with their Administration to find out how 
you can contribute. Keep in mind that 
these are extremely busy places and the 
staff here are usually overworked handling 
an unbelievable number of patients on a 
daily basis. The best way to proceed would 
be to have a good idea about what you 
want to do. You may want to help people 
understand directions, help out at their 
pharmacies, read or play with children - 
the possibilities are endless.

2. Public Schools
Visit a local government or 
low-fee-private school near where you live 
or one that you have heard about, and 
meet the School Principal. Ask her/him 
about their school’s needs. The teachers at 
the school are usually underpaid and 
overworked. They need teaching assistants 
and have little support. You and your 
family may help in giving the children 
after school or weekend help. A family I 
know helps the children from such a 
school with art appreciation classes on 
Saturdays.

3. Soup Kitchens
Many families and local organizations are 
already involved in this. This does not 
mean however, that the needs of the 
hungry have been adequately met. With 
the ever increasing gap between the rich 
and the poor, there are many families who 
are mal- or under-nourished around us. 
You may also make food for visitors at 
local hospitals. Find out about charities in 
your area that may need volunteers. You 
can provide cooked food, help out in their 
kitchens or in serving the hungry. Nothing 
can beat the feeling of feeding others.

4. Public Service Messaging
This is something that will require your 
creative side to come out. You can write 
articles for online blogs (maybe start one 
yourself), newspapers, start a Facebook or 
twitter campaign or go the old fashioned 
way, that is, stand in the center of the 
Liberty market and hand out flyers. 
Choose the messaging for yourself. It may 
have to do with recognizing civic 
responsibilities, health awareness, 
following traffic rules or a campaign 
against littering. Gather a group of people 
and do this together. Go meet the 
administrators of private schools and 
arrange talks for the student body. 
Encourage the students to carry out their 
own campaigns.

5. Activism 
I personally love this type of volunteerism. 
You may want to launch a campaign for 
something close to your heart. An example 
is the recent awareness drive about 
climate change. A campaign was 
successfully launched by the civil society 
of Lahore against the Lahore smog. 
Ayesha Raja who owns a local bookstore, 
and her husband Rafay Alam, who 
happens to be the only environmental 
lawyer in the country, have been 

galvanizing people around this cause for 
the past few years.
Musical concerts, panel discussions, and 
social media campaigns are all avenues 
that can help jump start the issue which 
drives you and others around you. 
Warning: this particular activity requires a 
sustainable momentum and there is a high 
possibility of burn out. 

6. Preservation of Historical 
Landmarks
Day after day we see or hear about the 
worsening condition of our historical 
landmarks. There seems to be a rising 
need for public-private partnerships to 
help save our heritage. Granted this may 
require a mega project but preservation 
may involve other ways which can help 
save the beautiful history of our country. 
The relevant authorities will certainly 
welcome any help they can get to 
overcome their chronic shortage of staff. 
You may help with cleanup or help answer 
tourist questions. 
The feeling of gratification that comes out 
of helping others or being proactive about 
our civic and social responsibilities is 
beyond description. We need to formalize 
community service in our curricula in 
schools and colleges. For its therapeutic 
value I regularly recommend volunteering 
to my patients, especially those suffering 
from depression or anxiety. Volunteerism 
gives one a sense of purpose and meaning 
in this otherwise material and fleeting 
world. Of course, it also gives you a new 
way of shaping our narrative and taking it 
in a more purposeful and positive way.
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A study conducted by the Pakistan Center 
for Philanthropy in 2014 showed that we 
Pakistanis contribute about 240 billion 
dollars in indigenous charity. Yes, we are 
mashaAllah a very generous people. Our 
faith forms one of the core motivating 
factors for our contributions. Time and 
again, Islam has reiterated the importance 
of giving. We believe that our rizq actually 
increases by giving sadaqah and zakaat. 
Indeed, our beloved Prophet (SAW) never 
gave zakaat. Why? He never had the 
nisaab, the minimum amount of money 
on which zakaat is due, for he always gave 
away everything he had, in sadaqah. Such 
is our role model we aspire to follow. 

“Jabir (RA) narrates that Rasulullah (SAW) 
said: A believer loves and is loved, There is no 
good in the one who neither loves nor is 
loved. The best amongst people is the one who 
benefits people the most. (Dar Qutni, 
Jami-us-Saghir)”

Deneb Sumbal in her Newsline article 
( July 2014) appropriately clarifies that 
philanthropy and giving donations should 
not be confused with volunteerism, which 
is giving your time and skills to a 
particular cause. This spirit has been 
particularly notable when we have been 
hit with calamities as a nation. However, 
experts say that as soon as the calamities 
subside, the volunteers amongst us also 
decrease. There is a good reason behind 
this, which is a lack of infrastructure for 
harnessing our time and skills for various 
causes. 
At a dinner party I recently attended, I 
heard a discussion I’ve heard time and 
again. What starts off as an exchange of 
ideas on current events leads inevitably to 
a lament on government failure, with 
everyone giving an opinion or an 
anecdote that suggests various solutions to 
the problems we face as a collective. 
I thought I would put together a list of 
volunteer opportunities for us to consider 
on a consistent basis. By devoting some of 
our time and attempting to touch some 

lives beyond our own perhaps we can 
change the narrative of our conversations 
and walk the talk about our desire for 
progressive change. As the saying goes, 

“For of those to whom much is given, much is 
required.”
One can volunteer just once a month but 
ideally at least once a week. You make your 
own schedule based on how much time 
you can spare and what are your specific 
interests and/or skills. If you have a family, 
take them with you, especially the young 
ones. This will inculcate in them a sense of 
responsibility, empathy, and force them to 
be less self-absorbed. It will have the 
added benefit of exchanging their 
electronic devices with human interaction 
of a critical nature. There is also the 
element of creating special familial bonds, 
which is a beautiful outcome of a family 
volunteering their time together and 
creates a culture of sacrifice for a greater 
good.
Here is a short list of possibilities: Hope 
you are able to find your niche and get 
some inspiration.

1. Public Hospitals
Ka’b ibne Malik (RA) narrates that 
Rasulullah (SAW) said: He who visits a sick 
person enters into the mercy of Allah, if 
he sits by his side, he is immersed in His 
Mercy. (Musnad Ahmad)
Our government hospitals provide a 
unique volunteering opportunity. A case in 

Thar is located in the south of Sindh in 
Pakistan, with India to its east. Earlier 
known as Thar and Parker district, it later 
became one word Tharparker. The name 
Thar refers to the Thar desert and the 
word Parker means ‘to cross over’. It is one 
of the 29 districts of Sindh and also the 
largest by area. Mithi became the capital 
of Tharparker district in 1990. More than 
80% of the population in this region is 
Hindu. Recent years have seen a surge in 
the social and economic activity resulting 
in an influx of people from all over 
Tharparker. The population of Mithi is 
currently a little over 250,000. Tharparker 
district also has the world’s largest reserves 
of coal.
The Daachi Team visited Thar desert and 
villages near Umerkot and Mithi. The idea 
was to explore the indigenous crafts and 
also to observe the lifestyle of people 
living in the region. It was interesting how
the landscape changed as well as the 

point is Zai Paul, an amazing woman of 
Singaporean descent who made Lahore 
her home many years ago. Among her 
many nonprofit enterprises, she runs a 
children's activity center at the pediatric 
cancer ward at the Children's Hospital 
Lahore. 
You can go to Jinnah, Gulab Devi or 
Lahore General Hospital and get in touch 
with their Administration to find out how 
you can contribute. Keep in mind that 
these are extremely busy places and the 
staff here are usually overworked handling 
an unbelievable number of patients on a 
daily basis. The best way to proceed would 
be to have a good idea about what you 
want to do. You may want to help people 
understand directions, help out at their 
pharmacies, read or play with children - 
the possibilities are endless.

2. Public Schools
Visit a local government or 
low-fee-private school near where you live 
or one that you have heard about, and 
meet the School Principal. Ask her/him 
about their school’s needs. The teachers at 
the school are usually underpaid and 
overworked. They need teaching assistants 
and have little support. You and your 
family may help in giving the children 
after school or weekend help. A family I 
know helps the children from such a 
school with art appreciation classes on 
Saturdays.

3. Soup Kitchens
Many families and local organizations are 
already involved in this. This does not 
mean however, that the needs of the 
hungry have been adequately met. With 
the ever increasing gap between the rich 
and the poor, there are many families who 
are mal- or under-nourished around us. 
You may also make food for visitors at 
local hospitals. Find out about charities in 
your area that may need volunteers. You 
can provide cooked food, help out in their 
kitchens or in serving the hungry. Nothing 
can beat the feeling of feeding others.

4. Public Service Messaging
This is something that will require your 
creative side to come out. You can write 
articles for online blogs (maybe start one 
yourself), newspapers, start a Facebook or 
twitter campaign or go the old fashioned 
way, that is, stand in the center of the 
Liberty market and hand out flyers. 
Choose the messaging for yourself. It may 
have to do with recognizing civic 
responsibilities, health awareness, 
following traffic rules or a campaign 
against littering. Gather a group of people 
and do this together. Go meet the 
administrators of private schools and 
arrange talks for the student body. 
Encourage the students to carry out their 
own campaigns.

5. Activism 
I personally love this type of volunteerism. 
You may want to launch a campaign for 
something close to your heart. An example 
is the recent awareness drive about 
climate change. A campaign was 
successfully launched by the civil society 
of Lahore against the Lahore smog. 
Ayesha Raja who owns a local bookstore, 
and her husband Rafay Alam, who 
happens to be the only environmental 
lawyer in the country, have been 

galvanizing people around this cause for 
the past few years.
Musical concerts, panel discussions, and 
social media campaigns are all avenues 
that can help jump start the issue which 
drives you and others around you. 
Warning: this particular activity requires a 
sustainable momentum and there is a high 
possibility of burn out. 

6. Preservation of Historical 
Landmarks
Day after day we see or hear about the 
worsening condition of our historical 
landmarks. There seems to be a rising 
need for public-private partnerships to 
help save our heritage. Granted this may 
require a mega project but preservation 
may involve other ways which can help 
save the beautiful history of our country. 
The relevant authorities will certainly 
welcome any help they can get to 
overcome their chronic shortage of staff. 
You may help with cleanup or help answer 
tourist questions. 
The feeling of gratification that comes out 
of helping others or being proactive about 
our civic and social responsibilities is 
beyond description. We need to formalize 
community service in our curricula in 
schools and colleges. For its therapeutic 
value I regularly recommend volunteering 
to my patients, especially those suffering 
from depression or anxiety. Volunteerism 
gives one a sense of purpose and meaning 
in this otherwise material and fleeting 
world. Of course, it also gives you a new 
way of shaping our narrative and taking it 
in a more purposeful and positive way.

houses and attire of the people as we  
assed through the villages and ventured 
deeper into the desert. It was interesting to 
see women (wearing brightly colored 
sarees, thick white bangles upto their 
elbows and silver anklets),riding on carts 
or walking on the roadside in groups.
The complexion of people in this region is 
dark, probably due to their exposure to 
the strong sunlight. Their Sindhi dialect is 
like music to the ears. However the Sindhi 
menfolk feel strongly about any kind of 
invasion of their privacy and photography 
of women is strictly prohibited. 
Cool winds were blowing when we 
embarked on our journey that started 
from Karachi to Umerkot and then onto 
Mithi through the desert. The road that 
goes through the desert is one of its kind. 
Tharparker has a tropical desert climate, 
extremely hot during the day but 
remarkably cool at night. There are wide 
fluctuations of day and night temperature.

Patches of green in the sand added 
vibrance to the otherwise colorless 
landscape. According to one of the
residents, they recently experienced some 
rains. Occasionally a herd of sheep or an 
emaciated camel could be seen grazing in 
the desert with groups of playful young 
boys following them. The atmosphere was 
tranquil and peaceful.
The villages came one after the other with 
round thatched cottages. Some, to our 
surprise, were equipped with solar panels. 
Donor agencies and NGOs have been 
working hard to install solar panels and 
tube wells in these areas. It saves the 
villagers from traveling miles in search of 
water. Some villages however are not so
lucky. Barrels of water can be seen being 
transported on donkey carts. Some people 
have even dug wells in their compounds. 
The walls of traditional Thar huts are 
made of mud. Most houses have thatched 
roof with a mesh wire on the outside to 
keep it in place during extreme weather 
conditions. A structure of wooden twigs on 
the inside to bears the load. The 
courtyards and walls are made of clay. 
They have a simple kitchen in the cottage 
also made of mud. The interesting part is 
the arrangement that allows cross flow of 
air, and provides light during intense 
weather. These houses are maintained by 
the women who take pride in keeping a 
clean and organised house.  Some have 
religious inscriptions written outside the 
doors. Most of the men work in the cities, 
which has resulted in a significant change 
in the lifestyle of some
villages. Some of the girls do fine 
embroidery in traditional Sindhi styles.

“This is designed by one of the famous 
designers in Karachi”, says one of the girls 
proudly holding up the chiffon panel with 
mirror work and showing her fine 
handiwork. Others also bring their 
creations shyly and are thrilled to see it 
being appreciated. The beautiful mirror 
work and embroidery in gold thread
one finds in these areas is one to be 
admired. There are product designers who 
guide these girls for further improvement 
so that there products can be exhibited 
and sold in exhibitions. We went up a 

winding road to the highest point of a 
small hill from where the whole city of 
Mithi could be seen. With lunch at café 
Thar, a small restaurant outside Mithi and 
a brief stop at the fascinating Makli 
Necropolis, our highly enjoyable two day 
adventure finally came to an end.
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A study conducted by the Pakistan Center 
for Philanthropy in 2014 showed that we 
Pakistanis contribute about 240 billion 
dollars in indigenous charity. Yes, we are 
mashaAllah a very generous people. Our 
faith forms one of the core motivating 
factors for our contributions. Time and 
again, Islam has reiterated the importance 
of giving. We believe that our rizq actually 
increases by giving sadaqah and zakaat. 
Indeed, our beloved Prophet (SAW) never 
gave zakaat. Why? He never had the 
nisaab, the minimum amount of money 
on which zakaat is due, for he always gave 
away everything he had, in sadaqah. Such 
is our role model we aspire to follow. 

“Jabir (RA) narrates that Rasulullah (SAW) 
said: A believer loves and is loved, There is no 
good in the one who neither loves nor is 
loved. The best amongst people is the one who 
benefits people the most. (Dar Qutni, 
Jami-us-Saghir)”

Deneb Sumbal in her Newsline article 
( July 2014) appropriately clarifies that 
philanthropy and giving donations should 
not be confused with volunteerism, which 
is giving your time and skills to a 
particular cause. This spirit has been 
particularly notable when we have been 
hit with calamities as a nation. However, 
experts say that as soon as the calamities 
subside, the volunteers amongst us also 
decrease. There is a good reason behind 
this, which is a lack of infrastructure for 
harnessing our time and skills for various 
causes. 
At a dinner party I recently attended, I 
heard a discussion I’ve heard time and 
again. What starts off as an exchange of 
ideas on current events leads inevitably to 
a lament on government failure, with 
everyone giving an opinion or an 
anecdote that suggests various solutions to 
the problems we face as a collective. 
I thought I would put together a list of 
volunteer opportunities for us to consider 
on a consistent basis. By devoting some of 
our time and attempting to touch some 

lives beyond our own perhaps we can 
change the narrative of our conversations 
and walk the talk about our desire for 
progressive change. As the saying goes, 

“For of those to whom much is given, much is 
required.”
One can volunteer just once a month but 
ideally at least once a week. You make your 
own schedule based on how much time 
you can spare and what are your specific 
interests and/or skills. If you have a family, 
take them with you, especially the young 
ones. This will inculcate in them a sense of 
responsibility, empathy, and force them to 
be less self-absorbed. It will have the 
added benefit of exchanging their 
electronic devices with human interaction 
of a critical nature. There is also the 
element of creating special familial bonds, 
which is a beautiful outcome of a family 
volunteering their time together and 
creates a culture of sacrifice for a greater 
good.
Here is a short list of possibilities: Hope 
you are able to find your niche and get 
some inspiration.

1. Public Hospitals
Ka’b ibne Malik (RA) narrates that 
Rasulullah (SAW) said: He who visits a sick 
person enters into the mercy of Allah, if 
he sits by his side, he is immersed in His 
Mercy. (Musnad Ahmad)
Our government hospitals provide a 
unique volunteering opportunity. A case in 

Thar is located in the south of Sindh in 
Pakistan, with India to its east. Earlier 
known as Thar and Parker district, it later 
became one word Tharparker. The name 
Thar refers to the Thar desert and the 
word Parker means ‘to cross over’. It is one 
of the 29 districts of Sindh and also the 
largest by area. Mithi became the capital 
of Tharparker district in 1990. More than 
80% of the population in this region is 
Hindu. Recent years have seen a surge in 
the social and economic activity resulting 
in an influx of people from all over 
Tharparker. The population of Mithi is 
currently a little over 250,000. Tharparker 
district also has the world’s largest reserves 
of coal.
The Daachi Team visited Thar desert and 
villages near Umerkot and Mithi. The idea 
was to explore the indigenous crafts and 
also to observe the lifestyle of people 
living in the region. It was interesting how
the landscape changed as well as the 

point is Zai Paul, an amazing woman of 
Singaporean descent who made Lahore 
her home many years ago. Among her 
many nonprofit enterprises, she runs a 
children's activity center at the pediatric 
cancer ward at the Children's Hospital 
Lahore. 
You can go to Jinnah, Gulab Devi or 
Lahore General Hospital and get in touch 
with their Administration to find out how 
you can contribute. Keep in mind that 
these are extremely busy places and the 
staff here are usually overworked handling 
an unbelievable number of patients on a 
daily basis. The best way to proceed would 
be to have a good idea about what you 
want to do. You may want to help people 
understand directions, help out at their 
pharmacies, read or play with children - 
the possibilities are endless.

2. Public Schools
Visit a local government or 
low-fee-private school near where you live 
or one that you have heard about, and 
meet the School Principal. Ask her/him 
about their school’s needs. The teachers at 
the school are usually underpaid and 
overworked. They need teaching assistants 
and have little support. You and your 
family may help in giving the children 
after school or weekend help. A family I 
know helps the children from such a 
school with art appreciation classes on 
Saturdays.

3. Soup Kitchens
Many families and local organizations are 
already involved in this. This does not 
mean however, that the needs of the 
hungry have been adequately met. With 
the ever increasing gap between the rich 
and the poor, there are many families who 
are mal- or under-nourished around us. 
You may also make food for visitors at 
local hospitals. Find out about charities in 
your area that may need volunteers. You 
can provide cooked food, help out in their 
kitchens or in serving the hungry. Nothing 
can beat the feeling of feeding others.

4. Public Service Messaging
This is something that will require your 
creative side to come out. You can write 
articles for online blogs (maybe start one 
yourself), newspapers, start a Facebook or 
twitter campaign or go the old fashioned 
way, that is, stand in the center of the 
Liberty market and hand out flyers. 
Choose the messaging for yourself. It may 
have to do with recognizing civic 
responsibilities, health awareness, 
following traffic rules or a campaign 
against littering. Gather a group of people 
and do this together. Go meet the 
administrators of private schools and 
arrange talks for the student body. 
Encourage the students to carry out their 
own campaigns.

5. Activism 
I personally love this type of volunteerism. 
You may want to launch a campaign for 
something close to your heart. An example 
is the recent awareness drive about 
climate change. A campaign was 
successfully launched by the civil society 
of Lahore against the Lahore smog. 
Ayesha Raja who owns a local bookstore, 
and her husband Rafay Alam, who 
happens to be the only environmental 
lawyer in the country, have been 

galvanizing people around this cause for 
the past few years.
Musical concerts, panel discussions, and 
social media campaigns are all avenues 
that can help jump start the issue which 
drives you and others around you. 
Warning: this particular activity requires a 
sustainable momentum and there is a high 
possibility of burn out. 

6. Preservation of Historical 
Landmarks
Day after day we see or hear about the 
worsening condition of our historical 
landmarks. There seems to be a rising 
need for public-private partnerships to 
help save our heritage. Granted this may 
require a mega project but preservation 
may involve other ways which can help 
save the beautiful history of our country. 
The relevant authorities will certainly 
welcome any help they can get to 
overcome their chronic shortage of staff. 
You may help with cleanup or help answer 
tourist questions. 
The feeling of gratification that comes out 
of helping others or being proactive about 
our civic and social responsibilities is 
beyond description. We need to formalize 
community service in our curricula in 
schools and colleges. For its therapeutic 
value I regularly recommend volunteering 
to my patients, especially those suffering 
from depression or anxiety. Volunteerism 
gives one a sense of purpose and meaning 
in this otherwise material and fleeting 
world. Of course, it also gives you a new 
way of shaping our narrative and taking it 
in a more purposeful and positive way.

houses and attire of the people as we  
assed through the villages and ventured 
deeper into the desert. It was interesting to 
see women (wearing brightly colored 
sarees, thick white bangles upto their 
elbows and silver anklets),riding on carts 
or walking on the roadside in groups.
The complexion of people in this region is 
dark, probably due to their exposure to 
the strong sunlight. Their Sindhi dialect is 
like music to the ears. However the Sindhi 
menfolk feel strongly about any kind of 
invasion of their privacy and photography 
of women is strictly prohibited. 
Cool winds were blowing when we 
embarked on our journey that started 
from Karachi to Umerkot and then onto 
Mithi through the desert. The road that 
goes through the desert is one of its kind. 
Tharparker has a tropical desert climate, 
extremely hot during the day but 
remarkably cool at night. There are wide 
fluctuations of day and night temperature.

Patches of green in the sand added 
vibrance to the otherwise colorless 
landscape. According to one of the
residents, they recently experienced some 
rains. Occasionally a herd of sheep or an 
emaciated camel could be seen grazing in 
the desert with groups of playful young 
boys following them. The atmosphere was 
tranquil and peaceful.
The villages came one after the other with 
round thatched cottages. Some, to our 
surprise, were equipped with solar panels. 
Donor agencies and NGOs have been 
working hard to install solar panels and 
tube wells in these areas. It saves the 
villagers from traveling miles in search of 
water. Some villages however are not so
lucky. Barrels of water can be seen being 
transported on donkey carts. Some people 
have even dug wells in their compounds. 
The walls of traditional Thar huts are 
made of mud. Most houses have thatched 
roof with a mesh wire on the outside to 
keep it in place during extreme weather 
conditions. A structure of wooden twigs on 
the inside to bears the load. The 
courtyards and walls are made of clay. 
They have a simple kitchen in the cottage 
also made of mud. The interesting part is 
the arrangement that allows cross flow of 
air, and provides light during intense 
weather. These houses are maintained by 
the women who take pride in keeping a 
clean and organised house.  Some have 
religious inscriptions written outside the 
doors. Most of the men work in the cities, 
which has resulted in a significant change 
in the lifestyle of some
villages. Some of the girls do fine 
embroidery in traditional Sindhi styles.

“This is designed by one of the famous 
designers in Karachi”, says one of the girls 
proudly holding up the chiffon panel with 
mirror work and showing her fine 
handiwork. Others also bring their 
creations shyly and are thrilled to see it 
being appreciated. The beautiful mirror 
work and embroidery in gold thread
one finds in these areas is one to be 
admired. There are product designers who 
guide these girls for further improvement 
so that there products can be exhibited 
and sold in exhibitions. We went up a 

Daachi on the road
less travelled

winding road to the highest point of a 
small hill from where the whole city of 
Mithi could be seen. With lunch at café 
Thar, a small restaurant outside Mithi and 
a brief stop at the fascinating Makli 
Necropolis, our highly enjoyable two day 
adventure finally came to an end.
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Thar is located in the south of Sindh in 
Pakistan, with India to its east. Earlier 
known as Thar and Parker district, it later 
became one word Tharparker. The name 
Thar refers to the Thar desert and the 
word Parker means ‘to cross over’. It is one 
of the 29 districts of Sindh and also the 
largest by area. Mithi became the capital 
of Tharparker district in 1990. More than 
80% of the population in this region is 
Hindu. Recent years have seen a surge in 
the social and economic activity resulting 
in an influx of people from all over 
Tharparker. The population of Mithi is 
currently a little over 250,000. Tharparker 
district also has the world’s largest reserves 
of coal.
The Daachi Team visited Thar desert and 
villages near Umerkot and Mithi. The idea 
was to explore the indigenous crafts and 
also to observe the lifestyle of people 
living in the region. It was interesting how
the landscape changed as well as the 

houses and attire of the people as we  
assed through the villages and ventured 
deeper into the desert. It was interesting to 
see women (wearing brightly colored 
sarees, thick white bangles upto their 
elbows and silver anklets),riding on carts 
or walking on the roadside in groups.
The complexion of people in this region is 
dark, probably due to their exposure to 
the strong sunlight. Their Sindhi dialect is 
like music to the ears. However the Sindhi 
menfolk feel strongly about any kind of 
invasion of their privacy and photography 
of women is strictly prohibited. 
Cool winds were blowing when we 
embarked on our journey that started 
from Karachi to Umerkot and then onto 
Mithi through the desert. The road that 
goes through the desert is one of its kind. 
Tharparker has a tropical desert climate, 
extremely hot during the day but 
remarkably cool at night. There are wide 
fluctuations of day and night temperature.

Patches of green in the sand added 
vibrance to the otherwise colorless 
landscape. According to one of the
residents, they recently experienced some 
rains. Occasionally a herd of sheep or an 
emaciated camel could be seen grazing in 
the desert with groups of playful young 
boys following them. The atmosphere was 
tranquil and peaceful.
The villages came one after the other with 
round thatched cottages. Some, to our 
surprise, were equipped with solar panels. 
Donor agencies and NGOs have been 
working hard to install solar panels and 
tube wells in these areas. It saves the 
villagers from traveling miles in search of 
water. Some villages however are not so
lucky. Barrels of water can be seen being 
transported on donkey carts. Some people 
have even dug wells in their compounds. 
The walls of traditional Thar huts are 
made of mud. Most houses have thatched 
roof with a mesh wire on the outside to 
keep it in place during extreme weather 
conditions. A structure of wooden twigs on 
the inside to bears the load. The 
courtyards and walls are made of clay. 
They have a simple kitchen in the cottage 
also made of mud. The interesting part is 
the arrangement that allows cross flow of 
air, and provides light during intense 
weather. These houses are maintained by 
the women who take pride in keeping a 
clean and organised house.  Some have 
religious inscriptions written outside the 
doors. Most of the men work in the cities, 
which has resulted in a significant change 
in the lifestyle of some
villages. Some of the girls do fine 
embroidery in traditional Sindhi styles.

“This is designed by one of the famous 
designers in Karachi”, says one of the girls 
proudly holding up the chiffon panel with 
mirror work and showing her fine 
handiwork. Others also bring their 
creations shyly and are thrilled to see it 
being appreciated. The beautiful mirror 
work and embroidery in gold thread
one finds in these areas is one to be 
admired. There are product designers who 
guide these girls for further improvement 
so that there products can be exhibited 
and sold in exhibitions. We went up a 

winding road to the highest point of a 
small hill from where the whole city of 
Mithi could be seen. With lunch at café 
Thar, a small restaurant outside Mithi and 
a brief stop at the fascinating Makli 
Necropolis, our highly enjoyable two day 
adventure finally came to an end.
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ù]�á²Z¤ ZK¸xÆ‡.Þœ@!ŠqwÃŠN è Zq"Ýx̧xÆ;VÀh#zZÑ™r$
ÅS™}ÂtÃðÐ!!] 1C ™ZÐ$%%ÅWgiz™}ZzgZÐL*iâ:6ðz�áxaZ™ó

ZzgIÆ6&“{w 3C Ô|»x@{™äzZàó{ 2C 7@XZDwÔÎZväˆkŠw
«HåZq"$%sƒñ¬@©*!ó»ZŠgZugn'¸XLKŒÛ\óÆWy(~{ C4 »¢

~�ÛâD�:
ÃyÏzZŠ~~ìÔÃyÏ2w~ì
Gš&»‡SJYV!
ŠN8¹é FNZ*ÔØg¶Z&—Š,

²;è NXEÆ¶)V è Tä:gh}}î
´4iï NELIG è w½ß0ˆ“|.ï LGLc

Zzg4ð XNð„Å±o-ö
IG
L*!iugzZV

�ÛZ$h4ø
E

GÌŠN_Zz[ è0
TÐ›¤ ±ð YNV4ð XNZfçV»˜V

$Òï OGLgzò5&ZŠ²;0î NXE6&4Ðc
ÉåEO‹‰h%Ðz{ÌƒðQ�ZV
¥z—›V~ìM`z„ZCZ[
gZ¯}*ZðìtÔ¶î M7$Ëi!!V
Š&ÀŸ/õ GGZkdÅMÐQåìH

º�Û~g8"$%mìH! è÷
ZzgQZyZz!!]¬ÝÐ›Š*»H©*!)ÀáÇÔZk»f™-V™D�:

1

se+ZzgZW&Z] “{Zzg�Z[“{:

 نیا زمانہ نۓ صبح و شام پیدا کر
ڈاکٹر طار حمید تنولى

ˆl»ZCZ[ÌìZzgZyp=VÐŠzegƒäÅZ¦ZŠÅÔÌ�Zk¬@©*!ó
~›Š*Ãã,Š~�RzZÜ¹ZŠZg„7ÉZkÆ‚B‚BÂâCÔ(ÏZzg‡âãzZßà
)]ÐÌŠzeg™g„�X›Š*ZLZL´‡ð:©Æ‚BZZ‡qZ0%ZiÐ
Zy{ÐŠzegƒg„ìX

Í]*h%ŠzgÆ)bz)]äW`CÙ̧xZzg�d+Ã5)]ÐŠzegHì1
Zsx»çnZyƒ-ÐÎZìX]*h%çÙZzg�YgD*!]ÐZkâjw~Ç{'&Wƒ*!Z$

�CÙ¿Æ‚B¬Ke+»KÌÝìMŠgMë7V»qïìX›Š*~]*h%
gD*!]ÆZkâjw~‡âãÔ(ÏZzgçÙZŠZg»ç™DƒñZsxÐg�qZq"
¡~Z%ìXZX!c!“îg6&f[ÆaËgŠ¿»‚tW*!ÑixìXÎW`ÅŠ*~
¬ÝZsxÅ§sÐ†Š*Ð(ÏzpD©]Ãð™äÆZßßV»ê„wÆ
ZsòçÑ}Æ}*z{wzZã™}ÇXZk‚g}¿~›Š*Æa6&z‡ggZ{Ât¶�z{
*iâ:Zzg6ðz�áxaZ™C@!�z{]*h%Š*Å@!,“.ÅOñ‹qƒC1ZkÅ§s
ÐZk§bÅÃð@!i{»g~‚t7MmXÉZk6&eZŠt�:ÂZy{Æa›Š*
Å§sÐÃðZ½¦Ò6‚tÑc!YeZzg:„Z´‡ðzuÂV}²[ÔF&ÅÔZk&ZyÔ
0!uzyZzg†[æ¹Z¨Å§sÐÃðZ(YìÃ̀aZƒZÔ�ÁZiÁZk´‡ðÚø
~])]»iŠêXqÑèM`Æ¬Ke+ÆŠzg~Z(™*!ÔZ$ªCÙ~Zzgf6z„~
Ã+VÃÁ™äÆZk*!]zz‚bâèÐ}ic!Š{�Ôic!Š{M‚yåX

Zkñh6&øg}0!kZDwZq"Z,'&iq�éÆîg6&ñ�Š��…âèÐÌ
0gn'�Zzgw~ŠZ4ƒä»ôpgZ3ÌŠ3D�X@!ëZkÆaZDwÅ„
Ã�gZq"ÀÆ‚tǵƒÇ&&UƒVÐŠ¬YYì:

1XZgŠzzÃgÏ�á²~
2Xh]Dú]*h%ZzgŠvh]
3XZDwÅ,
øg}çÑ}~tZq"Z˜g;ì�ëäZDwÆÄ~z�~Z°gÃZLZL
t]Æik&ZW&KÔ6&p'Zzg;äÅÃÒÅ�XZkÐøg}ZL'×ú)£œÂ
�áh%7g}ƒDƒVÔZDwÅçÑ}Ã!3¨Òï EGE™äzZà„ÃçÑ}~Óf7ïeX
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MƒgzZÈL!¾})g}Ãð
ŠNg;ìËZzgiâä»pZ[

$ðEMìZÌ6&ŠÒ¼k&~ è ¬Ý
÷~óƒV~ìZkÅ\?ç M"s[
6&Š{QVŠzVZ¤ nïZ°gÐ
Ñ:nÇ�Û8"÷~âZƒVÅ@![
T~:ƒZz[Ôñ]ìz{i0%Ï
¥z—Q5Å§]±g)½ø

II
LZz[

rð Ng]cìŠ̂ïGL,~z{¸x
5C ™Cì�CÙiâVZL¿»ˆ[

ŠzgâÆ!![~ZDwÆZ°gXÅZq"¡ZyZÃg~ÌÃWg„ìÔ&§b
Æp}ÃÒy™D�:

1XŠ*~gz5%k&ƒäzZáZz!!]Zzgp´V
2X›Š*»çÜZCZ[Zzg
3X›Š*ÆwÅßg]¤ ~
ZDwÆŠzg~„Zyu#ZÑW&p=V»W¸iƒ[åMVäŠ*Æ!!b©]Ô
g*Ô�Rz̧ò’zöZzg!!bZPxÆ¦gZ]ÃâèÅÚ¹uJ"$%wŠc!X5
(ßYÔ‚³F&¹Ô(&fƒðà~i0%ÏZzg¬@çÙZ®g!!b‰úZïä7g~Š*ÃZq"
6gDyÐWÙ™Šc!XZkÐW`ZÐZŠ~ZzgZ½¦i0%Ï~(&~ã,Š~p´VWg„�X
Z[Š*~5âÎÆZÜ¹Ô�YZzg(Ï)bÀágì�XTÐZyŠZ]&zV~
ã,Š~ZŠZg»gzZî¦gÌOW&ƒg;ìXZ[Š*Åúc!V�RgzZc!]Zq"úc!VZzgdwK
Æîg6&‚tWg„��c!ÂZy$%s¦gZ]ÆÜs'×ZØÅ»g~™g„�c!ZyÐ
¢ÈÅgZ{6&Ç'×y�XZq"§s(&fƒðçÙ¬Ke+Z¤ Š*Ã7VqÑ]z)]
ÐŠzeg™g„ìÂZkÆ‚B‚BZ�RZŠZgçÑzV~àqz•Ã'&ŒÛZggp'Å
ÃÒÌ™g„�X

Z$´)gzb›y~ZCZ[Å!!]™D�ÂZkÐ%ZŠŠzgÝò~’ÅgZ{Å
2

se+ZzgZW&Z] “{Zzg�Z[“{:

ŒVZDwÅ,ÃZyÅ„~qg]»Zq"ZëÍ̃ŒÛZgŠ¶»°ŠZDwÅ„Åƒ~qb
~´)�ÛâD�: Stray Reflections fZCz—t]ÅŠ®Ã™s™*!ìX

There are some people who are sceptical and yet of a religious turn of mind. The
French Orientalist Renan reveals the essentially religious character of his mind in
spite of his scepticism. We must be careful in forming our opinion about the
character of men from their habits of thought.C6

‰ßvÑZŠg~ƒDƒñÌèIgDyTgn'�X�ÛZúàtgbyÅÑZŠge+Æ
!!z�ŠZkÆf‚Åã,Š~èIZëŠúc!VìXßÍVÆ§i„ÐZyÆ™ŠZgÆ0gZñ
‡ì™ä~…ZogxecX
ŒV´)ägbyÆ0�¼¹ìZkÆMy(~{»@pŠZyÅZKfZ]Æ

!!g}~ÜsŠg„-„7ÉZyÅ„ÅƒÆaZq"*!¦ k&KÌìX
Z$Ì„ZDwÆÚø~L*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxó»f™ƒÇÂtÎZw¢zgZ`Ç�ZDw

6iâäÐH%ZŠf#�ZzgZÐ¼g5%k&™ä6&YV̂�ZzgZkÆ¼g5%k&ƒä~
ZyÆ4&Šq"ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^ZzgÂHì?

M`ÅŠ*6ŠzgÐ“/MÙƒð?h]~´)�ÛâD�:
Looking at the matter from this point of view, then, the Prophet of Islam seems to
stand between the ancient and the modern world. In so far as the source of his
revelation is concerned he belongs to the ancient world; in so far as the spirit of his
revelation is concerned he belongs to the modern world. In him life discovers other
sources of knowledge suitable to its new direction. The birth of Islam, as I hope to
be able presently to prove to your satisfaction, is the birth of inductive intellect.

C7 

Zkçn6&ZkÃ̀Ð̈gHYñÂ…9Zsx|]·~0Š*Zzg]*h%Š*îVÆ2
6&9}ÃMD�X˜VJ"M\åÅzkÆo,»mìM\»mŠ*Š*ÐìX
˜VJ"ZkzkÅgzb»mìM\»mŠ*ñ]*h%ÐìXM\~i0%ÏäDÆ¼
Šzu}fgZùÃŠgc!Ä™1�54VÆañizV¸XZsxÅM�Û>ó=Z`ZðÅ
M�ÛàìX

ÅƒÃZq"Šzgâ»M¸iŒÛZgŠï�Â°ZÑÝt[Á å ZDwZ$—gg‚Ê-)óG[
ZßŠZq~M\åÆZg�áŠ¤ ZòÃÒy™gì�XM\åäZg�áŠ�Ûâc!:

8C �ôá$]Ö$̂Úø^áøÎø‚ô]‰ûjø‚ø]…øÒøø̀nûòøjôäômøçûÝøìø×øÐø]²ö]ÖŠ$Ûø^æø]l(æø]Ÿû*…ûšø!
"—iâ:̃xQ™W`ZÏqª16&WŠ2ìTqª1~tZkz‰ÜåZ$ZväW�âV
Zzgi}ÃaZ�Ûâc!X
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*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxaZ™
eZË¤CÙqàà

ù]�á²Z¤ ZK¸xÆ‡.Þœ@!ŠqwÃŠN è Zq"Ýx̧xÆ;VÀh#zZÑ™r$
ÅS™}ÂtÃðÐ!!] 1C ™ZÐ$%%ÅWgiz™}ZzgZÐL*iâ:6ðz�áxaZ™ó

ZzgIÆ6&“{w 3C Ô|»x@{™äzZàó{ 2C 7@XZDwÔÎZväˆkŠw
«HåZq"$%sƒñ¬@©*!ó»ZŠgZugn'¸XLKŒÛ\óÆWy(~{ C4 »¢

~�ÛâD�:
ÃyÏzZŠ~~ìÔÃyÏ2w~ì
Gš&»‡SJYV!
ŠN8¹é FNZ*ÔØg¶Z&—Š,

²;è NXEÆ¶)V è Tä:gh}}î
´4iï NELIG è w½ß0ˆ“|.ï LGLc

Zzg4ð XNð„Å±o-ö
IG
L*!iugzZV

�ÛZ$h4ø
E

GÌŠN_Zz[ è0
TÐ›¤ ±ð YNV4ð XNZfçV»˜V

$Òï OGLgzò5&ZŠ²;0î NXE6&4Ðc
ÉåEO‹‰h%Ðz{ÌƒðQ�ZV
¥z—›V~ìM`z„ZCZ[
gZ¯}*ZðìtÔ¶î M7$Ëi!!V
Š&ÀŸ/õ GGZkdÅMÐQåìH

º�Û~g8"$%mìH! è÷
ZzgQZyZz!!]¬ÝÐ›Š*»H©*!)ÀáÇÔZk»f™-V™D�:
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ˆl»ZCZ[ÌìZzgZyp=VÐŠzegƒäÅZ¦ZŠÅÔÌ�Zk¬@©*!ó
~›Š*Ãã,Š~�RzZÜ¹ZŠZg„7ÉZkÆ‚B‚BÂâCÔ(ÏZzg‡âãzZßà
)]ÐÌŠzeg™g„�X›Š*ZLZL´‡ð:©Æ‚BZZ‡qZ0%ZiÐ
Zy{ÐŠzegƒg„ìX

Í]*h%ŠzgÆ)bz)]äW`CÙ̧xZzg�d+Ã5)]ÐŠzegHì1
Zsx»çnZyƒ-ÐÎZìX]*h%çÙZzg�YgD*!]ÐZkâjw~Ç{'&Wƒ*!Z$

�CÙ¿Æ‚B¬Ke+»KÌÝìMŠgMë7V»qïìX›Š*~]*h%
gD*!]ÆZkâjw~‡âãÔ(ÏZzgçÙZŠZg»ç™DƒñZsxÐg�qZq"
¡~Z%ìXZX!c!“îg6&f[ÆaËgŠ¿»‚tW*!ÑixìXÎW`ÅŠ*~
¬ÝZsxÅ§sÐ†Š*Ð(ÏzpD©]Ãð™äÆZßßV»ê„wÆ
ZsòçÑ}Æ}*z{wzZã™}ÇXZk‚g}¿~›Š*Æa6&z‡ggZ{Ât¶�z{
*iâ:Zzg6ðz�áxaZ™C@!�z{]*h%Š*Å@!,“.ÅOñ‹qƒC1ZkÅ§s
ÐZk§bÅÃð@!i{»g~‚t7MmXÉZk6&eZŠt�:ÂZy{Æa›Š*
Å§sÐÃðZ½¦Ò6‚tÑc!YeZzg:„Z´‡ðzuÂV}²[ÔF&ÅÔZk&ZyÔ
0!uzyZzg†[æ¹Z¨Å§sÐÃðZ(YìÃ̀aZƒZÔ�ÁZiÁZk´‡ðÚø
~])]»iŠêXqÑèM`Æ¬Ke+ÆŠzg~Z(™*!ÔZ$ªCÙ~Zzgf6z„~
Ã+VÃÁ™äÆZk*!]zz‚bâèÐ}ic!Š{�Ôic!Š{M‚yåX

Zkñh6&øg}0!kZDwZq"Z,'&iq�éÆîg6&ñ�Š��…âèÐÌ
0gn'�Zzgw~ŠZ4ƒä»ôpgZ3ÌŠ3D�X@!ëZkÆaZDwÅ„
Ã�gZq"ÀÆ‚tǵƒÇ&&UƒVÐŠ¬YYì:

1XZgŠzzÃgÏ�á²~
2Xh]Dú]*h%ZzgŠvh]
3XZDwÅ,
øg}çÑ}~tZq"Z˜g;ì�ëäZDwÆÄ~z�~Z°gÃZLZL
t]Æik&ZW&KÔ6&p'Zzg;äÅÃÒÅ�XZkÐøg}ZL'×ú)£œÂ
�áh%7g}ƒDƒVÔZDwÅçÑ}Ã!3¨Òï EGE™äzZà„ÃçÑ}~Óf7ïeX
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Z$Š*ÃZÐ6ŠzgÆZW&Z]Ð¢™ä»çnŠg7ƒ@!ìÂZDwZk~qb
ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^f[ÃŒÛZgŠï�Zzg›Š*ÆaÑixŒÛZgŠï��z{Š*ÃZsx
ÆÇÑÐMÙ™äÆaZKÓxF&ÂZ*!×V'&zñ»gÑN:

Believe me, Europe today is the greatest hindrance in the way of man's ethical
advancement. The Muslim, on the other hand, is in possession of these ultimate
ideas of the basis of a revelation, which, speaking from the inmost depths of life,
internalizes its own apparent externality. With him the spiritual basis of life is a
matter of conviction for which even the least enlightened man among us can easily
lay down his life; and in view of the basic idea of Islam that there can be no further
revelation binding on man, we ought to be spiritually one of the most emancipated
peoples on earth. Early Muslims emerging out of the spiritual slavery of pre-Islamic
Asia were not in a position to realize the true significance of this basic idea. Let the
Muslim of today appreciate his position, reconstruct his social life in the light of
ultimate principles, and evolve, out of the hitherto partially revealed purpose of
Islam, that spiritual democracy which is the ultimate aim of Islam. C9

¢<�M`»-g\Z)̈yÅZÜ¹F&¹ÅgZ{~ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^ìXZkÆ'&@
Zq"›yzkÅã,Š6&Z,¬¦gZ]g‚3ì�i0%ÏÅ�ZÇV~»g�Ûâ�ZzgZK„CÙ
{gÛ4ÃŠZö~$%wM5�XZkÆai0%ÏÅgzqãZ‚kZZy»çnìTÅ
{§Zq".e+ÁDZ)̈yÌZKYyJ"ŒÛ!!y™YìXZsxÆZkã,Š~ÃbÅgzÐ
�Z['×h%Ë5zkÅ�!!¹7g„…gzqãZ±gÐŠ*Åƒ-ic!Š{MiZŠZzg�]c!C
¸xƒ*!eìXŒÛzÈZz\Æ›yMVäIZsxÆZ¨ÅgzqãÝòÐ�]qÝÅ
¶Zkqª1~7¸�z{Zkã,Š~ÃbÅZÝse+ÃYyÃXM`Æ›âVÃ
ec�ZKZkZÌÃÔã,Š~QßßVÅgzÝ~ZK/Zãi0%ÏÅZiuâú™,Zzg
ZsxÆZkÑÇÃqÝ™,TÅ¬]@!qwë6&7g~§bzZã7�ªgzqã
/ge+»ªxX
1tƒ-¼A+„eƒÇ�ë*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxÅˆl~wÅ§s"

ÅgzlZCNÔªZKZÝÅ§s 01C ÑŠzhäÅOñLŠzhúÅ§sZ}¤ Š¶Zc!xÂó
g�q™,X…Šzg]*h%ÅâŠe+ÅªCÙ~ZzgÅ?[a0%Ðò™zkÅ«™Š{WÃ¹½
Å§sázƒ*!ƒÇ:

...... the present crisis in the history of India demands complete organisation and
unity of will and purpose in the Muslim community, both in your own interest as a
community, and in the interest of India as a whole. The political bondage of India
has been and is a source of infinite misery to the whole of Asia. It has suppressed
the spirit of the East and wholly deprived her of that joy. of self-expression which
once made her the creator of a great and glorious culture...... Rise above sectional
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MƒgzZÈL!¾})g}Ãð
ŠNg;ìËZzgiâä»pZ[

$ðEMìZÌ6&ŠÒ¼k&~ è ¬Ý
÷~óƒV~ìZkÅ\?ç M"s[
6&Š{QVŠzVZ¤ nïZ°gÐ
Ñ:nÇ�Û8"÷~âZƒVÅ@![
T~:ƒZz[Ôñ]ìz{i0%Ï
¥z—Q5Å§]±g)½ø

II
LZz[

rð Ng]cìŠ̂ïGL,~z{¸x
5C ™Cì�CÙiâVZL¿»ˆ[

ŠzgâÆ!![~ZDwÆZ°gXÅZq"¡ZyZÃg~ÌÃWg„ìÔ&§b
Æp}ÃÒy™D�:

1XŠ*~gz5%k&ƒäzZáZz!!]Zzgp´V
2X›Š*»çÜZCZ[Zzg
3X›Š*ÆwÅßg]¤ ~
ZDwÆŠzg~„Zyu#ZÑW&p=V»W¸iƒ[åMVäŠ*Æ!!b©]Ô
g*Ô�Rz̧ò’zöZzg!!bZPxÆ¦gZ]ÃâèÅÚ¹uJ"$%wŠc!X5
(ßYÔ‚³F&¹Ô(&fƒðà~i0%ÏZzg¬@çÙZ®g!!b‰úZïä7g~Š*ÃZq"
6gDyÐWÙ™Šc!XZkÐW`ZÐZŠ~ZzgZ½¦i0%Ï~(&~ã,Š~p´VWg„�X
Z[Š*~5âÎÆZÜ¹Ô�YZzg(Ï)bÀágì�XTÐZyŠZ]&zV~
ã,Š~ZŠZg»gzZî¦gÌOW&ƒg;ìXZ[Š*Åúc!V�RgzZc!]Zq"úc!VZzgdwK
Æîg6&‚tWg„��c!ÂZy$%s¦gZ]ÆÜs'×ZØÅ»g~™g„�c!ZyÐ
¢ÈÅgZ{6&Ç'×y�XZq"§s(&fƒðçÙ¬Ke+Z¤ Š*Ã7VqÑ]z)]
ÐŠzeg™g„ìÂZkÆ‚B‚BZ�RZŠZgçÑzV~àqz•Ã'&ŒÛZggp'Å
ÃÒÌ™g„�X

Z$´)gzb›y~ZCZ[Å!!]™D�ÂZkÐ%ZŠŠzgÝò~’ÅgZ{Å
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ŒVZDwÅ,ÃZyÅ„~qg]»Zq"ZëÍ̃ŒÛZgŠ¶»°ŠZDwÅ„Åƒ~qb
~´)�ÛâD�: Stray Reflections fZCz—t]ÅŠ®Ã™s™*!ìX

There are some people who are sceptical and yet of a religious turn of mind. The
French Orientalist Renan reveals the essentially religious character of his mind in
spite of his scepticism. We must be careful in forming our opinion about the
character of men from their habits of thought.C6

‰ßvÑZŠg~ƒDƒñÌèIgDyTgn'�X�ÛZúàtgbyÅÑZŠge+Æ
!!z�ŠZkÆf‚Åã,Š~èIZëŠúc!VìXßÍVÆ§i„ÐZyÆ™ŠZgÆ0gZñ
‡ì™ä~…ZogxecX
ŒV´)ägbyÆ0�¼¹ìZkÆMy(~{»@pŠZyÅZKfZ]Æ

!!g}~ÜsŠg„-„7ÉZyÅ„ÅƒÆaZq"*!¦ k&KÌìX
Z$Ì„ZDwÆÚø~L*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxó»f™ƒÇÂtÎZw¢zgZ`Ç�ZDw

6iâäÐH%ZŠf#�ZzgZÐ¼g5%k&™ä6&YV̂�ZzgZkÆ¼g5%k&ƒä~
ZyÆ4&Šq"ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^ZzgÂHì?

M`ÅŠ*6ŠzgÐ“/MÙƒð?h]~´)�ÛâD�:
Looking at the matter from this point of view, then, the Prophet of Islam seems to
stand between the ancient and the modern world. In so far as the source of his
revelation is concerned he belongs to the ancient world; in so far as the spirit of his
revelation is concerned he belongs to the modern world. In him life discovers other
sources of knowledge suitable to its new direction. The birth of Islam, as I hope to
be able presently to prove to your satisfaction, is the birth of inductive intellect.

C7 

Zkçn6&ZkÃ̀Ð̈gHYñÂ…9Zsx|]·~0Š*Zzg]*h%Š*îVÆ2
6&9}ÃMD�X˜VJ"M\åÅzkÆo,»mìM\»mŠ*Š*ÐìX
˜VJ"ZkzkÅgzb»mìM\»mŠ*ñ]*h%ÐìXM\~i0%ÏäDÆ¼
Šzu}fgZùÃŠgc!Ä™1�54VÆañizV¸XZsxÅM�Û>ó=Z`ZðÅ
M�ÛàìX

ÅƒÃZq"Šzgâ»M¸iŒÛZgŠï�Â°ZÑÝt[Á å ZDwZ$—gg‚Ê-)óG[
ZßŠZq~M\åÆZg�áŠ¤ ZòÃÒy™gì�XM\åäZg�áŠ�Ûâc!:

8C �ôá$]Ö$̂Úø^áøÎø‚ô]‰ûjø‚ø]…øÒøø̀nûòøjôäômøçûÝøìø×øÐø]²ö]ÖŠ$Ûø^æø]l(æø]Ÿû*…ûšø!
"—iâ:̃xQ™W`ZÏqª16&WŠ2ìTqª1~tZkz‰ÜåZ$ZväW�âV
Zzgi}ÃaZ�Ûâc!X
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interests and private ambitions, and learn to determine the value of your individual
and collective action, however directed on material ends, in the light of the ideal
which you are supposed to represent. Pass from matter to spirit. Matter is diversity;
spirit is light, life and unity. One lesson I have learnt from the history of Muslims.
At critical moments in their history it is Islam that has saved Muslims and not vice
-versa. If today you focus your vision on Islam and seek inspiration from the
ever-vitalising idea embodied in it, you will be only reassembling your scatters
forces, regaining your lost integrity, and thereby saving yourself from total
destruction.C11

›*!yyZkz‰ÜZKi0%ÏÆT*!iuŠzgÐ¦ ggì�ÔZkÆa»ï̂ZzgZ�Šz
³Zìz£œÅ¢zg]ìXøg}Bz�ŠÅ’Zzgyz*y»¢ŠZÏZ%ÐzZhìX
yz*yÅ(ÏÝòÓxZ¨ÆaÑpÐ„rT+»u*ìXZkäætÅgzbÃÃ
eZÑìZzgZÐZÖgfZ]ÅZkä]Ðøzx™Šc!ìÔTÅ$%zª1LZk~Zq"—Zzg
�á0%ZgÕyaZƒZå''Zk·Z7ÅgzÝ~�W\Å§s™[ìÔZLZÐZŠ~
ZzgZ½¦ZqwÅŠgz7»Z0%Zi{ÙÔpZ{z{âŠ~Z¾ZnÐ0„YV:ƒVXâŠe+Ð

¦ g™gzq+6~ŠxgÚXâŠ{Ò]ìpgzbâgìÔ§]ìÔzu]ìÔZq"$�
~ä@!gõÐ5ìÔtì�Wh}z!V~Zsx„ä›âVÅi0%ÏÃ‡ìg3Ô
›âVäZsxÅ™«7ÅXZ¤ W`W\ZKó�QZsx6&)Š,ZzgZkÆi0%Ï
jÇÐOW&ƒVÂW\ÅxZzg6&Zn{̧'Ziuâ¦ƒYNÏZzgW\»z�Šh•/z
'&!!Š~ÐôpƒYñÇX
[Z!W!!ŠÆZkZ½k~´)t�Ûâ™�yz*yÅ(ÏÝòÓxZ¨Æa

ÑpÐ„rT+Zuu*ìÔZkäætÅgzbÃÃeZÑìÔŠzg]*h%ÆŠz(&}dZâV
Å§sZ�ág{™gì�Xyz*y»(ÏÝò»Dgƒ*!Zzg†Š*SîZ¨»)©à
rT+zWÑx~¤ ëgƒ*!ÔX»D%Zgu(&~uJ"›*!y'&RZL�á0%ZgâèZzggzZc!]
Ð™M5¸X]*h%Š*XÑpÐ„rT+~¤ ëgìZyÆZò[~ÐZq"(&Z:7
¸è»�ìX5491YJ"-g\~Yg~g�zZàlVÔŠ~Š*6&Yñg�zZápk
âM!!Šc!CÂxÔZzgŠzg]*h%~ÎZŅ̃Zò©]Ãð™ä~Z)̈ãƒ*z�CÙÃ0!âw™ä

ZkÐDÃÆ]*h%¦gäÀ1˜V”VZzg 21C »!!8̄f[»¦ģèg;ìX
gc!2VÅZ‚k¸ñVÅÙ|$ŒÛZg0!ðXZk¦gÆÎZŅ̃ZòR6&„z~f»t¬Ýì�

31C Š*ÆÓx̃´6&̂ÃLZ̧Zx�{ó¹Š2X
ZDwzƒ43ïEGGÆ¦gÆZyZW&Z]Ðl!MÇ{Ô̧�Z)̈+6Æan{ÁƒM5
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ˆl»ZCZ[ÌìZzgZyp=VÐŠzegƒäÅZ¦ZŠÅÔÌ�Zk¬@©*!ó
~›Š*Ãã,Š~�RzZÜ¹ZŠZg„7ÉZkÆ‚B‚BÂâCÔ(ÏZzg‡âãzZßà
)]ÐÌŠzeg™g„�X›Š*ZLZL´‡ð:©Æ‚BZZ‡qZ0%ZiÐ
Zy{ÐŠzegƒg„ìX

Í]*h%ŠzgÆ)bz)]äW`CÙ̧xZzg�d+Ã5)]ÐŠzegHì1
Zsx»çnZyƒ-ÐÎZìX]*h%çÙZzg�YgD*!]ÐZkâjw~Ç{'&Wƒ*!Z$

�CÙ¿Æ‚B¬Ke+»KÌÝìMŠgMë7V»qïìX›Š*~]*h%
gD*!]ÆZkâjw~‡âãÔ(ÏZzgçÙZŠZg»ç™DƒñZsxÐg�qZq"
¡~Z%ìXZX!c!“îg6&f[ÆaËgŠ¿»‚tW*!ÑixìXÎW`ÅŠ*~
¬ÝZsxÅ§sÐ†Š*Ð(ÏzpD©]Ãð™äÆZßßV»ê„wÆ
ZsòçÑ}Æ}*z{wzZã™}ÇXZk‚g}¿~›Š*Æa6&z‡ggZ{Ât¶�z{
*iâ:Zzg6ðz�áxaZ™C@!�z{]*h%Š*Å@!,“.ÅOñ‹qƒC1ZkÅ§s
ÐZk§bÅÃð@!i{»g~‚t7MmXÉZk6&eZŠt�:ÂZy{Æa›Š*
Å§sÐÃðZ½¦Ò6‚tÑc!YeZzg:„Z´‡ðzuÂV}²[ÔF&ÅÔZk&ZyÔ
0!uzyZzg†[æ¹Z¨Å§sÐÃðZ(YìÃ̀aZƒZÔ�ÁZiÁZk´‡ðÚø
~])]»iŠêXqÑèM`Æ¬Ke+ÆŠzg~Z(™*!ÔZ$ªCÙ~Zzgf6z„~
Ã+VÃÁ™äÆZk*!]zz‚bâèÐ}ic!Š{�Ôic!Š{M‚yåX

Zkñh6&øg}0!kZDwZq"Z,'&iq�éÆîg6&ñ�Š��…âèÐÌ
0gn'�Zzgw~ŠZ4ƒä»ôpgZ3ÌŠ3D�X@!ëZkÆaZDwÅ„
Ã�gZq"ÀÆ‚tǵƒÇ&&UƒVÐŠ¬YYì:

1XZgŠzzÃgÏ�á²~
2Xh]Dú]*h%ZzgŠvh]
3XZDwÅ,
øg}çÑ}~tZq"Z˜g;ì�ëäZDwÆÄ~z�~Z°gÃZLZL
t]Æik&ZW&KÔ6&p'Zzg;äÅÃÒÅ�XZkÐøg}ZL'×ú)£œÂ
�áh%7g}ƒDƒVÔZDwÅçÑ}Ã!3¨Òï EGE™äzZà„ÃçÑ}~Óf7ïeX
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Z$Š*ÃZÐ6ŠzgÆZW&Z]Ð¢™ä»çnŠg7ƒ@!ìÂZDwZk~qb
ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^f[ÃŒÛZgŠï�Zzg›Š*ÆaÑixŒÛZgŠï��z{Š*ÃZsx
ÆÇÑÐMÙ™äÆaZKÓxF&ÂZ*!×V'&zñ»gÑN:

Believe me, Europe today is the greatest hindrance in the way of man's ethical
advancement. The Muslim, on the other hand, is in possession of these ultimate
ideas of the basis of a revelation, which, speaking from the inmost depths of life,
internalizes its own apparent externality. With him the spiritual basis of life is a
matter of conviction for which even the least enlightened man among us can easily
lay down his life; and in view of the basic idea of Islam that there can be no further
revelation binding on man, we ought to be spiritually one of the most emancipated
peoples on earth. Early Muslims emerging out of the spiritual slavery of pre-Islamic
Asia were not in a position to realize the true significance of this basic idea. Let the
Muslim of today appreciate his position, reconstruct his social life in the light of
ultimate principles, and evolve, out of the hitherto partially revealed purpose of
Islam, that spiritual democracy which is the ultimate aim of Islam. C9

¢<�M`»-g\Z)̈yÅZÜ¹F&¹ÅgZ{~ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^ìXZkÆ'&@
Zq"›yzkÅã,Š6&Z,¬¦gZ]g‚3ì�i0%ÏÅ�ZÇV~»g�Ûâ�ZzgZK„CÙ
{gÛ4ÃŠZö~$%wM5�XZkÆai0%ÏÅgzqãZ‚kZZy»çnìTÅ
{§Zq".e+ÁDZ)̈yÌZKYyJ"ŒÛ!!y™YìXZsxÆZkã,Š~ÃbÅgzÐ
�Z['×h%Ë5zkÅ�!!¹7g„…gzqãZ±gÐŠ*Åƒ-ic!Š{MiZŠZzg�]c!C
¸xƒ*!eìXŒÛzÈZz\Æ›yMVäIZsxÆZ¨ÅgzqãÝòÐ�]qÝÅ
¶Zkqª1~7¸�z{Zkã,Š~ÃbÅZÝse+ÃYyÃXM`Æ›âVÃ
ec�ZKZkZÌÃÔã,Š~QßßVÅgzÝ~ZK/Zãi0%ÏÅZiuâú™,Zzg
ZsxÆZkÑÇÃqÝ™,TÅ¬]@!qwë6&7g~§bzZã7�ªgzqã
/ge+»ªxX
1tƒ-¼A+„eƒÇ�ë*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxÅˆl~wÅ§s"

ÅgzlZCNÔªZKZÝÅ§s 01C ÑŠzhäÅOñLŠzhúÅ§sZ}¤ Š¶Zc!xÂó
g�q™,X…Šzg]*h%ÅâŠe+ÅªCÙ~ZzgÅ?[a0%Ðò™zkÅ«™Š{WÃ¹½
Å§sázƒ*!ƒÇ:

...... the present crisis in the history of India demands complete organisation and
unity of will and purpose in the Muslim community, both in your own interest as a
community, and in the interest of India as a whole. The political bondage of India
has been and is a source of infinite misery to the whole of Asia. It has suppressed
the spirit of the East and wholly deprived her of that joy. of self-expression which
once made her the creator of a great and glorious culture...... Rise above sectional
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¬@ 41C �X¸zzì�ZrVäZ̧Zx�{c!‹Z̧ZxÅOñL‹MŠxóÅ!!]ÅX
(„-ÆZ‚vÌ’góZyZßßVÐMÇ{ƒgì¸Xz{t¢zgÎagì¸�̧è
Zzgzƒ43ïEGGÅ¯6&Z)̈+6Å„»¿“/J"Yg~gìÇÔZÐ}:}¢zgg)ecÔZÏ

ae}CÙeä¹:
I hope we do not see the creation of any more nation states.C15

¸èzzƒ43ïEGGÆ¦gZ]ÆjÆ!!8̄Š*XZLV»Dgg{_¶Z̧Zx�{Å
ú™Dz‰ÜÔZkÆ»g6&ŠZizVäZkÆZ−ZŠÆatðH�:

To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of
equal rights and self determination of peoples and to take other oppropriate
measures to strengthen universal peace. C16

1tZßwÌZ)̈+6ÃÃðZð:Š}eXZkZßwÆðƒäÆ7yœ~Ì̂
t™{Zgn¥zpy»z„©7™g;ìT»E%™{´)äZL6‚wÆ�x~H

YètZßwZ̧ZxÅã,Š6&å:�Z)̈+6Åã,Š6&XŒV´)�ÛâD��›Š*Zzg 71C åX
IZsð»t�Ûnì�z{Š*ÃZkdZyÐïBXYèŠ*Zkz‰ÜJ"!!bMzm&lÔ¥z
pyZzgZ¡w!!bÆZLVÐ�]70!$ËZ$J"z{ZLçÑ}ÅúâÆa
ÑZ)̈ãÅw#Özz‡gÆZßw6&»gÈ7ƒYCX1tÃðM‚y»x7XZ)̈ãÅg
œ-VÆZg»ÆˆZ[Zk§s(&|g;ì²L»t]óäZÐißg]~Z)̈+6Æ
‚tÜs32‚wÆ²á~7™Šc!XZÐZDwL£x·~óÐ̈™D�Zzgµâq
Z)̈yÅ’ÃZkÐ0ŒÛZgŠïƒñ�ÛâD�:

The ultimate purpose of the prophetic mission of Muhammad (may peace be upon
him) is to create a form of society, the constitution of which follows that divine law
which the Prophet Muhammad received from God. In other words, the object is to
purify the nation of the world of the abuses which go by the name of time, place,
land, nation, race, genealogy, country, etc., although the differences of nations,
tribe, colours and languages are at the same time acknowledged. It is thus to bestow
upon man that spiritual idea which at every moment of his life remains in constant
contact with Eternity. This is where Muhammad stands and this is the ideal of the
Muslim community. How many centuries will it take man to reach these heights,
none can say, but there is no doubt that in removing the material differences
between the nations of the world and in bringing about harmony among them in
spite of their differences of nations, tribes, races, colours and languages, Islam has
done something in thirteen hundred years what other religions could not do in three
thousand years. Take it from me that the religion of Islam is an imperceptible and
unfeelable biologico-psychological activity which is capable of influencing the
thoughts and actions of mankind without any missionary effort. To invalidate such
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ŒVZDwÅ,ÃZyÅ„~qg]»Zq"ZëÍ̃ŒÛZgŠ¶»°ŠZDwÅ„Åƒ~qb
~´)�ÛâD�: Stray Reflections fZCz—t]ÅŠ®Ã™s™*!ìX

There are some people who are sceptical and yet of a religious turn of mind. The
French Orientalist Renan reveals the essentially religious character of his mind in
spite of his scepticism. We must be careful in forming our opinion about the
character of men from their habits of thought.C6

‰ßvÑZŠg~ƒDƒñÌèIgDyTgn'�X�ÛZúàtgbyÅÑZŠge+Æ
!!z�ŠZkÆf‚Åã,Š~èIZëŠúc!VìXßÍVÆ§i„ÐZyÆ™ŠZgÆ0gZñ
‡ì™ä~…ZogxecX
ŒV´)ägbyÆ0�¼¹ìZkÆMy(~{»@pŠZyÅZKfZ]Æ

!!g}~ÜsŠg„-„7ÉZyÅ„ÅƒÆaZq"*!¦ k&KÌìX
Z$Ì„ZDwÆÚø~L*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxó»f™ƒÇÂtÎZw¢zgZ`Ç�ZDw

6iâäÐH%ZŠf#�ZzgZÐ¼g5%k&™ä6&YV̂�ZzgZkÆ¼g5%k&ƒä~
ZyÆ4&Šq"ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^ZzgÂHì?

M`ÅŠ*6ŠzgÐ“/MÙƒð?h]~´)�ÛâD�:
Looking at the matter from this point of view, then, the Prophet of Islam seems to
stand between the ancient and the modern world. In so far as the source of his
revelation is concerned he belongs to the ancient world; in so far as the spirit of his
revelation is concerned he belongs to the modern world. In him life discovers other
sources of knowledge suitable to its new direction. The birth of Islam, as I hope to
be able presently to prove to your satisfaction, is the birth of inductive intellect.

C7 

Zkçn6&ZkÃ̀Ð̈gHYñÂ…9Zsx|]·~0Š*Zzg]*h%Š*îVÆ2
6&9}ÃMD�X˜VJ"M\åÅzkÆo,»mìM\»mŠ*Š*ÐìX
˜VJ"ZkzkÅgzb»mìM\»mŠ*ñ]*h%ÐìXM\~i0%ÏäDÆ¼
Šzu}fgZùÃŠgc!Ä™1�54VÆañizV¸XZsxÅM�Û>ó=Z`ZðÅ
M�ÛàìX

ÅƒÃZq"Šzgâ»M¸iŒÛZgŠï�Â°ZÑÝt[Á å ZDwZ$—gg‚Ê-)óG[
ZßŠZq~M\åÆZg�áŠ¤ ZòÃÒy™gì�XM\åäZg�áŠ�Ûâc!:

8C �ôá$]Ö$̂Úø^áøÎø‚ô]‰ûjø‚ø]…øÒøø̀nûòøjôäômøçûÝøìø×øÐø]²ö]ÖŠ$Ûø^æø]l(æø]Ÿû*…ûšø!
"—iâ:̃xQ™W`ZÏqª16&WŠ2ìTqª1~tZkz‰ÜåZ$ZväW�âV
Zzgi}ÃaZ�Ûâc!X
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interests and private ambitions, and learn to determine the value of your individual
and collective action, however directed on material ends, in the light of the ideal
which you are supposed to represent. Pass from matter to spirit. Matter is diversity;
spirit is light, life and unity. One lesson I have learnt from the history of Muslims.
At critical moments in their history it is Islam that has saved Muslims and not vice
-versa. If today you focus your vision on Islam and seek inspiration from the
ever-vitalising idea embodied in it, you will be only reassembling your scatters
forces, regaining your lost integrity, and thereby saving yourself from total
destruction.C11

›*!yyZkz‰ÜZKi0%ÏÆT*!iuŠzgÐ¦ ggì�ÔZkÆa»ï̂ZzgZ�Šz
³Zìz£œÅ¢zg]ìXøg}Bz�ŠÅ’Zzgyz*y»¢ŠZÏZ%ÐzZhìX
yz*yÅ(ÏÝòÓxZ¨ÆaÑpÐ„rT+»u*ìXZkäætÅgzbÃÃ
eZÑìZzgZÐZÖgfZ]ÅZkä]Ðøzx™Šc!ìÔTÅ$%zª1LZk~Zq"—Zzg
�á0%ZgÕyaZƒZå''Zk·Z7ÅgzÝ~�W\Å§s™[ìÔZLZÐZŠ~
ZzgZ½¦ZqwÅŠgz7»Z0%Zi{ÙÔpZ{z{âŠ~Z¾ZnÐ0„YV:ƒVXâŠe+Ð

¦ g™gzq+6~ŠxgÚXâŠ{Ò]ìpgzbâgìÔ§]ìÔzu]ìÔZq"$�
~ä@!gõÐ5ìÔtì�Wh}z!V~Zsx„ä›âVÅi0%ÏÃ‡ìg3Ô
›âVäZsxÅ™«7ÅXZ¤ W`W\ZKó�QZsx6&)Š,ZzgZkÆi0%Ï
jÇÐOW&ƒVÂW\ÅxZzg6&Zn{̧'Ziuâ¦ƒYNÏZzgW\»z�Šh•/z
'&!!Š~ÐôpƒYñÇX
[Z!W!!ŠÆZkZ½k~´)t�Ûâ™�yz*yÅ(ÏÝòÓxZ¨Æa

ÑpÐ„rT+Zuu*ìÔZkäætÅgzbÃÃeZÑìÔŠzg]*h%ÆŠz(&}dZâV
Å§sZ�ág{™gì�Xyz*y»(ÏÝò»Dgƒ*!Zzg†Š*SîZ¨»)©à
rT+zWÑx~¤ ëgƒ*!ÔX»D%Zgu(&~uJ"›*!y'&RZL�á0%ZgâèZzggzZc!]
Ð™M5¸X]*h%Š*XÑpÐ„rT+~¤ ëgìZyÆZò[~ÐZq"(&Z:7
¸è»�ìX5491YJ"-g\~Yg~g�zZàlVÔŠ~Š*6&Yñg�zZápk
âM!!Šc!CÂxÔZzgŠzg]*h%~ÎZŅ̃Zò©]Ãð™ä~Z)̈ãƒ*z�CÙÃ0!âw™ä

ZkÐDÃÆ]*h%¦gäÀ1˜V”VZzg 21C »!!8̄f[»¦ģèg;ìX
gc!2VÅZ‚k¸ñVÅÙ|$ŒÛZg0!ðXZk¦gÆÎZŅ̃ZòR6&„z~f»t¬Ýì�

31C Š*ÆÓx̃´6&̂ÃLZ̧Zx�{ó¹Š2X
ZDwzƒ43ïEGGÆ¦gÆZyZW&Z]Ðl!MÇ{Ô̧�Z)̈+6Æan{ÁƒM5
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an activity by the innovations of present-day political thinkers is to do violence to
mankind as well as to the universality of that prophetic mission which gave birth to
it.C18

t]·tÅ¸e+Z¸c!]tì�Zq"ˆZ½ÜZ)̈6‡ìÅYñTÅúZk‡âyZÞ
Æ@!,ƒ�t]·tÃ!!gÇ{ZëÐ«ƒZåX!!ÖpŠv-Vv�µâqZ)̈yÅZ̧ZxÃ
!!z�ŠÅ[zDbZzgZßZyzZvÆZ%Ã]Ãt™h#ÆZyÃZyÓxMßŠ7VÐ2{H
Yñ�iâyÔkyÔzíÔ±Ô©Ôoz){Æ*!ñVÐñÎxÅYC�ZzgZk§b(
{ÅÃz{”CÇ«HYñ�ZLz‰ÜÆCÙ9~LZ$%e+óÐhggLìZzgtìz{
£xL·~ótìIZsð»·Z7XZkÅ—-VJ"î~¥x7|]Z)̈yÃX
œc!V'1Zk~Ì¼—7�Z̧Zx¬ÝÅ!!bo�Û]Šzg™äZzg!!z�ŠÅ!ÔD©Ô
#ÔßãZzg—ãZqÐiZ]ÆZyÃq"g8"™ä~Zsxäz{»x¾{Î‚w~Hì�Šv
ZŠc!yÐ&DÙZg‚w~Ì:ƒeX¢Y#/õ EG�Š+ZsxZq"7æ{Zzg)Ck§CZzg

;C¿ì�%Ë—Ã@VÆÌ¬ÝZ)̈ãÆ„z¿ÃOW&™äÅ&¢4g‚3ìX
Z,¿ÃqwÆ(Ï®+Å]*]§Zi-VÐ*™*!µâqZ)̈yZzgZkt]Å!�~
6&TÆ»z;ÐZk»M¸iƒZÕxìX
Â©ÆZßw6&Zq"VàZ)̈ãçÑ}»ªxIZsð»z{£ì&M`KÅ
¢zg]ìXZk£ÅbàÆ‚B„Zq"Šzgâ»M¸ieìZzgZ)̈+6Ã’ÔZðzM¹
Zzg’ñ!!bÆZßw6&F9âjwÅ�ÛZbÌ:

g*z‚I¡ìætÅ�]
Z¨zZá�ZkbÐZ[J""¸

Q(„-gh™ŠZ4y§Š,~ƒ
91C IzŠzª1ì�¡wx»Zux

tNu¦ “-I¡ÐìaZ
02C �Z̧Zxi}Z¨»0!òVÂì

¸z{ŠzgâìT»pZ[ZDwäŠ¬Ô&Zq"|¯ä»»Ÿ±âÐHZzg
TÆ¼gÆ%Zsx»¼g*!åìÔZ)̈+6ÆaZsxÆ�x»Zšr*!åì:
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Z$Š*ÃZÐ6ŠzgÆZW&Z]Ð¢™ä»çnŠg7ƒ@!ìÂZDwZk~qb
ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^f[ÃŒÛZgŠï�Zzg›Š*ÆaÑixŒÛZgŠï��z{Š*ÃZsx
ÆÇÑÐMÙ™äÆaZKÓxF&ÂZ*!×V'&zñ»gÑN:

Believe me, Europe today is the greatest hindrance in the way of man's ethical
advancement. The Muslim, on the other hand, is in possession of these ultimate
ideas of the basis of a revelation, which, speaking from the inmost depths of life,
internalizes its own apparent externality. With him the spiritual basis of life is a
matter of conviction for which even the least enlightened man among us can easily
lay down his life; and in view of the basic idea of Islam that there can be no further
revelation binding on man, we ought to be spiritually one of the most emancipated
peoples on earth. Early Muslims emerging out of the spiritual slavery of pre-Islamic
Asia were not in a position to realize the true significance of this basic idea. Let the
Muslim of today appreciate his position, reconstruct his social life in the light of
ultimate principles, and evolve, out of the hitherto partially revealed purpose of
Islam, that spiritual democracy which is the ultimate aim of Islam. C9

¢<�M`»-g\Z)̈yÅZÜ¹F&¹ÅgZ{~ƒ-Ð(&~g»z^ìXZkÆ'&@
Zq"›yzkÅã,Š6&Z,¬¦gZ]g‚3ì�i0%ÏÅ�ZÇV~»g�Ûâ�ZzgZK„CÙ
{gÛ4ÃŠZö~$%wM5�XZkÆai0%ÏÅgzqãZ‚kZZy»çnìTÅ
{§Zq".e+ÁDZ)̈yÌZKYyJ"ŒÛ!!y™YìXZsxÆZkã,Š~ÃbÅgzÐ
�Z['×h%Ë5zkÅ�!!¹7g„…gzqãZ±gÐŠ*Åƒ-ic!Š{MiZŠZzg�]c!C
¸xƒ*!eìXŒÛzÈZz\Æ›yMVäIZsxÆZ¨ÅgzqãÝòÐ�]qÝÅ
¶Zkqª1~7¸�z{Zkã,Š~ÃbÅZÝse+ÃYyÃXM`Æ›âVÃ
ec�ZKZkZÌÃÔã,Š~QßßVÅgzÝ~ZK/Zãi0%ÏÅZiuâú™,Zzg
ZsxÆZkÑÇÃqÝ™,TÅ¬]@!qwë6&7g~§bzZã7�ªgzqã
/ge+»ªxX
1tƒ-¼A+„eƒÇ�ë*iâ:Ô6ðz�áxÅˆl~wÅ§s"

ÅgzlZCNÔªZKZÝÅ§s 01C ÑŠzhäÅOñLŠzhúÅ§sZ}¤ Š¶Zc!xÂó
g�q™,X…Šzg]*h%ÅâŠe+ÅªCÙ~ZzgÅ?[a0%Ðò™zkÅ«™Š{WÃ¹½
Å§sázƒ*!ƒÇ:

...... the present crisis in the history of India demands complete organisation and
unity of will and purpose in the Muslim community, both in your own interest as a
community, and in the interest of India as a whole. The political bondage of India
has been and is a source of infinite misery to the whole of Asia. It has suppressed
the spirit of the East and wholly deprived her of that joy. of self-expression which
once made her the creator of a great and glorious culture...... Rise above sectional
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¬@ 41C �X¸zzì�ZrVäZ̧Zx�{c!‹Z̧ZxÅOñL‹MŠxóÅ!!]ÅX
(„-ÆZ‚vÌ’góZyZßßVÐMÇ{ƒgì¸Xz{t¢zgÎagì¸�̧è
Zzgzƒ43ïEGGÅ¯6&Z)̈+6Å„»¿“/J"Yg~gìÇÔZÐ}:}¢zgg)ecÔZÏ

ae}CÙeä¹:
I hope we do not see the creation of any more nation states.C15

¸èzzƒ43ïEGGÆ¦gZ]ÆjÆ!!8̄Š*XZLV»Dgg{_¶Z̧Zx�{Å
ú™Dz‰ÜÔZkÆ»g6&ŠZizVäZkÆZ−ZŠÆatðH�:

To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of
equal rights and self determination of peoples and to take other oppropriate
measures to strengthen universal peace. C16

1tZßwÌZ)̈+6ÃÃðZð:Š}eXZkZßwÆðƒäÆ7yœ~Ì̂
t™{Zgn¥zpy»z„©7™g;ìT»E%™{´)äZL6‚wÆ�x~H

YètZßwZ̧ZxÅã,Š6&å:�Z)̈+6Åã,Š6&XŒV´)�ÛâD��›Š*Zzg 71C åX
IZsð»t�Ûnì�z{Š*ÃZkdZyÐïBXYèŠ*Zkz‰ÜJ"!!bMzm&lÔ¥z
pyZzgZ¡w!!bÆZLVÐ�]70!$ËZ$J"z{ZLçÑ}ÅúâÆa
ÑZ)̈ãÅw#Özz‡gÆZßw6&»gÈ7ƒYCX1tÃðM‚y»x7XZ)̈ãÅg
œ-VÆZg»ÆˆZ[Zk§s(&|g;ì²L»t]óäZÐißg]~Z)̈+6Æ
‚tÜs32‚wÆ²á~7™Šc!XZÐZDwL£x·~óÐ̈™D�Zzgµâq
Z)̈yÅ’ÃZkÐ0ŒÛZgŠïƒñ�ÛâD�:

The ultimate purpose of the prophetic mission of Muhammad (may peace be upon
him) is to create a form of society, the constitution of which follows that divine law
which the Prophet Muhammad received from God. In other words, the object is to
purify the nation of the world of the abuses which go by the name of time, place,
land, nation, race, genealogy, country, etc., although the differences of nations,
tribe, colours and languages are at the same time acknowledged. It is thus to bestow
upon man that spiritual idea which at every moment of his life remains in constant
contact with Eternity. This is where Muhammad stands and this is the ideal of the
Muslim community. How many centuries will it take man to reach these heights,
none can say, but there is no doubt that in removing the material differences
between the nations of the world and in bringing about harmony among them in
spite of their differences of nations, tribes, races, colours and languages, Islam has
done something in thirteen hundred years what other religions could not do in three
thousand years. Take it from me that the religion of Islam is an imperceptible and
unfeelable biologico-psychological activity which is capable of influencing the
thoughts and actions of mankind without any missionary effort. To invalidate such
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interests and private ambitions, and learn to determine the value of your individual
and collective action, however directed on material ends, in the light of the ideal
which you are supposed to represent. Pass from matter to spirit. Matter is diversity;
spirit is light, life and unity. One lesson I have learnt from the history of Muslims.
At critical moments in their history it is Islam that has saved Muslims and not vice
-versa. If today you focus your vision on Islam and seek inspiration from the
ever-vitalising idea embodied in it, you will be only reassembling your scatters
forces, regaining your lost integrity, and thereby saving yourself from total
destruction.C11

›*!yyZkz‰ÜZKi0%ÏÆT*!iuŠzgÐ¦ ggì�ÔZkÆa»ï̂ZzgZ�Šz
³Zìz£œÅ¢zg]ìXøg}Bz�ŠÅ’Zzgyz*y»¢ŠZÏZ%ÐzZhìX
yz*yÅ(ÏÝòÓxZ¨ÆaÑpÐ„rT+»u*ìXZkäætÅgzbÃÃ
eZÑìZzgZÐZÖgfZ]ÅZkä]Ðøzx™Šc!ìÔTÅ$%zª1LZk~Zq"—Zzg
�á0%ZgÕyaZƒZå''Zk·Z7ÅgzÝ~�W\Å§s™[ìÔZLZÐZŠ~
ZzgZ½¦ZqwÅŠgz7»Z0%Zi{ÙÔpZ{z{âŠ~Z¾ZnÐ0„YV:ƒVXâŠe+Ð

¦ g™gzq+6~ŠxgÚXâŠ{Ò]ìpgzbâgìÔ§]ìÔzu]ìÔZq"$�
~ä@!gõÐ5ìÔtì�Wh}z!V~Zsx„ä›âVÅi0%ÏÃ‡ìg3Ô
›âVäZsxÅ™«7ÅXZ¤ W`W\ZKó�QZsx6&)Š,ZzgZkÆi0%Ï
jÇÐOW&ƒVÂW\ÅxZzg6&Zn{̧'Ziuâ¦ƒYNÏZzgW\»z�Šh•/z
'&!!Š~ÐôpƒYñÇX
[Z!W!!ŠÆZkZ½k~´)t�Ûâ™�yz*yÅ(ÏÝòÓxZ¨Æa

ÑpÐ„rT+Zuu*ìÔZkäætÅgzbÃÃeZÑìÔŠzg]*h%ÆŠz(&}dZâV
Å§sZ�ág{™gì�Xyz*y»(ÏÝò»Dgƒ*!Zzg†Š*SîZ¨»)©à
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31C Š*ÆÓx̃´6&̂ÃLZ̧Zx�{ó¹Š2X
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an activity by the innovations of present-day political thinkers is to do violence to
mankind as well as to the universality of that prophetic mission which gave birth to
it.C18
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£xL·~ótìIZsð»·Z7XZkÅ—-VJ"î~¥x7|]Z)̈yÃX
œc!V'1Zk~Ì¼—7�Z̧Zx¬ÝÅ!!bo�Û]Šzg™äZzg!!z�ŠÅ!ÔD©Ô
#ÔßãZzg—ãZqÐiZ]ÆZyÃq"g8"™ä~Zsxäz{»x¾{Î‚w~Hì�Šv
ZŠc!yÐ&DÙZg‚w~Ì:ƒeX¢Y#/õ EG�Š+ZsxZq"7æ{Zzg)Ck§CZzg
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6&TÆ»z;ÐZk»M¸iƒZÕxìX
Â©ÆZßw6&Zq"VàZ)̈ãçÑ}»ªxIZsð»z{£ì&M`KÅ
¢zg]ìXZk£ÅbàÆ‚B„Zq"Šzgâ»M¸ieìZzgZ)̈+6Ã’ÔZðzM¹
Zzg’ñ!!bÆZßw6&F9âjwÅ�ÛZbÌ:
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¬@ 41C �X¸zzì�ZrVäZ̧Zx�{c!‹Z̧ZxÅOñL‹MŠxóÅ!!]ÅX
(„-ÆZ‚vÌ’góZyZßßVÐMÇ{ƒgì¸Xz{t¢zgÎagì¸�̧è
Zzgzƒ43ïEGGÅ¯6&Z)̈+6Å„»¿“/J"Yg~gìÇÔZÐ}:}¢zgg)ecÔZÏ

ae}CÙeä¹:
I hope we do not see the creation of any more nation states.C15

¸èzzƒ43ïEGGÆ¦gZ]ÆjÆ!!8̄Š*XZLV»Dgg{_¶Z̧Zx�{Å
ú™Dz‰ÜÔZkÆ»g6&ŠZizVäZkÆZ−ZŠÆatðH�:

To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of
equal rights and self determination of peoples and to take other oppropriate
measures to strengthen universal peace. C16

1tZßwÌZ)̈+6ÃÃðZð:Š}eXZkZßwÆðƒäÆ7yœ~Ì̂
t™{Zgn¥zpy»z„©7™g;ìT»E%™{´)äZL6‚wÆ�x~H

YètZßwZ̧ZxÅã,Š6&å:�Z)̈+6Åã,Š6&XŒV´)�ÛâD��›Š*Zzg 71C åX
IZsð»t�Ûnì�z{Š*ÃZkdZyÐïBXYèŠ*Zkz‰ÜJ"!!bMzm&lÔ¥z
pyZzgZ¡w!!bÆZLVÐ�]70!$ËZ$J"z{ZLçÑ}ÅúâÆa
ÑZ)̈ãÅw#Özz‡gÆZßw6&»gÈ7ƒYCX1tÃðM‚y»x7XZ)̈ãÅg
œ-VÆZg»ÆˆZ[Zk§s(&|g;ì²L»t]óäZÐißg]~Z)̈+6Æ
‚tÜs32‚wÆ²á~7™Šc!XZÐZDwL£x·~óÐ̈™D�Zzgµâq
Z)̈yÅ’ÃZkÐ0ŒÛZgŠïƒñ�ÛâD�:

The ultimate purpose of the prophetic mission of Muhammad (may peace be upon
him) is to create a form of society, the constitution of which follows that divine law
which the Prophet Muhammad received from God. In other words, the object is to
purify the nation of the world of the abuses which go by the name of time, place,
land, nation, race, genealogy, country, etc., although the differences of nations,
tribe, colours and languages are at the same time acknowledged. It is thus to bestow
upon man that spiritual idea which at every moment of his life remains in constant
contact with Eternity. This is where Muhammad stands and this is the ideal of the
Muslim community. How many centuries will it take man to reach these heights,
none can say, but there is no doubt that in removing the material differences
between the nations of the world and in bringing about harmony among them in
spite of their differences of nations, tribes, races, colours and languages, Islam has
done something in thirteen hundred years what other religions could not do in three
thousand years. Take it from me that the religion of Islam is an imperceptible and
unfeelable biologico-psychological activity which is capable of influencing the
thoughts and actions of mankind without any missionary effort. To invalidate such
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6- Allama M. Iqbal, Stray Reflections, Iqbal Academy Pakistan, Lahore, 2006,

p.73.
7- Allama M. Iqbal, Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Institute of

Islamic Culture, lahore, p.100-101.
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9- Ibid, p.142.
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11- Latif A. Sherwani, Speeches, Writings and Statement of Iqbal, Iqbal

Academy Pakistan, Lahore, 2009, p.28-29.
12- Fred Halliday, Nationalism in the Globalization of World Politics, Ed. John

Baylis and Steve Smith, OUP, 2001, p.441.
13- Ibid, p.442.
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an activity by the innovations of present-day political thinkers is to do violence to
mankind as well as to the universality of that prophetic mission which gave birth to
it.C18
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چٹنی اور اسکا استعمال
طارہ قادری
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ے د  � ز�ہ    ہ و  �  � دل  رب!    دے���  ��  � روح  دے ، �   ��  �  �  �

دے  �  � ذرے   �  � �راں  وادى  ذوق �� دے�  � �ق �� دے، � 

ے د   �
�
� ��  

�
� � �� د   �   �   � �   وم دے� د�   �  � اوروں   �   ��  �  �  �  � د��

Lord, �ll the Muslim’s heart with a desire so fervent
That it will set his heart a�ame and stir his soul.

Light up again every speck of dust in the Valley of Faran.
Make us long again for beautiful sights, and create in us the urge to make demands.

Give piercing vision to those deprived of sight,
and show to others what I have seen.

�  � �م   ��  �  � آ�   �� اس � � �� � � و� �ا دے� 
Lead the stray gazelle back to the Sanctuary.

It has grown used to the city ‐ Give it back the vastness of the desert.

�   �   رش �   �   ��   ں ا � �� و   دل   ا � � دے��  ��� ��  ��  �  �  ��  � اس 
Stir up again the ruins of the heart with a commotion like judgment Day.

Let this empty litter once again seat a sweetheart ‐ a Layla!

� �ں 
� ���  �  �   ��  �  � دور  دےاس   ��  �  ��  � دے   � داغ  وہ 

In the darkness of this age give to every troubled heart
Scars of love that would shame the moon.

�   ��� �   وش � ��   �   � �   ��   � دےر   در��� دے، آزادى   �� �ددارى 
Let the goals be as high as the Pleiades.

Give us the calm and poise of the shore, But the freedom of the sea.

� �ا�  �ك   � ، �  � �ث  دے�   �
� �� �رت  �، دل  ا��    �� �ں 

�
��

Let love be sel�ess and truth fearless;
Let our breasts be �ooded with light‐Make our hearts clear as crystal.

�  
�

�� �����   ر � آ   �  
� �� �   س � دےا �دا   �

�
�� ا��   �� �رش   � ا�وز 

Let love be sel�ess and truth fearless;
Let our breasts be �ooded with light‐Make our hearts clear as crystal.

� �ں  ا�ے  اك  �ں  ��ں   �   ے�� د   � دا   �   ج �  ، ں  �   � �   �   � �
�

� �
Let love be sel�ess and truth fearless;

Let our breasts be �ooded with light‐Make our hearts clear as crystal.


